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Preface
Still Searching for Computational Creativity

One of the most beguiling aspects of language is the illusion of certainty it can
grant to a speaker. The possession of a word for a given concept often implies
possession of that concept itself, and when this word is both familiar and com-
monplace, one can easily fall prey to the belief that the underlying concept
is itself both familiar and easy to grasp. That great sceptic on such matters,
Ludwig Wittgenstein, discussed this illusory feeling in the context of the words
“knowledge” and “to know”, arguing that each falsely suggests a commonplace
understanding of what it means to know something, and to actually possess
knowledge. Wittgenstein argued that the idea of knowledge and knowing is ac-
tually very problematic, and that words like “know” merely succeed in papering
over the cracks in our limited philosophical understanding. English is replete
with commonplace words like “know” whose superficial familiarity disguises an
unruly conceptual reality. Based on the diversity of opinions that are held on
the topic of creativity, and indeed, on the evidence of the papers submitted to
this latest workshop on computational creativity, the word “creativity” must
certainly take pride of place on this inventory of illusory terms.

A formal definition of creativity and our inability to provide one has been the
elephant in the room at most of our computationally-minded workshops. Many
hours have been spent in argument about what does and does not constitute cre-
ativity. While philosophically and socially engaging, these arguments have never
really shown any signs of being resolved to anyones satisfaction. More recently,
we have tended to avoid these arguments in favour of more straightforward dis-
cussions of what can be achieved computationally and whether someone might
eventually dub this as “creative”. As Wittgenstein might say, the fact that we
cannot philosophically defend what it means to know something does not stop us
from actually knowing things, or, at any rate, thinking and acting as if we know
things. Likewise, our inability to define creativity does not appear to hinder us
in our search for creative computational systems, and the papers for this years
workshop certainly bear this out. Overall, we are happy to report that papers
of the “Whither Creativity?” variety are in thankfully short supply these days.

In these pages you will find a body of papers dedicated to practical concerns
in the development of computational systems that might, at some level, exhibit
creativity. As usual, story-generation is a dominant theme here, as is musical
creativity, humour and other clever uses of language. Most of these papers view
creativity as an additional element of a system that authors would be building
anyway, regardless of their interest in creativity, because their interests lie in
stories, music, art or language and because these phenomena are all the more
appealing when they exhibit creativity. However, some papers here do tackle
creativity head on, within a computational framework that is designed to enable
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one to study creativity rather than to solve an interesting problem in its own
right.

As organizers of this years event, it falls on us to report that the world of cre-
ativity research is still alive and active, though whether it is thriving or merely
surviving is not for us to say. Certainly, we were not inundated with a flood of
papers that would suggest a burgeoning field of research, but neither were we
so desperate to fill our schedules that any paper, no matter how tangential or
insubstantial, was accepted. So the fact that we have an interesting roster of
papers for this years event is not the result of a finely-tuned selection procedure,
but the result of purest fortune: while we did reject some papers, we were fortu-
nate that most papers we received did have something interesting to say about
computational creativity, as we hope you agree as you read them here.

Despite this good fortune, our reviewers had plenty to say in their reviews,
and we thank them heartily for their efforts in this regard. This is still a small
research community where poachers are frequently called upon to act as game-
keepers, so authors may well hear the most memorable comments from their
reviews echoed from the audience as their papers are presented. Though small,
we do form a community par excellance, and this above all makes these events
always worth attending. As poachers, we may slay that elephant in the room
yet, but don’t hold your breath. Instead, let us look forward to some lively de-
bate, some wonderful Spanish food (and drink), and some slow but sure progress
toward our shared goal (if not always a shared vision) of creative computational
systems.

September 2008 Tony, Pablo and Rafael
Dublin, Madrid, México City
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Developing Creativity

Artificial Barriers in Artificial Intelligence

Kyle E. Jennings?

University of California, Berkeley
Institute of Personality and Social Research

jennings@berkeley.edu

Abstract. The greatest rhetorical challenge to developers of creative
artificial intelligence systems is convincingly arguing that their software
is more than just an extension of their own creativity. This paper sug-
gests that the key feature this requires is “creative autonomy,” which
exists when a system not only evaluates creations on its own, but also
changes its standards without explicit direction. Paradoxically, develop-
ing creative autonomy is argued to require that the system be intimately
embedded in a broader society of other creators and critics. A sketch is
provided of a system that might be able to achieve creative autonomy,
provided it initially liked others in the society to different extents, and
had to remain “proud” of its past work. This should lead to emergent
dynamics that enable the creative AI to be more than a simple blend
of the influences it was predicated upon, though this awaits empirical
demonstration.

Key words: computational creativity, autonomy, socially-inspired com-
puting

1 The Quest for Creative Autonomy

Much of the theoretical work in creative artificial intelligence tries to specify
when a system has gone beyond simply doing the bidding of its programmer.
For instance, one rationale for Boden’s [1] “transformational” criterion is that
since the programmer creates the initial search space with a particular view of
what is possible, a system that transformed that space would be going beyond
the programmer’s vision. Ritchie’s [2] “inspiring set” helps determine whether
an idea produced by the system was directly involved in the system’s creation
or training. Finally, Colton’s [3] inclusion of imagination in his creative tripod
hearkens to the autotelic exploration of ideas that is not tethered to outside
forces.
? The author is grateful to three anonymous reviewers, whose feedback greatly im-

proved this work, and to the organizers of and participants in the 2008 AAAI Spring
Symposium on Creative Intelligent Systems, in discussion with whom these ideas
were hatched.
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The difference between greater and lessor creativity lies not in how you solve
problems, but rather in what problems you choose to solve [4]. Therefore, creative
systems need to be seen as pursuing an independently chosen vision. This means
that in addition to being able to independently apply the standards it knows,
a system must be able to independently change the standards it uses. This
ideal will be called “creative autonomy,” and represents the system’s freedom to
pursue a course independent of its programmer’s or operator’s intentions.

Because some skeptic will always accuse creative AI of being no more than an
elaborate tool for expressing the programmer’s creativity, any contact between
the system and the programmer comes under suspicion. This can lead to the
desire for systems that are hermetically sealed from the outside world. However,
human creativity, which is clearly autonomous, takes place within a rich web of
social interactions. It is in making sense of and responding to these interactions
that we arrive at a style that is unique to us, yet still acceptable enough for others
to take seriously. Creative autonomy will likewise be argued to emerge out of the
interactions with multiple critics and creators, not from solitary confinement.

Criteria A system will be said to have creative autonomy if it meets the following
three criteria:

Autonomous Evaluation the system can evaluate its liking of a creation with-
out seeking opinions from an outside source

Autonomous Change the system initiates and guides changes to its standards
without being explicitly directed when and how to do so

Non-Randomness the system’s evaluations and standard changes are not purely
random

Autonomous evaluation requires that from the moment the system begins
generating an opinion until the moment it has finished issuing the opinion, it
does not consult another human or machine intelligence. However, the system is
free to ask for opinions at other times, and to store this information. Autonomous
evaluation could be easily achieved by using preprogrammed standards or by
learning another source’s standards, both of which could be used to bootstrap
a system. After this, however, autonomous change requires that the system be
able to independently change its standards. Though external events may prompt
and guide changes, the system cannot rely on another source to tell it when to
change standards, or when its new standards are acceptable, nor can it simply
make some fixed transformation to another source’s standards.

An easy way to satisfy both criteria would be to issue random decisions,
or to make random changes at random times. The final criterion is meant to
prevent this. Many algorithms incorporate randomness, so not all randomness
is precluded. For instance, the system could resolve conflicts between standards
randomly, or it could test random perturbations to its standards. Aside from
special cases like these, however, it cannot simply make random decisions. Of
course, this does not guarantee predictable outcomes.
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Creative Autonomy and Creativity Being considered creative depends not just on
what you create, but also on the circumstances in which you create [5]. “Creative
autonomy” is meant to capture some of the circumstances that creative AI are
seen to lack. A system with creative autonomy has the potential to produce
creative results, in which case it could be called “creative”. However, as in our
own lives, creative potential is not a guarantee of creative success.

The next section analyzes the information a system could use to issue au-
tonomous evaluations, and looks at how that information changes through social
interactions. The third section discusses some techniques that could be used to
produce autonomous change in the context of these interactions. The final sec-
tion summarizes this work and suggests implications and future directions.

2 Learning to Evaluate

This section describes how a creator could learn evaluation standards via its
interactions with others. Since creators and non-creators both have opinions,
these others will be called “critics” rather than “creators”. Though the notation
used is based on Wiggins’ model of creative search [6], the only thing of interest
is how a creator learns to judge the quality of finished products. How these
standards affect the search process, as well as how they apply to intermediate
products, are left as interesting questions for future work. This model assumes
that there is at least one critic, though its more interesting features do not
apply unless there are more. Though the processes described here are inspired
by human creativity, they could be implemented in a society of solely AI creators,
or in a mixed human-machine society.

Subjectivity Following [7], we will assume that a creation’s value is socially con-
structed, and that different critics have different standards. Wiggins uses E for
the knowledge representing these standards, which can be subscripted to indi-
cate whose standards are in question, e.g., Ei. Unlike in Wiggins’ model, no
representation for this knowledge will be assumed.

In addition to knowing that people have different opinions, we can often
estimate a typical or specific person’s opinion. Thus, the knowledge in Ei can
be segmented by whose evaluations the knowledge is about. For this we will use
the subscript ij, where i is the perceiver and j is whose opinion is perceived. A
dot (“·”) will represent the typical critic. Thus,

Ei = 〈Ei·, Ei1, ...,Eii, ...,EiN 〉
where N is the number of critics in the society. Knowing other critics’ preferences
lets a creator target an audience, and so it is important for the information to
be correct. Therefore, assume that creators continuously correct inaccuracies.

For sake of argument, assume that creators represent knowledge at the most
general level possible and avoid duplicating knowledge. This means that some-
thing that applies to most creators would be stored in Ei·, and creator j’s devia-
tions from this would be stored in Eij . If creator i knows nothing specific about
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creator j’s standards, then Eij = ∅. We will assume the most difficult case in
which creators start with no standards of their own, i.e., Eii = ∅.

Making Evaluations Creator i’s evaluation of creation c from critic j’s perspec-
tive is denoted by Eij(c). Though the notation is analogous, Eij is not simply
the application of Eij . This is because the applicability of Eij depends on c. For
instance, if the discipline is furniture design, creator i might know a great deal
about how j evaluates chairs, but nothing about how j evaluates tables. If c is
a table, it would makes more sense for i to rely on Ei· than Eij .

Wiggins writes [[X]] to mean the translation of the knowledge in X to a func-
tion from creations to real numbers in [0, 1]. We will extend this to map to
[0, 1] × [0, 1], for the result and the confidence in that result. Additionally, we
need a function that can aggregate different evaluations and confidence levels
into a single answer. Heuristics such as assuming that people from similar back-
grounds have similar opinions could compensate for missing information. These
details don’t matter here, and so we’ll simply say that the system has back-
ground social knowledge, Si, and a function Fi that uses it to consolidate the
other information. Given this, for i 6= j we have:

Eij(c) = Fi(Si, j, [[Ei·]](c), [[Ei1]](c), ..., [[EiN ]](c))

In the extreme case, a creator’s own opinion would only depend on knowledge
in Eii. However, by hypothesis Eii is initially empty, meaning that the creator
must construct its opinion from what it knows about others’ opinions. Though
we could make the system issue the most representative opinion, it will prove
more interesting if it prefers to emulate some critics more than others. These
affinity levels are stored in Ai, and are discussed in the next section. We can
now define an analogous function to Fi:

Eii(c) = F ′i (Si, Ai, [[Ei·]](c), [[Ei1]](c), ..., [[EiN ]](c))

Note that Eii would be just one component of the creator’s objective function
during search (cf. [8]), but is the only function creator i uses to evaluate its own
and others’ finished products.

Communication Creator i learns to make autonomous evaluations via interac-
tions with other critics. Suppose that a creator i has made a creation c, which
is observed by a critic j 6= i. There are three broad classes of information that
can be communicated.

Evaluation A simple “like/dislike” judgment. Creator j communicates Ejj(c),
and then creator i adjusts its knowledge until Eij(c) ≈ Ejj(c).

Correction Critic j creates c′, a modification of c that it likes better. Creator i
updates its knowledge so that Eij(c′) > Eij(c), and tries to determine what
changes between c and c′ increased j’s liking.

Criticism Justifications for an evaluation or correction, e.g., what is pleasing
or what criteria were used. Creator j communicates knowledge in or derived
from Ej to creator i, which attempts to integrate this into Ei. If i cannot
make Eij(c) ≈ Ejj(c), then i might ask j for clarification.
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In each case, creator i adjusts Ei in order to reproduce j’s evaluation. Because
knowledge is represented at the most general level and duplication is avoided,
this should always result in change to Ei· or to Eij . These processes cannot by
themselves make Eii non-empty.

In creative AI systems that only allow interaction with one critic (the program-
mer), all of the system’s knowledge can be represented in Ei·, meaning that
Eii(c) = Eij(c) = Ei·(c) = [[Ei·]](c), i.e., the system parrots back its under-
standing of the critic’s standards. The situation improves somewhat with mul-
tiple critics since the system forms Eii from many different sets of standards in
ways dependent on Si and Ai. However, it still only offers direct translations of
other critics’ standards. What’s more, in both cases, the system only changes
its standards in reaction to and in proportion to changes in other critics’ stan-
dards. Hence, though these processes support autonomous evaluation and are
non-random, they are not enough for creative autonomy. The next section sug-
gests some extensions that would add the missing component, autonomous and
non-random change.

3 Changing Standards

If the system faithfully updates its knowledge of others’ standards, autonomous
change will not occur until there is knowledge in Eii. Since all of the system’s
knowledge comes from other critics and is stored at the most general level, there
is as yet no reason for this to happen. Inspired by human psychological processes
that would be simple to implement, this section suggests some reasons that Eii

might be initially populated and subsequently changed.

3.1 Additional Behaviors

As described so far, the system combines others’ preferences according to how
applicable they are and how much it “likes” each critic. This section first de-
scribes how “liking” could be initially configured and then changed. Thus far
the system never has cause to doubt its own evaluations. One such reason will
be introduced, which will later be argued to lead to including knowledge in Eii.

Affinity Any number of rules could be used to set the initial affinities in Ai, all
of which have a basis in human psychology:

Propinquity Our friendships [9] and collaborations [10] are largely determined
by physical proximity. Analagously, the system could be initially set to prefer
creators who are nearby in some topology, real or imposed.

Similarity We subconsciously favor people with similar backgrounds. In a so-
ciety of artificial creators with varied parameterizations, similarly parame-
terized creators might initially prefer each other.
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Popularity When we cannot make sense of a speaker’s message, we decide
whether to believe her based on cues about her prestige [11], e.g., age (time
in the society) or popularity (received affinity).

Some affinity changes would be independent of the system’s evaluations:

Familiarity Absent other discernable differences, we tend to prefer people and
things we have seen before [12]. Frequent interactions could increase liking.

Mutual Affinity We are more apt to like someone if they first show that they
like us [13]. The system could increase its affinity for critics that evaluate
the system’s creations positively.

Finally, affinity could adjust in response to the creator evaluating a critic’s work,
or by how closely the creator and critic agree on evaluations of a third creator’s
work. At first this would not be very meaningful, but as the creator absorbs
influences and gains independence it should lead to less tautological changes.

Pride Unsure about the quality of their work, novices are particularly sensitive
to praise and criticism. The sting of failure can be offset by the memory of
success, making preserving good memories important.

This could be modeled by storing a memory of past successes, Mi, and their
last average evaluation, Mi =

∑
c∈Mi

Eii(c)/|Mi|. Only highly salient creations
would be stored (ones that elicited “pride”), such as ones that got unexpectedly
high evaluations (relative to recent creations, other creators’ creations, or the
critic’s typical evaluation), particularly from a critic the creator likes. As with
a person who concludes that all of her prior work was worthless, there could be
negative repercussions for the system if the value of Mi suddenly dropped. As
discussed next, avoiding this could lead the system to develop its own standards.

3.2 Bootstrapping and Changing Eii

This section introduces three processes that could introduce and change knowl-
edge in Eii. As before, each is inspired by human behavior. They are sketched
here, and discussed relative to creative autonomy in the next section.

Cognitive Dissonance Consider a novice whose evaluations mirror an influential
mentor’s, and whose self-confidence rests on the memory of past successes. Sup-
pose that one particular creation, which was highly rated by his mentor, is a
large source of pride. He only understands why that work was good in terms of
how he understands his mentor’s preferences, which he trusts since he respects
that mentor. Now suppose that the mentor strongly criticized a highly similar
creation, throwing into doubt his understanding of the mentor’s standards. Or,
perhaps an unrelated event would make him lose respect for the mentor, leading
him to discount the mentor’s opinion. In either case, he could no longer justify
such a high evaluation for his prized creation, leading to a dilemma: believe the
reduced evaluation, and hence that he’s not as good as he thought; or, doubt the
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new evaluation, and continue to believe he and his work are great. This “cogni-
tive dissonance” [14] is distressing enough have physiological correlates [15], and
can lead us to alter the truth or our memories in order to allay it.

A system programmed to “feel proud” could face a similar situation. When
a creation enters Mi, the creator agrees with the critic’s evaluation, that is,
Eii(c) ≈ Ejj(c), which, if Eii = ∅, was arrived at via other critics’ preferences.
When knowledge of these preferences or their weighting changes, some evalua-
tions in Mi could drop, as would Mi. By construction, the system cannot tolerate
too large of a drop. Since it must also accurately represent others’ preferences, it
cannot simply refuse to change that knowledge. To resolve this conflict, it could
add information to Eii that keeps Mi from dropping too much.

False Inferences About Preferences Criticism includes the reasons behind an
overall evaluation. However, the reasons we offer do not always reflect how we
make our decisions. For instance, people will say why they preferred one of many
products, all of which are actually identical [16]. Similarly, we invent reasons that
sound good if our real reasons aren’t socially acceptable. For instance, though our
evaluations of one aspect of a person pollute our evaluations of other aspects (the
“halo effect”) [17], we often don’t know or admit this. Instead, we offer reasons
that are demonstrably unrelated to our actual decision process [16].

A creator whose standards are solely based on other people’s standards is
unlikely to say that she likes something “because he likes it too”. Instead, she
will search for distinguishing features of the item to form a plausible-sounding
explanation. Even if incomplete or incorrect, this utterance becomes part of how
she understands her preferences, and might even impact future evaluations.

Suppose that a creative AI had a language for communicating criticism.
Given that Ei can consist of exemplars, neural networks, and other irregular
representations, there is a large chance that the language could not express
complete and correct information. If the rules it extrapolates are put into Eii,
two things happen. First, the inaccuracy of the rules will lead to evaluations that
no longer directly follow Ei \Eii. Second, the creator’s standards will lag behind
changes in Ei \Eii, since those will not be reflected in Eii. Thus, the system will
begin to develop divergent standards, albeit clumsily.

Selective Acceptance Seeking Even someone with a completely independent sense
of what he likes might want a style somewhat similar to people he admires. If
one such peer’s preferences shifted, he might adjust his own preferences in that
direction. However, there would likely be several others peers he wishes to be
somewhat near to, leading to experimentation until an equilibrium is reached.

Once a creative AI relies substantially on Eii, changes in other critics’ pref-
erences will have a smaller impact on Eii. However, it might try to keep an
acceptably low discrepancy between Eii(c) and Eij(c), where j is a critic who i
has a high affinity for. Indeed, this might be what enables the system to deviate
from others’ standards but stay recognizably within the same domain or genre.
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3.3 Autonomy Revisited

Creative autonomy requires autonomous evaluation, autonomous change, and
non-randomness. The system could certainly be capable of autonomous and non-
random evaluation. Furthermore, none of the schemes described above makes
random changes at random times. Therefore, it just remains to be considered
whether the system’s changes would be autonomous.

In all three schemes, change happens in response to external events. For
cognitive dissonance and acceptance seeking, this would be changes in others’
standards (Ei \ Eii), or in affinities (Ai), possibly only after the effect of several
separate changes accumulated. For false inferences, this would be the request for
a critique. Unless another critic could manipulate when the creator starts and
stops changing its standards, these change processes could be autonomous.

With only a single critic, such manipulation is possible. Acceptance seeking
would simply entail following the lone critic’s changes in standards within a
margin of error. The critic could take advantage of false inferences by requesting
criticisms as a way to perturb the creator’s standards, only stopping when an
acceptable result was reached. The critic could also give extreme and inconsistent
ratings to trigger changes via cognitive dissonance.

The situation changes with multiple critics. The complex web of relations
between Ai, Ei, and Mi/Mi would make it hard to predict whether an external
change would trigger adjustments to Eii. Multiple simultaneous changes might
cancel out, or several small changes across time could accumulate until one
change unleashes a string of compensatory adjustments. This would make the
system less clearly responsive to any single critic, and in particular much more
difficult for any single critic to manipulate.

Autonomy also precludes making fixed transformations to others’ standards.
When knowledge is first put into Eii, it is derived with error from others’ stan-
dards, such as the stereotyped rules delivering criticism would produce, or the
extrema that cognitive dissonance would enshrine. One could argue that this
would only result in time-lagged caricatures of other critics’ preferences. The
counter-argument is that in a society where every creator pays attention to
several other creators, such distortions would serve as attractors, leading to un-
predictable clusters of similar styles, and unpredictable shifts in those styles.
These emergent dynamics would make it impossible to say which creator was
leading the change, meaning at least that no one creator was more autonomous
than another.

This is obviously a strong claim that requires much empirical work. However,
in a single-critic system, it is a fair guess that Eii would be more of a fun-
house mirror reflection of the critic than anything that could be considered
autonomously arrived at. Given that it would also be impossible to rule out
that the critic had manipulated the system’s dynamics until such time as it
produced standards it liked, it seems fair to say that single-critic systems, at
least as sketched here, would not achieve creative autonomy. The answer for
multiple-critic systems will have to wait.
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4 Conclusions

This paper introduced the concept of creative autonomy, which requires that a
system be able to evaluate its creations without consulting others, that it be
able to adjust how it makes these evaluations without being explicitly told when
or how to do so, and that these processes not be purely random. A notation was
developed to denote evaluations drawn from the integration of knowledge about
several different critics’ standards. Importantly, the system has different affinities
for each critic, which impact how it integrates their opinions to form its own
opinion. Initially it has no independently-held preferences, but this can change
when it attempts to justify its evaluations, or if it must maintain high evaluations
for some of its past work in the face of other critics’ changing standards.

Such a system was argued to be capable of autonomous, non-random evalua-
tion, and the change processes sketched are non-random. In a single critic society,
it is unlikely that the system’s standards would be more than distorted agglom-
erations of the critic’s standards. What’s more, the ease with which the critic
could manipulate the system would make it hard to argue that the creator was
changing autonomously. In a multiple-critic society, complex interactions might
make any one creator impervious to manipulation, and emergent dynamics of the
system could lead to clusters of creative styles. This awaits empirical demonstra-
tion, which would still leave open the philosophical question of whether changing
absent direct manipulation is the same as autonomy.

The description of creative autonomy offered here captures only a small part
of why humans can be considered creative. A system whose creations had a style
that was not easily traced to a few influences, yet was still recognizably in same
domain, would be a major accomplishment. However, as just mentioned, freedom
from manipulation is not the same as acting purposefully. The system described
here only makes changes in (possibly indirect) reaction to others’ changes. Hu-
man creators, in contrast, proactively change their standards. It is conceivable
that this system could make proactive changes by looking for patterns in how
others’ standards change with time and in relation to each other, which would
be proactive, though perhaps not purposeful enough to be considered creative.

Though this work does not directly address the distinction between ex-
ploratory and transformative creativity, it could lead to interesting insights in
that area. In particular, transforming a search space can be seen as searching over
search spaces. In addition to making it indistinguishable from exploratory cre-
ativity, this begs the question of what objective function is used to select among
spaces. Repeating this question over recursive searches of transform spaces of
transform spaces of transform spaces, etc., one must ask what the base case is,
i.e., what is the ultimate objective function? The perspective suggested here (and
doubtless elsewhere, too) is that the ultimate objective function emerges out of
the interactions between creators. It thus becomes essential for any system to
be able to interact fully with its creative milieu if it is to be truly creative.

Creative artificial intelligence must always fight the impression that it is
simply a fancy tool for expressing the programmer’s creativity. This can lead to a
desire to isolate the system from outside influences as much as possible. However,
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as argued here, autonomy seems to require more, not less, interaction, though
it must reach beyond the programmer. Though the hypotheses presented here
are sketched with a broad brush and await verification, this work does suggest
that creative AI must be viewed in a broader context than it traditionally has.
Developing creative AI might still amount to solving an information processing
problem, but a good part of this information comes from the social world. Of
course, this is true of own creative processes, as well.
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Abstract. We consider a combination of two recent proposals for char-
acterizing computational creativity and explore the sufficiency of the
resultant framework. We do this in the form of a gedanken experiment
designed to expose the nature of the framework, what it has to say about
computational creativity, how it might be improved and what questions
this raises.
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1 Introduction

A great deal has been written about the nature of creativity in a computational
setting and how we might characterize it or measure it or detect it or justify it.
Boden is generally credited with beginning this discussion [1, 2] and many others
have contributed ([3–7], among others). Recently, Ritchie has refined an empiri-
cal framework for the evaluation of creativity in computational systems [8], and
Colton has responded with an interesting augmentation to this proposal [9]. In
particular, Ritchie has proposed 18 set-theoretic criteria by which various as-
pects of a potentially creative artefact might be evaluated; Colton has suggested
that, additionally, three qualities must be perceived in the process that produces
the artefact in question. Taken together these form an intriguing framework for
characterizing (computational) creativity that has been applied to analyze com-
putational systems for creating visual art [9], mathematical proofs [9], music [10],
poetry [11] and language constructs [12].

The purpose of this paper is to explore these two proposals together, par-
ticularly from a sufficiency standpoint (Colton argues for the necessity of his
qualities but makes no claims about sufficiency and Ritchie purposely avoids a
discussion of either, presenting his framework as an analytical tool). In fact, we
will put forth a gedanken experiment designed to stress the combined framework.
Let us emphasize that our intention in trying to break the framework is not in
any way an attempt to discredit the ideas, but rather just the opposite; we feel
that the combined framework provides many excellent insights into the nature of
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computational creativity. Our goal here, in trying to find counter arguments, is
to explore just what we can learn from characterizing (computational) creativity
as Ritchie and Colton suggest and how, if at all, their proposals might be further
strengthened.

2 A Gedanken Experiment

Let us consider a simple task that could require creativity—producing black
and white digital images of recognizable scenes. Following Ritchie’s framework,
the set B of basic items1 for this task might be, for example, 450 × 350 pixel
images with pixels taking only binary values; the artefact class, is a 2-tuple
(B, r), where r : B → [0, 1] is a mapping or rating scheme that measures the
quality of recognizability—those images that are recognizable as scenes have
high values of r while those that are not recognizable have low r values.2 Note
that although Ritchie defines the concept of artefact class, he immediately refines
this idea to define a value-based artefact class as a 3-tuple (B, typ, val), where
typ : B → [0, 1] and val : B → [0, 1] are mappings that capture the typicality and
quality associated with a member of B. In our gedanken experiment, since we are
interested simply in (artefact) class membership (how recognizable an image is),
the two rating schemes of the 3-tuple become redundant (that is, typicality and
quality are equivalent for this task), and we can think of the 2-tuple definition
as capturing this by compressing both into the single rating scheme r. Also, to
begin with, we will consider the special case of no inspiring set I.3 Finally, the
set R of results produced by the system will be the image(s) returned by the
system during one or more runs.

2.1 The RASTER System

We propose a very simple system, named, rather whimsically, Ridiculous Artist
Supporting Thought Experiment Realization (RASTER). The RASTER system
creates black and white images by employing a combination of undirected search
and objective function (see Algorithm 1). The system randomly generates a
binary image and computes a distance from that image to a randomly selected
picture from the web that has been binarized by thresholding.4 We emphasize
1 Ritchie defines basic items as, essentially, the data type of the artefacts to be pro-

duced by a system.
2 Though we do not formalize this notion of recognizability, we suggest that it captures

an intrinsic quality of an image that is not too difficult to measure (e.g. by voting—
does this look like something?)

3 Ritchie does not formalize this notion but rather simply describes it as “the subset
of basic items that influences (either explicitly or implicitly) the construction of the
program (e.g. this could be all the relevant artefacts known to the program designer,
or items which the program is designed to replicate, or a knowledge base of known
examples which drives the computation within the program”.

4 One could assume an inner loop that, for a given randomly generated image p,
iteratively compares p to each picture on the web. However, for simplicity, and to
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Algorithm 1 The (hypothetical) RASTER algorithm. binary threshold() is
a function that converts an image to binary representation by setting all pixel
values above a threshold to 1 and all others to 0. difference() computes a nor-
malized distance (e.g. Hamming) between its arguments. The fitness threshold
θf determines the “recognizability” of the generated pattern p.

set δ =∞
while δ > θf do

generate a random raster pattern p
q ← random picture from the web
binary_threshold(q)
δ = difference(p, q)

end while
return(p)

that RASTER has no inspiring set. One might perhaps argue that the set of
all pictures on the web should be considered an inspiring set for the system,
but we would reply that this argument is only valid if that set is used to guide
RASTER’s search (which it is not).5

Now, given enough time, it is not unlikely that the RASTER system could
produce an image like that of Figure 1. Indeed, if the threshold θf is small
enough, images like this are the only kind of output RASTER would produce.
The question is, given a set R of images produced by RASTER, how would the
system be characterized by the 18 criteria and three qualities?

2.2 Assessing RASTER’s Creativity

We will use the 18 criteria to assess RASTER’s eligibility to be considered cre-
ative. Employing Ritchie’s original notation, Tα,β(X) ≡ {x ∈ X|α ≤ typ(x) ≤
β} formalizes the subset of X in a given range of typicality, Vα,β(X) ≡ {x ∈
X|α ≤ val(x) ≤ β}, the subset of X in a given range of quality (typ and val are

the rating schemes over B defined above), AV (F,X) ≡
∑

x∈X
F (x)

|X| , the average

value of a function F across a finite set X, and ratio(X,Y ) ≡ |X|
|Y | , the relative

sizes of two finite sets X,Y . We consider the asymptotic value of each criterion
as RASTER’s fitness threshold θf → 0:

1. AV (typ,R) = AV (val, R) = 1

emphasize the complete lack of an inspiring set I, we have chosen this much less
efficient approach.

5 Actually, it is difficult to make this argument formally as Ritchie’s original descrip-
tion of the inspiring set is very informal. However, we believe that even the most
conservative interpretation would admit that RASTER has an inspiring set of car-
dinality no greater than one (and in this case, the set can not be static and thus the
argument for an inspiring set of cardinality greater than 0 is weak). Even conced-
ing an inspiring set of cardinality one, our assessment in Section 2.2 of RASTER’s
creativity per the criteria remains unchanged.
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2. ratio(Tα,1(R), R) = ratio(Vγ,1(R), R) = 1
3. AV (val, R) = 1
4. ratio(Vγ,1(R), R) = 1
5. ratio(Vγ,1(R) ∩ Tα,1(R), Tα,1(R)) = ratio(Tα,1(R), Tα,1(R)) = 1
6. ratio(Vγ,1(R) ∩ T0,β(R), R) = ratio(∅, R) = 0
7. ratio(Vγ,1(R) ∩ T0,β(R), T0,β(R)) = ratio(∅, T0,β(R)) = 0
8. ratio(Vγ,1(R) ∩ T0,β(R), Vγ,1(R) ∩ Tα,1(R)) = ratio(∅, Vγ,1(R)) = 0
9. ratio(I ∩R, I) = undefined

10. (1− ratio(I ∩R,R)) = 1
11. AV (typ,R− I) = AV (typ,R) = AV (val, R) = 1
12. AV (val, R− I) = AV (val, R) = 1
13. ratio(Tα,1(R− I), R) = ratio(Tα,1(R), R) = ratio(Vγ,1(R), R) = 1
14. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R) = ratio(Vγ,1(R), R) = 1
15. ratio(Tα,1(R− I), R− I) = ratio(Tα,1(R), R) = ratio(Vγ,1(R), R) = 1
16. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R− I) = ratio(Vγ,1(R), R) = 1
17. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I) ∩ Tα,1(R− I), R− I) = ratio(Vγ,1(R), R) = 1
18. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I) ∩ T0,β(R− I), R− I) = ratio(∅, R) = 0

Note that all these equalities hold independent of the choice of α, β, γ.6

Also, note that because of our use of a single rating scheme, criterion 1 reduces
to criterion 3, criterion 2 reduces to criterion 4, criterion 5 vacuously evaluates
to 1, and criteria 6-8 all vacuously evaluate to 0. And, because of our decision
to have I = ∅, criterion 9 is undefined, criteria 11 and 12 reduce to criterion 3,
criteria 13-17 reduce to criterion 4 and criterion 18 reduces to criterion 6, leaving
just three applicable criteria (those not struck out in the list). Ritchie actually
proposes his criteria as predicates, parametrized by a threshold 0 < θ < 1, and
it should be obvious that in the limit, RASTER would be characterized creative
by all three of the applicable criteria, regardless of the choice of θ.
6 Actually, this is not quite true if one insists on maintaining the three different thresh-

olds α, β, γ while using a single rating scheme; however, we consider the statement
functionally true, dismissing this odd pathological case.

Fig. 1. Hypothetical figure created by the RASTER program
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To justify our (asymptotic) values for criteria 3, 4 and 10, consider that
as θf → 0, δ → 0 for any p returned as an artefact. This in turn implies that
difference(p, q)→ 0 and therefore that in the limit p = binary threshold(q),
a recognizable7 binary image. Therefore, since this argument holds for each
p produced, and since the set R is composed of p returned by RASTER, in
the limit, the ratio of highly rated (recognizable) artefacts to total artefacts,
ratio(Vγ,1(R), R), will approach unity (criterion 4). A fortiori, the average rat-
ing (recognizability) of R will also approach unity (criterion 3). And, since by
design I = ∅, I∩R = ∅, ratio(I∩R,R) = 0, and therefore 1−ratio(I∩R,R) = 1
(criterion 10).

To address Colton’s qualities, we argue that the system possesses imagination
due to its undirected random search of the set B, and that the system possesses
appreciation by nature of its fitness measure that is applied to the result of
said search. Finally, we argue that the system possesses skill because it (only)
produces black and white images (with a high fitness value).

2.3 Imbuing RASTER with an Inspiring Set

Now, there are two obvious objections to this thought experiment: the majority
of Ritchie’s criteria have been rendered irrelevant, and an inordinate amount of
time is likely required for RASTER to produce even a single artefact.

As to the first objection, on the one hand this invalidation of 15 of the 18
criteria is allowable under Ritchie’s original framework, and so the criticism can
not be fairly leveled at our thought experiment. On the other hand, this is an
interesting observation and is also perhaps a valid argument for why we might
dismiss RASTER as not creative. Indeed, we might consider this indicative of a
meta-heuristical application of the 18 criteria—if most of the criteria can not be
applied, then the system in question may not be a likely candidate for attribution
of creativity. The basis for the second objection is directly attributable to the
structure of the RASTER system itself, and perhaps suggests the need for an
addition to Ritchie’s criteria or Colton’s qualities in the form of some measure
of efficiency.

Indeed, one might consider imposing some sort of temporal limit by which
time the system must have produced an artefact to be considered as possibly
creative. Under such a condition, the RASTER system is likely to be disqualified;
but can we produce an acceptable substitute that is not? The inspired RASTER
(iRASTER) system may be such an alternative (see Algorithm 2). iRASTER
differs from RASTER by having an inspiring set I of exemplar binary images
and by its method for generating candidate images, which is done by applying
suitably defined genetic operators to members of I.

Depending on what kind of temporal constraint is imposed, it is perhaps not
clear that iRASTER will satisfy the constraint; however, it should be clear that
iRASTER will produce artefacts similar to (at least some of) those produced by

7 We are assuming the existence of a binarization threshold that produces a recogniz-
able image—perhaps something like the mean pixel value for the image.
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Algorithm 2 The (hypothetical) iRASTER algorithm, a modification of the
RASTER algorithm that incorporates an inspiring set I.

Input: a set I of exemplar binary images
set δ =∞
while δ > θf do

generate a raster pattern p by applying genetic operators to members of I
q ← random picture from the web
binary_threshold(q)
δ = difference(p, q)

end while
return(p)

RASTER in a much shorter period of time. And, it is certainly true that any
imposed temporal constraint can not be overly strict without disqualifying many
viable candidates for creative attribution as, in general, creative productivity
contains a significant stochastic element.

Now, for iRASTER we can revisit the criteria scoring, first noting that criteria
1 − 8 do not depend upon I and so will have the same values in the limit for
iRASTER as for RASTER. For the remainder, we again consider the asymptotic
value of each criterion as iRASTER’s fitness threshold θf → 0:

9. ratio(I ∩R, I) = 0 (although, ratio(I ∩R, I) = 1 as |R| → ∞)
10. (1− ratio(I ∩R,R)) = 1
11. AV (typ,R− I) = AV (val, R− I) = 1
12. AV (val, R− I) = 1
13. ratio(Tα,1(R− I), R) = ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R) = 1
14. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R) = 1
15. ratio(Tα,1(R− I), R− I) = ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R− I) = 1
16. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R− I) = 1
17. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I) ∩ Tα,1(R− I), R− I) = ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R− I) = 1
18. ratio(Vγ,1(R− I) ∩ T0,β(R− I), R− I) = ratio(∅, R− I) = 0

Again, all these equalities hold independent of the choice of α, β, γ.
With I 6= ∅, criterion 9 is no longer undefined, criterion 12 no longer reduces

to 3 (though criterion 11 does reduce to criterion 12), criteria 14 and 16 no
longer reduce to criterion 4 (though criterion 13 reduces to 14 and criteria 15
and 17 reduce to criterion 16) and criterion 18 no longer reduces to criterion 6
but still vacuously evaluates to 0 for the same reason. So the count of applicable
criteria increases to 7. And considering the predicate case, by the same argument
as before, in the limit, iRASTER would be characterized creative by 6 of 7
applicable criteria (criteria 3, 4, 10, 12, 14 and 16, but not criterion 9), regardless
of the choice of θ.8

8 Actually, an argument can be made for the seventh as well, if we allow the set R to
grow very large, but since our motivation for this second system is to reduce time
required to produce R, it is appropriate to disqualify this criterion.
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To justify our (asymptotic) values for criteria 10, 12, 14 and 16 (3 and 4 still
hold as argued above), consider the following. A probabilistic argument suggests
that it is very unlikely that p ∈ I and since we are assuming a small, finite R, it is
therefore very likely that |I ∩R| ≈ 0, and it follows that 1− ratio(I ∩R,R) = 1
(criterion 10). As before, as θf → 0, δ → 0 for any p returned as an arte-
fact. This implies that difference(p, q) → 0 and therefore that in the limit
p = binary threshold(q). Therefore, since this argument holds for each p pro-
duced, and since the set R is composed of p returned by RASTER, and since
(|I ∩ R| ≈ 0) ⇒ ((R − I) ≈ R), in the limit, the ratio of highly rated (recog-
nizable) novel artefacts to total artefacts, ratio(Vγ,1(R − I), R), will approach
unity (criterion 14). And therefore, a fortiori, the average rating (recognizabil-
ity) of R− I will also approach unity (criterion 12) and the ratio of highly rated
(recognizable) novel artefacts to total novel artefacts, ratio(Vγ,1(R− I), R− I),
will also approach unity (criterion 16).

Revisiting Colton’s qualities, we argue that the new system possesses imagi-
nation due to the stochastic nature of its search of the set B, and that the new
system still possesses appreciation by nature of its fitness measure and that the
system still possesses skill because it still (only) produces black and white images
(with a high fitness value).

3 Analysis and Discussion

The RASTER system is by design nearly equivalent to the proverbial room full
of monkeys pounding on typewriters. The iRASTER system is an attempt to
maintain this absurdity while introducing additional “knowledge” to improve
“time to artefact production”. Nevertheless, according to the framework, the
RASTER system can be attributed with three characteristics of creativity: the
average rating of artefacts is high, the variability of the rating is low (that is,
artefacts are uniformly rated high), and the artefacts produced are novel (they do
more than replicate an inspiring set).9 Further, we have argued that the system
has skill, imagination and appreciation. The iRASTER system is attributed with
three additional characteristics of creativity: a large proportion of the artefacts
are novel, the average rating of novel artefacts is high and there is little variability
in the ratings of novel artefacts (a large proportion of them are rated highly),
and again we argue that it possesses skill, imagination and appreciation.

The salient question is should these two systems be considered creative? In
the case of RASTER, we assert that the answer is a definite no and have identified
two possible improvements to the framework that would justify this: a notion of
variety (of creative attributes) and a notion of efficiency. The first of these can be
assessed with a meta-criterion defined as ratio(P (C, R), C) > θ, where C is a set of
(normalized) criteria for characterizing creativity, P (X,Y ) =

∑
x∈X pred(x, Y ),

pred(x, Y ) = 1 if criterion x = TRUE when evaluated over the set Y and
9 Though in our analysis we have considered the asymptotic case θf → 0, in “practice”

it should always be true that θf > 0, and it is possible to employ a second threshold
θg such that 1 > θf ≥ δ ≥ θg > 0 to emphasize artefact novelty.
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pred(x, Y ) = 0 otherwise. (Note that depending upon how one interprets this
meta-criterion, RASTER may still be considered creative. Because our problem
definition admits no inspiring set and makes use of a single rating scheme, the
majority of Ritchie’s criteria become redundant. As mentioned before, Ritchie’s
framework neither disallows nor penalizes this scenario, so, in a very real sense
the set |C| = 3 and ratio(P (C, R), C) = 1; that is, RASTER is creative in as
many ways as we have to measure it. A similar argument for iRASTER gives
ratio(P (C, R), C) = 6/7.)

For the second idea, one might measure time to artefact completion or one
might, instead, measure some function of the number of intermediate steps or
comparisons or rough drafts or discarded versions. Looking at the problem in this
way suggests a set-theoretic formulation that complements the existing frame-
work. For example, we can define a new set D of discarded or incomplete arte-
facts generated during the artefact production process, and we can suggest a
19th criterion such as ratio(R,D ∪R) > θ.10

Interestingly, the simple addition of an inspiring set to the RASTER algo-
rithm (iRASTER) has the effect of increasing both the variety of applicable
creativity criteria and the efficiency of artefact production, and we are therefore
somewhat less certain of our position on the question of iRASTER’s creativity.
However, it is still possible that it will fail to meet a reasonable standard for the
efficiency requirement, and one could argue its disqualification on those grounds.

Also of interest is the fact that even with iRASTER increasing (over RASTER)
the number of applicable criteria, the existence of a single rating scheme in the
problem definition invalidates the majority of the criteria. Put another way, hav-
ing a single rating scheme and no inspiring set implies that creativity per the
Ritchie criteria is extremely limited at best (or, more critically, that the Ritchie
criteria are not sufficient measures of creativity). Does this gibe with our cur-
rent understanding of creativity? Or, perhaps, does it expose an unintentional
(or intentional) bias in the set of criteria?

One might consider the possibility of quantifying Colton’s qualities in a set-
theoretic way to facilitate a cohesive framework, but this idea misses the point
of Colton’s thesis—it is not enough that a system possess skill, appreciation
and imagination: to be considered creative, the system must be perceived to
possess these traits. This suggests that (self-)promotion is an important aspect of
creativity; indeed, it even suggests the possibility that inducement of perception
could supplant actual possession of the qualities as the defining characteristic of
creativity (one could certainly argue cases where this appears true for human
artists, for example). Following this line of thinking further, we can ask whether
any of Ritchie’s criteria can be “lobbied” as suggested by Colton, and if so, is
this positive or negative? This in turn leads us to ask whether any rating scheme
that is subjective (human-evaluated) is not ipso facto subject to a No-Free-Lunch
type argument that demonstrates that it will be uninformative on average. And,

10 An anonymous reviewer suggests tying efficiency to value—the longer the time to
completion, the greater the value must be for the artefact to be considered creative.
This might be done with a criterion such as ratio(Vα,1(R), D) > θ.
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if this is the case, is “perception engineering” the solution? It is certainly true
that changes to typ− and val− type rating schemes do happen (e.g. posthumous
increase in fame of an artist, acceptance of a new painting style over time, etc.), so
why not admit [intentional] influences, originating either from an “agent” (like
the system designer) or, perhaps more impressively, from the creative system
itself? This finally leads to the question of whether self-promotion may be a
sufficient (if not necessary) characteristic of creative entities.
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Abstract. The theory of conceptual spaces, a geometrical form of knowl-
edge representation introduced by Gärdenfors [1], is examined in the con-
text of the general creative systems framework introduced by Wiggins
[2, 3]. The representation of musical rhythm and timbre on the concep-
tual level is then discussed, together with software allowing human users
to explore such spaces. We report observations relevant for future work
towards creative systems operating in conceptual spaces.
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1 Introduction

Wiggins [2, 3] provides the Creative Systems Framework (CSF) for describing
and reasoning about creative systems, based upon the work of Boden [4]. The
CSF defines a creative system as ‘a collection of processes, natural or automatic,
which are capable of achieving or simulating behaviour which in humans would
be deemed creative’ [2, p. 451].

As an abstract framework, the CSF raises many practical issues. Here we con-
sider representation, both in terms of creative artifacts, and the search spaces in
which they may be discovered. We draw on the theory of conceptual spaces pro-
posed by Gärdenfors [1], in which concepts are represented in geometrical space.
In the following sections we summarise both the CSF and theory of conceptual
spaces, before examining how they may fit together in the context of music.

1.1 Creative Systems Framework

The CSF defines a number of symbols and functions, in particular:

U The universe of all possible concepts
R Rules defining valid concepts

[[R]] An interpreter for R, tests the validity of individual concepts
C A conceptual space, a set of valid concepts selected by [[R]]U
T A traversal strategy for locating concepts within U
E Rules which evaluate the quality or desirability of a concept

〈〈R, T , E〉〉 An interpreter for T , informed by R and E . It operates upon an
ordered subset of U (of which it has random access) and results
in another ordered subset of U .
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We should be careful to distinguish membership of a conceptual space from
valued membership; for example, we might recognise a concept as conforming to
the syntactical rules of a limerick but not be funny. Accordingly,R governs mem-
bership of concepts to the limerick class, whereas E enables value judgements to
be made over these concepts.

Creative systems search for valued concepts by iteratively applying 〈〈R, T , E〉〉
over a set of concepts. Given a C with E-valued yet undiscovered concepts, the
likelihood of success depends entirely on the ability of T to navigate the space.
However, a crucial feature of the CSF is that creative search is defined as an
operation over U , and not limited only to C. This allows for the possibility of the
search leading outside C, in that the application of T results in concepts that do
not conform to R. Such effects are termed aberrations and invoke transforma-
tional creativity. If an aberration contains only E-valued concepts then we have
perfect aberration and R should be transformed to include the concepts in C. If
none of the concepts are valued then we have pointless aberration and T should
be transformed to avoid them in the future. If some are valued and others not,
then we have productive aberration and both R and T should be transformed.
In this way, a creative system is able to dynamically manipulate both the space
it is searching and the manner in which it searches in response to the concepts
it finds.

1.2 Conceptual Spaces

Wiggins’ high-level specification of the CSF deliberately excludes discussion of
implementation. To partly address this regarding C, we draw on the geometrical
theory of conceptual spaces proposed by Gärdenfors [1]. Despite employing the
same terminology, a conceptual space in the CSF denotes an abstract component
of a creative system (C), and should not be confused with the conceptual spaces
theory of representation.

Gärdenfors [1] argues that concepts should be represented using geometry
on what he terms the conceptual level. This level of representation is situated
between the symbolic level, including for example formal grammar, and the sub-
conceptual level of high dimensional representations such as neural networks.
These three levels of representation should be understood as complementary.

To summarise Gärdenfors’ theory of conceptual spaces, we begin with the no-
tion of similarity represented as distance, allowing models of cognitive behaviour
(such as creativity) to use tools from geometry to represent and manipulate
concepts. Similarity is measured within quality dimensions, which ‘correspond
to the different ways stimuli are judged to be similar or different’ [1, p. 6]. An
archetypal example is a colour space with the dimensions hue, chromaticism, and
brightness. Each dimension has a particular geometrical, topological or ordinal
structure. For example, hue is circular, whereas brightness and chromaticism
correspond to measured points along finite scales. Identifying the characteristics
of a dimension allow meaningful relationships between points to be derived.

Related dimensions are grouped into domains. A domain is a set of integral
(as opposed to separable) dimensions, meaning that a value cannot be attributed
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in one dimension without every other dimension in the domain also taking some
value. Therefore hue, chromaticism, and brightness in the above model of colour
form a single domain. It then follows that the definition of a conceptual space is
simply: ‘a collection of one or more domains’ [1, p. 26].

In a conceptual space, similarity is directly related to proximity. Such spatial
forms of representation naturally afford reasoning in terms of spatial regions. For
example, in the domain of colour, it is possible to identify a region of the space
that corresponds to the colour red. Boundaries between regions are fluid, which
is an aspect of the representation that may be usefully exploited by creative
systems searching for new interpretations of familiar concepts.

Gärdenfors identifies various types of regions with differing topological char-
acteristics. Convex regions are highlighted as being of particular importance:

CRITERION P A natural property is a convex region of a domain in a con-
ceptual space. [1, p. 71]

Taking again the example of red in the domain of colour; if we consider any two
shades of red, any shade between them would also be red. Therefore, the region
corresponding to red must have a convex shape. Convex regions in conceptual
domains can be closely related to basic human perceptual experience. In the con-
text of creative systems, having such information embedded within the structure
of the knowledge representation may potentially simplify processes of creative
and inductive inference, and possibly contribute to the discovery of more highly
valued artifacts.

For relatively straightforward domains such as colour, we can think of con-
cepts as natural properties. However, more complex concepts may exist over
multiple domains. Gärdenfors thus defines a concept as:

CRITERION C A natural concept is represented as a set of regions in a num-
ber of domains together with an assignment of salience weights to the do-
mains and information about how the regions in different domains are cor-
related. [1, p. 105]

Our interpretation of criterion c is that a natural concept is a set of one or
more natural properties with salience weights.

2 Discussion

To aid our discussion we introduce the following to differentiate between three
levels of representation:

s Symbolic level
c Conceptual level
sc Sub-conceptual level

Each suffix may be applied to an appropriate set symbol in order to make ex-
plicit particular subsets of elements according to the level of representation. For
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example, a subset of symbolically represented concepts in a conceptual space C
would be denoted Cs, and the rules specifying this subset denoted Rs. The abil-
ity to explicitly refer to concepts with different representational properties helps
clarify the situation where multiple levels of representation are available in C.
For example, in §3.1 we introduce a C comprising of both Cs and Cc subspaces.

We define the structure of the conceptual level, as described by Gärdenfors
[1], with the following symbols:

D Domain, a set of one or more integral dimensions
P Convex region within D
Cc Set of P, with salience weightings
Rc Rules defining Cc

Our definition of Cc only includes search spaces which adhere to criterion
c. There may be creative situations requiring a looser definition, but for the
purposes of this paper we only consider spaces adhering to the strict constraint
of convexity.

For example, in a search within Pred, the search space Cc would begin as the
region of all possible reds within Dcolour. Transformational creativity is unlikely
to modify a property as perceptually grounded as Pred. We may however imagine
other properties, for example the musical genre ‘drum and bass’, fluid enough to
be transformed during a creative process. We posit that whether transformations
of a search space Cc can modify natural properties depends on some perceptual
groundedness weighting of the instances of P concerned.

The motivation for viewing creativity on the conceptual level becomes par-
ticularly clear when considering traversal in the CSF. Here creative search is
literally spatial, where T gives vectors from input concepts to output concepts.
Each vector itself has meaning; for example, representing a perceived lightening
or warming in Dcolour.

Where a vector is taken outside of a P we have an aberration. If valued
concepts are thus found, the creative system may adjust the size, shape and/or
location of P to include them. If the region is extended outwards, preserving
convexity, new concepts between the aberration and the previous P will be in-
cluded. This amounts to an inference that if aberrant concepts are valued, then
the concepts along a path to them are also likely to be fruitful in a search. Aber-
rant discoveries may also lead to new domains being incorporated or excluded
from the search, as a further example of transformational creativity.

A key hypothesis from Gärdenfors is that ‘a metaphor expresses an identity
in topological or geometrical structure between different domains’ [1, p. 176].
We may formally specify metaphor as a mapping of a P from one D to another.
For example, by taking Pwarm, in a Dtemperature and mapping it to the alterna-
tive Dcolour we have constructed the metaphor ‘a warm colour’. Gärdenfors [1]
presents such metaphorical constructs as central to semantics. He argues mean-
ing is better represented in spatial relationships on the conceptual level, rather
than grammatical syntax on the symbolic level. Indeed he describes the mapping
of a P to a new D as creative [1, p. 179].
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3 Musical Applications

We present two prototypical conceptual spaces that may be explored by human
users. We have not attempted to implement any operations on the space that
might be deemed creative; this is left for future work. Our SuperCollider3 soft-
ware, together with in-browser demos, is available in the on-line appendix [5].
We have modelled conceptual spaces with quality dimensions in order to explore
possible musical applications, and make no claims at this stage as to the precise
relationship between the models and human perception.

A conceptual space of music could take many forms, differing considerably
in scope, complexity and perceptual groundedness. We focus on two aspects of
music: rhythmic structure and percussive timbre. Each aspect involves different
levels of musical and representational abstraction. Although necessarily reduc-
tionist, the treatment of each aspect reveals complementary insight into issues
of building models in conceptual space. The rhythm space is constructed by re-
course to concepts of music theory, while the timbre space draws from empirical
studies of timbre perception and utilises a physical model of a drum membrane.

3.1 Rhythm Space

London [6, p. 4] defines rhythm as involving ‘patterns of duration that are phe-
nomenally present in the music’. Duration here refers not to note lengths, but
to the inter-onset interval (IOI) between successive notes. Rhythm is therefore
a theoretical construct describing the arrangement of events in time. However,
this objective description does not necessarily accord with perceived musical
structure. The perceptual counterpart to rhythm is metre:

[M]etre involves our initial perception as well as subsequent anticipation
of a series of beats that we abstract from the rhythmic surface of the
music as it unfolds in time. In psychological terms, rhythm involves the
structure of the temporal stimulus, while metre involves our perception
and cognition of such stimulus. [6, p. 4]

The importance of listener perception in the creation of musical experience in
part explains the prevalence of algorithmic methods in composition. However,
when such methods are simply executed by computer, it is difficult to argue
for creativity on behalf of the system. Much of the work of a human composer
concerns selecting or developing compositional techniques, informed by an antic-
ipation of how the resulting music might be experienced by an audience. Within
a shared framework of reference, both audience and composer comprehend new
music in relation to previous musical experience—further emphasising the role
of similarity in creativity, as well as in wider cognitive behaviour [7].

Our prototypical search space of rhythm Crhy consists of a conceptual rep-
resentation of rhythmic structure Ccrhy, together with a symbolic representation
of timbre Csrhy. The domain of rhythmic structure Drhy is a discrete space ex-
isting in three dimensions. Within Drhy we can identify a convex region Prhy
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as the particular rhythmic property of interest to our search. Therefore, Prhy
constitutes the entire conceptual search space Ccrhy. For the present purpose,
Prhy corresponds to the property of metrical salience, described below. This
very constrained notion of rhythmic structure is chosen in order to create a
readily comprehensible space of rhythmic possibility, and is in no way intended
as a general model of musical rhythm.
Prhy is shown as the filled region in Figure 1d. The gray-scale level in each

of the diagrams in Figure 1 represents metrical salience, and thus visualises
the notion of similarity that pertains to proximate points in the space. Unlike
Gärdenfors, who allows variable salience weightings for each dimension, here they
remain fixed, effectively defining symmetrical distance (similarity) between any
two points in the space. The precise value of salience weights is not addressed
here, but as an observation, the weighting of the x dimension should be greater
than that of y, because changes in x affect a greater change in rhythmic structure
(in terms of metric salience) than changes in y.

Fig. 1. Rhythm Space

A symbolic representation of timbre considerably simplifies the search space
of rhythm. Musical notes are considered atomic sound events of predetermined
timbre and duration. Both these features are represented by labels corresponding
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to types of percussive instruments; for example, kick-drum, snare-drum, and
hi-hat. This simplification allows for the complexities of timbral perception to
be excluded from the model, while allowing for the representation of polyphonic
rhythms, as is idiomatic of drum-kit performance.

The rationale behind the specification of Drhy draws on concepts from music
theory. Both Western and non-Western theories are pertinent here, but given the
relative simplicity of Western conceptions of rhythm compared with some non-
Western counterparts, we focus on the former. Western music theory is a body of
knowledge accumulated over a considerable period, closely bound to conventions
of notation, which in turn are closely bound to the pragmatic concerns of perfor-
mance and composition. In order to communicate musical ideas effectively, music
theory arguably has some claim to perceptual validity. However, future work on
conceptual spaces of rhythm should seek to incorporate empirically grounded
research from fields such as music psychology and cognition.

Of specific interest to rhythm and metre, music theory provides useful con-
cepts such as bars, tempi, time signatures, and a system of rhythmic structure
based primarily on the equal division of units of time. Each point in the rhyth-
mic domain corresponds to a single bar-length rhythm. Each bar is the same
predetermined duration, relative to the current tempo, which is specified in
beats-per-minute (bpm). Each bar contains four beats, subdivided by two or
four, resulting in a sixteen-step pattern—a familiar concept in much electronic
dance music. It is important to note that each point in the space corresponds to
a bar-length rhythm performed on a single percussive instrument (represented
by a symbol on the symbolic level). Therefore, a polyphonic rhythm comprising
multiple rhythmic parts is represented by a set of points in the rhythmic space.

Theories of musical metre typically concern cyclic patterns of strong and weak
beats. Within our constraint of four beats-per-bar, and simple beat divisions, a
common interpretation of metrical salience would give more weight to the first
and third beats of the bar, followed by beats four and two. The weightings of sub-
divisions of beats are less well defined, and arguably, strongly genre dependant.
However, as a default for sixteen steps, we chose the following weightings:

[16, 1, 9, 5, 13, 3, 11, 7, 15, 2, 10, 6, 14, 4, 12, 8]

Describing Drhy in more detail, the density dimension (z in Figure 1) sim-
ply corresponds to the number of events to be played in a bar by a specific
instrument. New rhythms are created by adding or removing events. Within
individual parts, events are added to the bar at the position with the highest
metrical weighting not already occupied by an event, or designated a rest. Events
are removed from the bar in the reverse order.

The x and y dimensions control the process of rhythmic elaboration that
determines where events are placed in the bar. This is achieved by constraining
the articulation of metrically salient positions in the bar. As x increases, the
next most salient metrical position is designated a rest. Any currently existing
events in that part are shifted to positions of less metrical weight. The process is
reversed as the value of x decreases. Changes in the y dimension have a similar
effect, except that the position of a rest is calculated relative to x. If metre
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is thought of as layered cyclic patterns (as discussed by London [6]), x and
y effectively diminish the emphasis of lower-order metric cycles. The effect of
increasing x and y could loosely be described as decreasing metrical stability,
and in particular areas of the space, strong syncopation. The perception of metre
is more complex for polyphonic rhythms, as different instruments may emphasise
different metrical points.

Although anecdotal, it is possible to draw some useful observations from
simply exploring the rhythm space. Navigating the space in real-time can be
a stimulating musical experience, but one that is relatively short-lived unless
greater musical interest is intentionally sought. This can be achieved by finding
particularly unusual or complex rhythmic patterns, or by employing higher level
concepts of musical structure. A simple technique for creating a sense of larger-
scale structure is to jump to a very dissimilar region of the space at regular
intervals, thus breaking the established rhythm in the manner of a drum-fill.

Given the constraints of the space, it is unsurprising that additional concepts
are necessary in order to sustain musical interest. This raises several implications
for future artificial agents that might explore this space. Firstly, in order to avoid
mundane rhythmic patterns, agents should possess the evaluative ability to de-
tect some measure of complexity or novelty in discovered rhythms with respect
to examples of real music. Secondly, the space itself is drastically impoverished,
and unable to support creativity that in any way could be considered compara-
ble to the process of composition. As a minimum, the space must also contain
concepts of musical structure, and concepts for describing relationships between
musical structures.

Regarding the possibility of defining alternative regions in the space, it is
interesting to note that even within this simple system, certain points of the
space can be associated with particular genres of music. For example, if a techno
‘four-to-the-floor’ pattern is desired, a kick-drum pattern at point 〈0, 0, 4〉 might
be valued. If one wanted a drum and bass syncopated snare rhythm, point
〈3, 5, 3〉 might suffice. Such spatially represented information might prove useful
for agents in evaluating the suitability of potential rhythms in a given context,
or to direct the search towards areas of potentially valued concepts.

Finally, it is not possible to reach a considerable area of the total space, as can
be seen in Figure 1. Within a CSF, this presents an apt situation for potential
transformational creativity. Since the search space is defined by a set of rules, a
system capable of transformational creativity must be able to effect changes in
the rules, bringing about changes in the space. Such changes could be brought
about through aberrant discoveries, or by explicit ‘exploratory creativity at the
meta-level’ [2, p. 454].

3.2 Timbre Space

The above system represents timbre on the symbolic level, but what does timbre
look like on the conceptual and sub-conceptual levels?

An instrument’s control may be broken down into a number of parameters.
For example, the sound made by a guitar string depends on its length, tension
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and the force with which it is plucked. Each parameter provides a dimension
of control, together forming a parameter space. We assert that the physical
parameter space of a musical instrument has a strong bearing over the perceptual
space that is invoked in the listener. In other words, the listener in part perceives
a sound as movement in the parameter space that invoked it. This claim is
supported by psychophysical measurement using statistical techniques such as
Multi-Dimensional Scaling [8], where a direct mapping between parameter and
perceptual space may be found [9, 10].

If given models of real musical instruments, creative agents could produce
sound by making musical gestures informed by the same conceptual space per-
ceived by humans—a space grounded in physical movement. In group musical im-
provisations, creative agents should also be able to represent the musical sounds
of other performers in the conceptual space.

Neither the robotics required for a computational agent to play a real instru-
ment nor the AI required to decode audio/visual stimuli into the movements of
another musician are within our resources. Instead we turn to simulation. We
employ waveguide synthesis [11] to simulate a drum-skin, adding a spring-and-
mass model of a felt mallet from the work of Laird [12]. Sourcecode and video
demonstrating its operation may be viewed in the on-line appendix [5].

The control parameters of our simulated drum and mallet form the domain
Ddrum. The parameters consist of those controlling the drumskin (namely, ten-
sion and dampening), the mallet (stiffness and mass) and the manner in which
the mallet is to hit the drum (downward velocity and path across the drumskin
surface). Work is ongoing to employ Multi-Dimensional Scaling to explore the
perceptual salience of these dimensions.

The symbols representing timbre in the rhythm space described in §3.1 could
be replaced with points or regions in Ddrum. This would allow rhythms to be
transposed across timbre space, and for similarity of rhythms to be compared
not only by their structure but also the sounds used. Furthermore, labels could
still be assigned to regions within Ccdrum, preserving all functionality of a wholly
symbolic system.

An agent may be granted access to the exact parameters used by others
to create sounds from this simulated drum. As we are conflating action with
perception, we could claim that the agent may then construct an accurate model
of perception of the whole performance without having to analyse any audio
data. However, while Ddrum parameters may well have a strong bearing over
perception, we feel there is at least one other domain at work – that of abstract
timbre. By attending to a sound not as a drum stroke but in the abstract, the
relationships between the sound events appear to shift. It seems as though there
is competition between the perception of movement used to make a sound and
the phenomenology of the sound itself, much like that reported in theories of
speech perception [13], or common to electroacoustic music [14]. Clearly, proper
testing is required to resolve these issues.
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4 Conclusion

At its simplest, the conceptual level of representation introduces the notion of
similarity to the CSF. From this we are able to view creative systems as navi-
gating geometrical space, where distance, direction and shape all have meaning.

Our proposed conceptual domains for rhythm and timbre define spaces which
agents may explore in order to create music. However there is much work to do.
The spaces should be tested against human perception and adjusted accordingly,
so that the agents may work in a perceptual space comparable to that of humans.
The perennial question about how value is defined, both in terms of individual
agents and agent communities must also be addressed. Creative transformations,
perhaps employing cross-domain metaphor, must also be defined.

We are however greatly encouraged by the work presented here, which we
hope goes some way towards providing a rich environment in which future cre-
ative agents may thrive.
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Abstract. Creativity is often described as the intelligent misuse or re-
arrangement of existing knowledge, and is meaningless without the con-
text and associated expectations provided by that knowledge. We out-
line a model of problem-solving creativity based on the generalisation
of cases and discuss how sub-symbolic computational intelligence tech-
niques might be used to implement it. We propose a novel measurement
for creativity based on the idea of creative potential or the ‘degree of
misuse’ of existing concepts contained in a case base.
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1 Introduction

It can be argued that design is essentially problem solving [1], [2], and that
creativity is essentially remarkable problem solving. Doing this in an intelligent
manner means using and adapting knowledge, and so it seems clear that an arti-
ficial problem solving system should be knowledge-driven. Knowledge is clearly
an important aspect of creativity: without it people (or other agents or systems)
cannot intelligently come up with new solutions or concepts, and there is no
context to give creativity meaning and allow surprise.

For frequently encountered, routine design problems there is no need to be
creative – the relevant knowledge is obvious and previous solutions can simply be
reused, perhaps with some modification if necessary. If existing solutions do not
apply directly then more creativity is needed, but a solution must still ultimately
be based on the knowledge available. This hints at a possible definition for cre-
ativity based on how much manipulation of knowledge is needed to produce a
solution.

While creative things are surprising they are not totally independent of more
familiar things – indeed they must be related if they are to have any meaning
or element of surprise. Many researchers have suggested that a creative solution
is essentially a new use or combination of knowledge we already have, and that
creativity differs from more routine problem-solving in degree rather than kind.
Henri Poincaré argued that creative ideas “reveal unsuspected kinships between
other facts well known but wrongly believed to be strangers to one another”
[3] and variations on this theme of rearranging existing knowledge have been
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repeated by others, including Schank with his “intelligent misuse of knowledge”
[4] and Koestler with his bisociation theory [5].

In other words, existing knowledge may contain concepts or solutions that
might be applicable to the current problem but are obscured by context- or
domain-specific details. Creativity involves the ability to recognize this useful
knowledge and reuse it in different situations or contexts. The more different the
contexts concerned the more creative the result may be considered to be.

This ability to recognise relevant concepts reminds us of activation functions
or associative hierarchies [6], which attempt to capture how we are reminded of
particular things given a problem cue. A flat activation function produces more
(and more unusual) responses than a spiking one, with creative people said to
have flatter activation functions, reinforcing the idea that making non-obvious
associations is key in creativity.

In the next sections we will outline a high-level model of case-based cre-
ativity and discuss how computational intelligence techniques might be used to
implement it.

2 Case-based Creativity

Both creative and routine problem solving are based on the application of exist-
ing knowledge to new problems. This has obvious similarities with Case-based
Reasoning (CBR), a well known knowledge reuse methodology. In CBR cases can
be thought of as “contextualised pieces of knowledge” [7], or concepts wrapped
in context-specific details. Cases typically consist of a problem and a solution,
although they can include extra information such as results and lessons learned.
Solutions can be artefacts or instantiations or, more commonly, methods or pro-
cesses. If they are artefacts they are usually general rather than concrete. In
addition to cases CBR systems may contain other information such as more
general knowledge or adaptation rules.

CBR essentially consists of the“4 rs”[8] :

– Retrieve
– Revise
– Reuse
– Retain

Most CBR research focuses on the first 2 steps, which involve problems collec-
tively known as the indexing problem [9]: how to select the cases that will produce
the best solutions to the input problem – in other words, if useful knowledge is
contained in a case how to make sure it is retrieved. The relationship between
retrieving and adapting cases depends on the particular implementation but can
be very close – for example, cases may be selected on the basis of adaptability
rather than similarity to the input problem.

CBR is based on the assumption that similar problems have similar solutions,
which corresponds loosely to routine design or problem solving. However, retriev-
ing a solution from the closest matching case has limitations from a creativity
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point of view: Too close and the adapted solution will merely be a non-creative
variation on an existing one, too far and it may be too difficult to adapt. We
need to consider other ways of retrieving a solution, as case solutions contain-
ing concepts that can form the basis of a creative solution have corresponding
problems that may be (or appear to be) dissimilar to the input problem.

2.1 Misusing knowledge

We want to identify knowledge that is not obviously relevant to the input prob-
lem and misuse it in an intelligent or sensible way. It has already been suggested
that a straightforward similarity measure is not necessarily the best way to
choose which cases to use. Work has been done on retrieving cases on the basis
of their adaptability, for example Smyth and Keane’s Adaptability Guided Re-
trieval (AGR) [10]. However this requires some assessment of adaptability, in this
case “specially-formulated adaptation knowledge” that can be quickly applied
to each case. This knowledge appears to be hand-written for specific domains.

However we have an apparent contradiction: we are suggesting that concepts
contained in dissimilar cases may lead to creative solutions, and that similarity
measurements will not lead us to them. But this implies that the cases are in
fact similar or analogous in some way – if they were not the retrieved concept
could not lead to a useful solution. We need to uncover the hidden or potential
similarities.

There are several reasons why cases may not initially appear to be similar to
the input problem, even when described in compatible formats. They may be:

– similar but described differently (e.g. with domain- or context-specific vo-
cabularies);

– described at different levels of abstraction;
– describable in many equivalent (or at least non-contradictory) ways, for ex-

ample by function (teleology), behaviour or structure.

2.2 Identifying useful concepts

Rather than using cases directly in the retrieval stage, we suggest generating
different ‘views’ of cases and the input problem and assessing these for similarity
(Figure 1(a)). By using different views of the problem we can make connections
that may not be apparent in the original views, and retrieve concepts that can
be incorporated into new solutions. We suggest that the results will be more
creative than if we had retrieved a solution through a more obvious similarity
(Figure 1(b)). To support this claim we would have the transfer of a concept
between two different (or not obviously similar) cases and contexts, and the fact
that the solution is not arrived at through simply taking an existing solution
and modifying it. The less obviously similar the input problem and ‘donor’ case
problem the more creative the result, and the more work or processing needed to
find the common problem. We suggest that some measure of this work represents
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(a) Identifying commonalities through similarity of dif-
ferent views

(b) Identifying commonalities through case similarity

Fig. 1. Retrieving useful cases through similarity
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creative potential and could provide a means of evaluating for creativity. This
fits well with accepted views of creativity as the misuse of knowledge.

There are two broad approaches to identifying commonalities:

– look for connections in case problems only, on the assumption that corre-
sponding solutions will be useful;

– look for connections in both case problems and case solutions.

In the first case we would be looking for a problem common to both the input
problem and a case problem but not necessarily explicitly described in either. The
corresponding case solution should therefore contain some concept or knowledge
useful for the input problem. Rather than having a relatively concrete solution
to adapt as in CBR we may have a more abstract solution we need to concretise
or specify.

In the second case we may be able to bypass using the case problem as an
index and look for connections with solutions directly. For instance, one aspect
of the input problem may include the concept of rotation, and we may be able
to identify some case solutions that incorporate rotation.

2.3 Case and problem views

Problems and solutions may be viewed in several different ways. We may use
different levels of abstraction, different vocabularies, or describe different per-
spectives such as function, behaviour or structure as in Gero’s FBS model [11].
For example, our problem might involve designing a bridge to carry cars across
a gorge. By mentioning bridges we have provided a context or bias focused on a
span across a gap and are already describing the problem in terms of a known
structure. Our case base might contain some cases involving bridges or spans,
allowing us to retrieve an existing solution concept and perhaps modify it for
our particular application. This is not likely to lead to a particularly creative
solution as what we have is still a bridge, and a modified version of an existing
bridge at that. However, looking at the desired function of the bridge gives a
different view: enabling cars to move from one side of an obstacle to another. A
behavioural or structural view of a solution such as, say, a record player might
enable a connection between movement and a rotating turntable, which may
lead to a more creative way of crossing a gorge.

One approach to producing different views of cases and problems is through
context-driven or “lazy” generalisation. This may lead to more abstract views
with less context- or domain-specific details to obscure potential similarities.

3 Computational Intelligence and Case-based Creativity

To recap, our thesis is that creativity in intelligent design/problem-solving relies
on retrieving concepts from cases that might not be identified by straightforward
similarity measures, and the less obvious the similarity the more creative the
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solution will be. We are primarily interested in producing new concepts (the
‘creative leap’) rather than detailed instantiations.

Given a set of cases and an input problem our goal is to retrieve a concept
contained in some exisiting case solution and use it to develop a new one. We are
particularly interested in cases where the case problem is apparently dissimilar
to the input problem. Our suggestion is that similarities may become apparent
at higher levels of abstraction than is given in the original case and problem de-
scriptions. Computational Intelligence (CI) techniques could be used to produce
generalised concepts (that is, more abstract concepts that are incorporated in
one or more less abstract cases). This process of generalisation could be repeated
until a match is found and would apply to both case problems and solutions.
The corresponding abstract solution concept would then form the basis of a
new solution, which when instantiated would not be merely an adaptation of an
existing solution at the same level of detail (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Case-based creativity through generalisation

We suggest that CI techniques may support the operations and flexible gen-
eralisation needed to implement a Case-based Creativity (CBC) system as out-
lined above. CI techniques are essentially non-symbolic and include evolutionary
computation and connectionist and fuzzy systems. These techniques have some
useful properties and abilities such as tolerance to noise, clustering, generali-
sation, pattern matching, and (unsupervised) learning, and do not necessarily
depend on their states mapping to valid examples in the input space, or the
construction of a model of the space. The advantage of this approach is that
we may be able to perform semantically meaningful generalisation without the
overheads associated with reasoning over structured, symbolic data.
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3.1 Graph representation

The model outlined above is very much symbolic in nature. This is unavoidable
for working with problems which are in rich enough domains for creativity to
have meaning.

Graphs provide a convenient way to represent structured, symbolic knowl-
edge. Usually knowledge graphs are directed acyclic graphs such as semantic
networks or concept nets. They are closely related to ontologies, which can be
represented as graphs and provide both a vocabulary and a means of specifying
relationships between entities (nodes in the graph). Graphs can also support in-
duction and the definition of new relationships and concepts, useful for a system
such as the one discussed. However doing this is computationally very expensive
and we are not necessarily interested in the ‘correct’ formation of new concepts
through induction; rather, we are looking for a mechanism to provide pointers
to existing solutions whose relevance would not otherwise have been apparent.
For this we need only know that two generalised concepts (i.e. higher level con-
cepts produced through the abstraction of lower level ones) would be similar –
whether these generalisations can be mapped to valid graphs with respect to
some ontology is secondary.

In a case-based system individual cases might consist of a pair of graphs
representing a solution and a problem.

3.2 Symbolic data and Computational Intelligence

An obvious issue is that CI techniques are sub-symbolic – that is, they work
with real-valued vectors representing things in number space rather than sym-
bol space. As mentioned above we need to use symbolic representations to work
with meaningful design problems and creativity, and there is a ‘semantic gap‘
between sub-symbolic and symbolic representations. However, some work has
been done on using symbolic knowledge with CI [12] [13], typically involving
recurrent neural networks or the recursive application of graphs to SOMs. Other
approaches include some kind of preprocessing to reduce dimensionality, e.g.
principal component analysis (PCA) or spectral analysis to identify the eigen-
values of a graph which can then be applied to a connectionist system.

If using CI techniques to generalise graphs corresponds to generalising the
concepts that they represent, then the results will be semantically meaningful.
Both Sparse Distributed Memory models (SDMs) [14] and Self-organising Maps
(SOMs) [15] can generalise and retrieve items matching an input. In addition
SOMs impose a topology on an input space, which may or may not be useful
as we are primarily interested in which cases are similar to a given problem,
not with each other. However, a SOM generalises over the input space on which
it is trained. This means that weight vectors come to represent examples from
that space that it has not necessarily seen but are representative of the topology
of the input space. With reference to our high level model we might call this
‘horizontal generalisation’. What we are interested in is ‘vertical generalisation’
to higher levels of abstraction, and how this might be achieved with approaches
such as SOMs appears to be an open research question.
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3.3 Concretising solutions

Rather than adapting an existing solution we will likely need to concretise an
abstract solution. There is an argument to be made that identifying this solution
constitutes the ‘creative leap’ and that the job of producing a more detailed
solution or design is secondary and likely to be routine. Again, we only have our
existing knowledge with which to work in order to turn an abstract concept into a
more detailed solution. We may have the generalised concept we have chosen, the
context-specific details from the input problem, specific cases incorporating the
generalised solution, the generalised input problem, generalised case problems
incorporating the concept, and maybe other cases selected ‘non-creatively’ (e.g.
with a similarity measurement) if available.

4 Other implementation issues

4.1 Building a case base

The aim is to use a publicly available dataset with which to build a case base.
This means developing a graph for a problem and another representation for
a solution. There are several ontologies available in RDF format that provide
the vocabulary and relationships necessary to describe concepts in the relevant
domain, and these can easily be used to generate graphs.

There is likely to be a conflict between a rich enough, cross-domain dataset to
allow for creativity and practical considerations (e.g. vocabulary size). A domain-
specific dataset has the advantage of consistency and a relatively tightly con-
trolled vocabulary, but everything is already in the same context so there is
perhaps less scope for creativity.

However there still remains the issue of describing a problem. If possible we
want to avoid doing this ourselves to keep the introduction of our own bias to a
minimum, but even so it is likely that any publicly available dataset will need a
significant amount of preprocessing.

One possibility is to use patent data. Patents are attractive because they
cover all domains and are often described in terms of problems and solutions
using very specific language. Another advantage is the possibility of comparing
the output of the system with actual solutions.

Whichever domain/dataset is chosen it will ideally be human-meaningful; i.e.
the outputs are such that humans can assess their creativity.

4.2 Scope

The scope of a system will depend on its intended role in the design process. We
have argued that the essence of the creative leap is in the association rather than
in the concretisation of the resulting concept. If we envisage the system serving
to prompt human designers then highlighting the relevant solutions might be
sufficient. However if we wish to automate the evaluation of the results we will
need to construct a new case that can be compared to existing ones which,
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depending on the generality of the retrieved solution, might involve some further
generalisation and concretisation.

4.3 Evaluation

We will need to evaluate how well the mapping between concepts and their sub-
symbolic representations is preserved during processing in order to evaluate any
results for creativity. If we are confident that semantic generalisation is occurring
then we may explore the concept of creative potential to evaluate the creativity
of results.

5 Summary

We are suggesting that creative potential increases with abstraction, and that
creativity is in fact meaningless at the lowest, sub-symbolic or instance level.
This suggests that there may be a novel and interesting assessment of creativity
based on the amount of processing done on the case base to produce a solution,
or at which level of abstraction an isomorphism was found between the new
problem and the abstracted case problem. This might be used in combination
with graph distance metrics. However we will be interested in the combination
of both the problem (context) and solution aspects of a case, which may involve
more than one graph.

It is also important that any solutions do actually solve the problem at hand.
The need to evaluate performance may limit the choice of domain, and implies
that we may need to generate solutions at the sub-symbolic level in order to be
able to model or simulate them for evaluation.
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Abstract. Storytelling is a pervasive part of our daily lives and culture that is 
being applied to computational systems for entertainment, education, and 
training. Because of the prevalence of story in non-interactive media such as 
books and movies, as well as interactive media such as computer games, 
automated generation of narrative content is an essential component of making 
computers creative.  We describe artificial intelligence planning as a model of 
narrative creation and then detail how the retrieval and reuse of vignettes can 
facilitate the creation of narratives within the planning framework.  Vignettes 
are fragments of story that exemplify certain familiar narrative situations.  We 
show how this new approach to story generation is capable of exploring a larger 
space of creative solutions and can create more valuable stories. 

Keywords. Story generation; exploratory creativity; planning; case-based 
reasoning 

1   Introduction 

Storytelling is a pervasive part of our daily lives and culture.  Storytelling is 
particularly prominent in entertainment, where stories can be viewed as artifacts to be 
consumed by an audience.  Story also plays a role in education and training, where 
stories and scenarios can be used to illustrate and guide.  The production of these 
artifacts – stories and scenarios – is a primary activity in the entertainment industry 
and also a significant bottleneck in the educational and training industries.  In an “on-
demand” society, waiting for periodic updates to serial narratives – weekly television 
series, movie series, and novels – is not considered ideal.  Likewise, players of 
computer games that rely on stories and quests can complete quests faster than design 
teams can create new quests. How do we handle the situation in which content 
consumption is scaled up to the point where content consumption outpaces content 
production?  One way to overcome the bottleneck of content production is to instill in 
a computer system the creative ability to generate new content.   

Because of the prevalence of story in non-interactive media such as books and 
movies, as well as interactive media such as computer games, we concern ourselves 
with the automated generation of narrative content.  The issue is whether an 
automated story generation system can be considered creative enough or skilled 
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enough to be trusted to produce content – stories – that will be experienced by users.  
More generally, the output of a creative system, such as an automated story 
generation system, must be novel, surprising, and valuable [1].  Whether an artifact is 
valuable is subjective.  For the purposes of this paper, we will consider the minimal 
requirements for a story artifact to be considered valuable if it (a) meets the intended 
purpose of its creation and (b) is sufficiently mimetic – appearing to resemble reality, 
but in a way that it is more aesthetically pleasing than reality.  In brief, stories should 
be novel, but not so novel that they are unrecognizable [2]. 

Two well-recognized approaches to story generation are planning and “knowledge-
intensive” [3] techniques such as case retrieval.  In this paper we present a step 
towards automated story generation that combines planning and the retrieval of 
narrative fragment – which we call vignettes – that are known to be “good” examples 
of mimetic situations. 

2   Related Work 

Boden [1] distinguishes between creativity as exploration and creativity as 
transformation.  Likewise, narrative generation systems can be categorized roughly 
with regard to whether they treat the problem of creating narrative content as a 
problem of search or the problem of adapting existing knowledge and cases to new 
contexts. 

Search based narrative generation approaches include Tale-Spin [4], which uses a 
simulation-like approach, modeling the goals of story world characters and applying 
inference to determine what characters should do. Dehn [5] argues that a story 
generation system should satisfy the goals of the human user.  That is, what outcome 
does the user want to see?  The Universe system [6] uses means-ends planning to 
generate an episode of a story that achieves a user’s desired outcome for the episode.  
More recent work on narrative generation attempts to balance between character goals 
and human user goals [7; 8].  Further work on story planning addresses expanding the 
space of stories that could be searched [9].  

Treating the problem of narrative generation as adapting existing knowledge has 
lead to variety of approaches that use case-based reasoning and/or analogy.  Minstrel 
[10] implements a model of cognitive creativity based on routines for transforming 
old stories into new stories in new domains.  ProtoPropp [3] uses case-based 
reasoning to generate novel folk tales from an ontological case base of existing 
Proppian stories.  Mexica [11] uses elements of both previous story retrieval and 
means-ends planning. 

Case-based reasoning (c.f. [12]) has been found to be related to creativity [1; 13].  
The story planning algorithm that we describe in Section 3 is reminiscent of a certain 
class of case-base reasoners called transformational multi-reuse planners.  
Transformational multi-reuse planners are planners that attempt to achieve given 
goals by identifying and retrieving solutions to similar, previously solved problems.  
A multi-reuse planner may attempt to combine several cases in order to solve the 
given problem.  Our story planning algorithm is similar in many ways to [14] and 
[15].  We compare and contrast our algorithm to these at the end of Section 3.2. 
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3   A Computational Approach to Generating Stories 

We view story generation as a problem-solving activity where the problem is to create 
an artifact – a narrative – that achieves particular desired effects on an audience.  We 
favor a general approach where we model the story generation process as planning 
(c.f. [6], [7],  [8], [9]).  Conceptually a planner can be thought as an approach to 
problem solving in which critics [16] are applied to incomplete solutions until a 
complete solution is found.  Each critic inspects a plan for a different type of flaw.  
We conceive of a critic as containing two parts: a flaw recognizer and a flaw repairer.  
The flaw recognizer component of each critic is invoked after any new potential 
solution plan is generated.  If a critic recognizes a flaw in the plan, it annotates the 
plan to indicate that the plan cannot be considered a valid solution because of a flaw.  
The planner chooses an incomplete plan to work on and chooses a flaw to work on.  
The appropriate critic’s flaw repairer routine is invoked, which proposes zero or more 
new plans in which the flaw is repaired (and often introducing new flaws). For 
example, one type of critic recognizes and repairs open condition flaws.  An open 
condition flaw exists when an action (or the goal state) in a plan has a precondition 
that is not established by a preceding action (or the initial state).  The critic can repair 
this flaw by applying one of the following repair strategies: 

(i) Selecting an existing action in the plan that has an effect that unifies with the 
precondition in question. 

(ii) Selecting and instantiating an operator from the domain operator library that 
has an effect that unifies with the precondition in question. 

The planner uses special annotations called causal links to indicate when open 
conditions are satisfied.  A causal link establishes the causal relationship between two 
actions in the case that the effects of the former action establish a condition in the 
world necessary for the latter action to execute successfully.  The set of critics used in 
conventional planners such as [17] assure plan that plans are sound, meaning that they 
are guaranteed to execute successfully in the absence of unanticipated changes in the 
world.  However, stories are much more than just ways of achieving an intended 
outcome in the most efficient manner.  Stories should meet the expectations of the 
audience.  This may mean putting in details that are aesthetically pleasing even if they 
are not strictly necessary.   

When humans write stories, they call on their lifetime of experiences as a member 
of culture and society.  A computer system that generates stories does not have access 
to this wealth of information.  As a way of mitigating this handicap, a computer 
system can be provided with a wealth of knowledge in the form of traces of previous 
problem-solving activities or libraries of previous solutions (e.g. stories). One 
“knowledge intensive” approach [3] is to use a form of case-based reasoning. Our 
story planning algorithm achieves longer and more mimetic narrative sequences by 
accessing a library of vignettes – fragments of stories that capture some particular 
context.  We do not presume to know how these vignettes were created, only that we 
have the solutions and that they have favorable mimetic qualities. 
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3.1   Vignettes 

We use the term vignette to refer to a fragment of a story that represents a “good” 
example of a situation and/or context that commonly occurs in stories [18].  For 
example, a library of vignettes would contain one or more specific instances of bank 
robberies, betrayals, cons, combat situations, etc.  It is important to note that the 
library contains specific examples of these situations instead of general templates.  
The implication of the existence of this library is that a story generator does not need 
to “reinvent the wheel” and thus does not need the specialized knowledge required to 
be able to create specialized narrative situations.  Vignettes are fragments of story 
structure.  Unlike a script, a vignette can be thought of as a fragment of a narrative – a 
partially ordered set of events that are perceived to be essential in presenting a 
narrative situation.  How does one know what actions should be included in the 
vignette and which can be left out?  We use the minimal vignette rubric: a minimal 
vignette is one in which removing any one action from the vignette causes it to no 
longer be considered a good example of the situation and/or context it was meant to 
represent. 

Computationally, vignettes are stored as plan fragments. As a plan fragment, it is 
possible that some actions do not have to have all of its preconditions satisfied.  This 
is a way of saying that it is not important how the situation is established or even 
why, but once the conditions are established certain things should happen.  Vignette 
plan fragments do not reference specific characters, objects, or entities so that a 
planner can fit the vignette into new story contexts by making appropriate 
assignments.  To ensure illegal or non-sense assignments are not made, co-
designation and non-co-designation variable constraints are maintained.  Fig. 1 shows 
an example vignette capturing a very simple combat between two characters where 

Vignette: 
Steps: 1: Start-Battle (?c1 ?c2 ?place) 
       2: Wound (?c1 ?c2) 
       3: Wound (?c1 ?c2) 
       4: Mortally-Wound (?c2 ?c1) 
       5: Die (?c1) 
       6: End-Battle (?c1, ?c2) 
Constraints: (character ?c1) 
             (character ?c2) 
             (stronger ?c2 ?c1) 
Ordering: 1→2, 2→3, 3→4, 4→5, 4→6 
Causation: 1→(battling ?c1 ?c2)→2 
           1→(battling ?c1 ?c2)→3 
           1→(battling ?c1 ?c2)→4 
           1→(battling ?c1 ?c2)→6 
           4→(mortally-wounded ?c1)→5 
Variable-constraints: ?c1 ≠ ?c2 
Effects: (battling ?c1 ?c2) 
         (not (battling ?c1 ?c2)) 
         (wounded ?c2) 
         (mortally-wounded ?c1) 
         (not (alive ?c1)) 

Fig. 1. An example vignette data structure describing a battle in which a weaker character 
(?c1) takes on a stronger character (?c2) and dies.  
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one character (represented by the variable ?c2) is stronger than the other (represented 
by the variable ?c1).  The weaker character wounds the stronger character twice 
before the stronger character delivers a mortally wounding blow.  Finally, the 
mortally wounded character dies of its wounds.  This vignette could be used in any 
plan in which a character must become wounded, mortally wounded, or dead. 

3.2   Planning with Vignettes   

The Vignette-Based Partial Order Causal Link (VB-POCL) planner is a modification 
of standard partial order planners to take advantage of the existence of a knowledge 
base of vignettes.  The VB-POCL planning algorithm is similar to other multi-reuse 
case-based planners such as [14] and [15] in that it modifies the open condition critic 
by adding a third strategy for repairing open condition flaws: 

(iii) Retrieve and reuse a case that has an action with an effect that unifies with the 
precondition in question. 

Given an action in the plan that has an unsatisfied precondition VB-POCL non-
deterministically chooses one of the three above strategies.  Strategies (i) and (ii) are 
performed in the standard way (c.f., [17]).  If strategy (iii) is selected, VB-POCL’s 
open condition critic retrieves a vignette that has an action with an effect that will 
satisfy the unsatisfied precondition.  The retrieval process is one of identifying a 
vignette in the knowledge base that has an action that has an effect that unifies with 
the open precondition that the open precondition critic is trying to satisfy.  But the 
critic does not splice the vignette into the flawed plan.  Instead, another critic 
recognizes that the plan if flawed because the vignette has not been fitted into the plan 
and annotates the plan with a new type of flaw called a fit flaw.  A fit flaw is repaired 
only when all the actions in the retrieved vignette have been instantiated in the plan.  
Repairing a fit flaw is a process of selecting an action from the retrieved vignette and 
adding it to the new plan (or selecting an existing action in the plan that is identical to 
the selected action to avoid unnecessary action repetition) with all relevant causal 
links, temporal links, and variable bindings.   

It may take several invocations of the fitting critic to completely repair a fit flaw.  
This may seem more inefficient than just adding all vignette actions to the plan at 
once. There are three advantages to iterative fitting.  First, it is easier to recognize and 
avoid action repetition.  Second, it allows other critics to observe the plan at 
intermediate stages of fitting in case there are interesting synergies between critics.  
For example, fitting may lead to the creation of new open condition flaws that in turn 
are repaired through conventional planning (strategies i and ii) or by retrieving new 
vignettes (strategy iii). Third, problems in the fitting process can be identified sooner 
in case the strategy must be abandoned.  One of the interesting properties of VB-
POCL – shared with other case-based planning algorithms – is that it can operate 
when there are no applicable vignettes available; the algorithm can fall back on 
conventional planning.  If applicable vignettes are available, plan-space search control 
heuristics are required to prevent a potential explosion of open conditions.  

VB-POCL is a variation on one type of case-based reasoning called 
transformational multi-reuse planning (c.f. [14], [15]).  Transformational multi-reuse 
planners attempt to reuse components of solutions to similar problems to solve new 
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problems. VB-POCL is a variation on transformational multi-reuse planning; 
vignettes are not solutions to previous problems and VB-POCL does not attempt to 
learn to solve problems from past examples.  That is, VB-POCL does not retain its 
solutions because they are neither vetted nor minimal, as vignettes are required to be.  
VB-POCL relies on certain assumptions that make it different from other case-based 
reasoning techniques.  First VB-POCL assumes that vignettes are minimal.  Because 
of this, VB-POCL doesn’t stop fitting a vignette until all actions in the vignette are 
present in the new plan, even if some actions do not serve a causal purpose.  This is in 
contrast to other case-based reasoning techniques that discard actions that are strictly 
unnecessary from the perspective of achieving a goal state. Second, VB-POCL 
assumes that vignettes in the library are in the domain of the story being generated.   
The implication of this assumption is that the planner does not need to deliberate 
about the cost tradeoff between using standard planning versus retrieval and reuse 
(which is otherwise very high).  VB-POCL non-deterministically chooses between 
flaw repair strategies (i and ii) and (iii), meaning that it applies all strategies to each 
and every flaw by branching the search space and exploring each branch in turn. This 
is not practical if vignettes require extensive modifications for reuse.  To support this 
property of VB-POCL, we use an offline algorithm based on analogical reasoning to 
pre-process the vignette knowledge base and transform vignettes from their native 
story world domains to the domain of the new story to be generated [18]. The vignette 
transformation process is overviewed in Section 3.4. 

3.3   Example 

To illustrate the VB-POCL planning algorithm, we provide an example of how the 
planner could use the vignette shown in Fig. 1.  Suppose we wanted a story set in 
J.R.R. Tolkein’s Middle Earth.  The story world is in the state in which one character, 
called Enemy, has in his possession a Silmiril – a precious magical stone.  The 
outcome, provided by the human user, is that another character, called Hero, gains 
possession of the Silmiril.  The planner starts by non-deterministically choosing to 
satisfy the goal by having Hero take the Silmiril from Enemy.  This requires that the 
Enemy not be alive.  The planner could use the vignette from Fig. 1 here by retrieving 
it and binding Enemy to ?c1.  Note that this strategy will eventually fail because it 
would require a character stronger than Enemy.  Instead the planner solves the 
problem chooses to instantiate an action, Die-of-Infection, that causes Enemy to not 
be alive.  This requires that Enemy be superficially wounded. Here VB-POCL 
retrieves the vignette from Fig. 1 because it has an action that can have the effect 
(once variables are bound) of causing Enemy to become wounded.   

Each vignette action is spliced into the new story plan one at a time. The temporal 
and causal relationships between vignette actions are maintained in the new plan. 
However, any time a new action is added to the plan, causal threats may arise in 
which the new action potentially undoes an existing causal relationship.  These causal 
threats are handled by imposing additional temporal constraints on actions in the plan 
(or if the threat cannot be resolved, the planner backtracks) [17].  For example, when 
Die(Hero) is spliced into the story plan, it must be temporally ordered after Take to 
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avoid inconsistencies; a dead characters cannot perform actions.  The order that 
actions are chosen from the vignette and spliced into the plan does not matter. 

When a vignette is retrieved, one action is chosen non-deterministically to be the 
satisfier action.  This is the action that will be used to satisfy the original open 
condition flaw that triggered the case retrieval in the first place.  In the example, the 
satisfier action is one of the Wound actions because it has the effect of causing the 
Enemy to become wounded.  When the satisfier action is spliced into the plan, the 
planner takes the extra step of causally linking the satisfier to the action with the 
original unsatisfied precondition – in this case, Enemy needing to be superficially 
wounded in order to die of an infection – that triggered the vignette’s retrieval in the 
first place.  Thus the open condition flaw is finally repaired. 

The vignette is fairly self-contained, but the vignette action, Start-Battle does 
require that the planner establish that both Hero and Enemy are at the same place, 
which in this case the North.  This precondition is satisfied in the normal way, by 
instantiating an action in which Hero travels to the North (Enemy is already there).  
The final story plan is shown in Fig. 2.  Boxes are actions and arrows represent causal 
links.  A causal link indicates how an effect of one step establishes a world state 
condition necessary for a precondition of latter steps to be met.  For clarity, only some 
preconditions and causal links on each action are shown. 

3.4   Vignette Transformation 

VB-POCL assumes a library of vignettes that are already in the domain of the story to 
be generated.  A domain is a set of propositions that describe the world, including 

Fig. 2. An example story plan generated by VB-POCL.  Boxes represent actions or events and 
arrows represent causal relationships between those actions. 
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characters, and a set of operator templates that described what characters can do and 
ways in which the world can be changed.  In the example, the domain describes 
characters such as Hero and Enemy and operators such as Travel and Wound.  
However, we may want the story planner to have access to vignettes from other 
domains, especially if our new story is set in an unique and specialized story world 
domain.  To transfer vignettes between domains, one must first find analogies 
between domains.  This differs from the problem of finding analogies between stories 
because there is not a second instance of a story to compare.  Instead, we search for 
analogies between domains and use that information to translate a known vignette 
from one domain to another.  The transfer process is summarized as follows.  A 
source vignette is a vignette in an arbitrary domain, called the source domain.  The 
target domain is the domain of the story to be generated.  For each action in the 
source vignette, the far transfer algorithm searches for an action in the target domain 
that is most analogical. The search involves a single-elimination tournament where 
target domain actions compete to be the most analogical according to the 
Connectionist Analogy Builder (CAB) [19].  The winner of the tournament is the 
target domain action most analogical to the source domain action.  The result is a 
mapping of source domain actions to target domain actions that can be used to 
translate a source vignette into a target domain through substitution.  Translated 
vignettes may have gaps where translation is not perfect.  This is not a problem 
because the VB-POCL will recognize this and fill in the gaps via planning.  Applying 
this process to all vignettes in a library results in a new library in which all vignettes 
are in the proper domain.  See [18] for a more detailed description of the algorithm. 

4   Discussion 

One of the interesting properties of VB-POCL is that vignette retrieval can result in 
story plans in which there are actions that are not causally relevant to the outcome.  
Trabasso [20] refers to actions that are causally irrelevant to the outcome as dead-
ends.  In the example above, the causal chain involving Enemy mortally wounding 
Hero and then Hero dying appears to be a dead-end because those actions do not 
contribute to Hero acquiring the Silmiril.  Psychological studies indicate that dead-
ends are not remembered as well as actions that are causally relevant to the outcome 
[20], suggesting that dead-ends should be avoided. For example, a battle in which a 
single wound was inflicted on Enemy would have sufficed, and this is what planners 
such as [7; 8] and [17] would have settled on.  However, human authors regularly 
include dead-end events in stories suggesting some importance to dead-ends.  We 
hypothesize that there are certain mimetic requirements to be met in any story and 
that dead-ends can serve this purpose.  For example, we assume that a combat 
scenario in which many blows of varying strengths are exchanged is more interesting 
than a combat in which a single blow is dealt.  Interestingly, what may be a dead-end 
causal chain to the story planner may not be considered a dead-end by a human 
reader, and vice versa.  That is, the reader may interpret the example story as a 
tragedy and consider the death of Hero as one of two primary causal chains, whereas 
the planner’s representation contains only one causal chain that leads to the human 
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user’s imposed outcome (Hero has the Silmiril). More research needs to be done to 
create intelligent heuristics to recognize when dead-ends (from the planner’s 
perspective) are favorable, tolerable, or damaging. 

Does VB-POCL improve the computational creativity of planning-based story 
generation approaches?  Planning-based story generators treat creativity as 
exploratory search [9], which is one of two perspectives on creativity offered by 
Boden [1].  VB-POCL brings exploratory and transformational creativity closer 
together.  Incorporating case-based retrieval into a planning framework suggests that 
transformation is a special instance of exploration. Conceptually, we can consider plot 
generation as a search through the space of all possible narratives, where a narrative is 
a set of temporally arranged events that change the story world (for the purposes of 
completeness we also consider the empty story).  In the space of all possible 
narratives, narratives that are adjacent differ in just one detail – an extra event or a 
different temporal ordering of events. One can walk the space of all possible 
narratives, beginning with the empty narrative by applying the operator, add-event(e, 
c). This operator moves one from a narrative to an adjacent narrative that differs in 
that it contains one additional event, e.  The parameter c is a set of constraints that 
unambiguously positions e temporally relative to other events in the narrative.  The 
operator add-event is an abstraction of the iterative process used by planners in the 
search for the first visited structure to which critics do not attribute flaws.   

Because of the iterative nature of vignette fitting in VB-POCL, a vignette can be 
viewed as a strategy for guiding the walking of the space towards a sub-space of 
stories that are more valuable.  Because vignettes are made retrievable by 
transforming them via analogical reasoning, we hypothesize that transformational 
creativity may be a special case of exploratory creativity.  That is, transformation 
processes short-circuit exploration by using knowledge from seemingly unrelated 
domains to specify a target or direction for search.  In the case of VB-POCL, 
however, one could claim that some or all of the creativity occurs prior to exploration 
in the offline process that transformed vignettes into the correct – applicable – domain 
via analogical reasoning. 

These vignette-guided walks also extend beyond the boundaries of the space that 
can be walked by conventional planning techniques – specifically visiting stories in 
which there are actions that are not causally necessary.  As noted in [9], expanding 
the space that can be explored provides an opportunity to find more solutions that are 
valuable.  We believe that VB-POCL searches a space of stories that has more 
valuable and mimetic solutions.  This is partially achieved by attempting to retrieve 
vignettes whenever possible.  Future work involves identifying heuristics that can 
determine when retrieving a particular vignette is more likely to lead to a valuable 
solution.  Future work also involves incorporating additional properties of character 
and story into the algorithm such as character intentionality [7; 8], character 
personality [9], and emotion [11]. 

We find planning to be a valuable model for story generation, in general.  One 
reason for this is that plans are reasonable models of narrative [21].  But also planners 
walk the space of possible narratives in search of a solution that meets certain 
qualities.  VB-POCL extends the general planning algorithm by retrieving and 
reusing vignettes.  This is a strategy for tapping into the experiences of other 
presumably expert story authors.  Interestingly, VB-POCL can explore a greater space 
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of stories because it can consider story plans that have action that are not causally 
necessary to reach some given outcome.  We believe that some of these stories will be 
more valuable because of the mimetic qualities of the vignettes and the potential for 
these stories to possess both global novelty and localized familiarity. 
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Abstract. It is said in Boden's work that transformational creativity
is the highest form of creativity. Whether this claim is true or not can
be discussed, but, in principle, transforming the conceptual space should
lead creativity processes to new areas not covered simply by exploratory
creativity. In this paper Cast is presented, a new automatic storytelling
system which has the ability of transforming this conceptual space by
performing a state space search generating facts beyond the expected
set of valid solutions and modifying the constraints for the generative
process. Why this system can be considered creative is discussed, and
example results from the �rst prototype are shown.

Keywords: Computational Creativity, Transformational Creativity, Cast,
Storytelling.

1 Introduction

Boden's work considers two types of creativity regarding conceptual space, (the
abstract location of the entities produced by creative processes): exploratory

(exploring or searching the conceptual space) and transformational (changing
or transforming the conceptual space) [1,2]. It is said that transformational cre-
ativity is the �highest form�, that is, for a computer system to be fully creative,
it has to transform the conceptual space.

There is not much consensus about these ideas: Bundy, in [3], explains that
Boden's model does not cover all possible creative productions, and Ritchie, in
[4], trying to obtain a clear de�nition of transformational creativity, concludes
that terms used to explain what it is are still too imprecisely de�ned to claim
that a process or an artifact has been creative in terms of high level of creativ-
ity. However, many researchers in the �eld agree that, even without precisely,
empirically knowing the de�nition of creativity in general and transformational
creativity in particular does not prevent us from building creative systems: those
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C02-01), Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Dirección General de Universidades
e Investigación de la Comunidad de Madrid (CCG07-UCM/TIC 2803) and a grant
from Caja de Burgos, Jóvenes Excelentes 2008 contest.
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that would be deemed as creative if found in humans (as claimed, for example,
by Wiggins in [5]).

Against this background, and related with Computational Creativity, au-
tomatic story generation programs follow a long tradition of creative systems,
like Tale-Spin, MINSTREL or MEXICA[6,7,8]. Typically, these systems are
built with exploratory creativity processes. In order to explore new approaches
to applied Computational Creativity in general and automatic story telling in
particular, a story teller called Cast (Creative Automatic Story Teller), which
tries to modify the conceptual space, is presented. Transformational creativity
processes which are implemented by Cast, although not totally directed, are
heavily in�uenced by theoretical models by Sharples ([9]), and also in previous
story telling systems like MEXICA [8], KIIDS [10] and Fabulist [11].

Even considering Boden's account for creativity, nothing guarantees, in all
cases, that the �nal quality of the generated stories will be higher than qual-
ity obtained by applying just exploratory creativity. Creative systems can be
extremely complex, and we have not de�ned measurements for aesthetics in
evaluating creative stories. However, expanding the conceptual space by modify-
ing it opens new possibilities for generation, so possibly a new creative object (a
new story, in this case), following rules not previously conceived by the system
creator, could be generated. Cast uses both transformational and exploratory
processes, so it should bene�t from both approaches. This system does not claim
to create better stories just by applying transformation. The present paper shows
a way of changing the search space which is implemented in Cast, showing that
it is possible to transform the constraints to get new information. Whether this
is what Boden de�nes as transformational creativity or not is arguable, given
that the de�nition is far from being precise enough. Cast just tries to show that
transformation is possible, and useful. We will see, in the next sections, how this
is done and the preliminary results that have been obtained.

2 Previous Work

Storytelling is crucial to understand the way humans perceive the world. The
task of conceiving and composing the story that is to be told is a fundamental
ingredient of storytelling. There are several approaches to automatic storytelling.
The earliest attempt at addressing explicitly issues of creative activity in the
context of storytelling is the development of MINSTREL [7], which tells stories
about King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table . BRUTUS [12] is a
program that writes short stories about betrayal. It has a complex architecture
designed to take into account knowledge about literature, but it addresses very
few of the issues raised around creativity either from the point of view of writing
as a cognitive activity or from the point of view of computation. MEXICA [8]
implements a computer model designed to study the creative process in writing in
terms of the cycle of engagement and re�ection.MEXICA is a �exible tool where
the user can set the value of di�erent parameters to constrain the writing process
and explore di�erent aspects of story generation. It takes into account emotional
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links and tensions between the characters as means for driving and evaluating
ongoing stories.MEXICA is actually built based on Sharples' account of writing
as a cycle of engagement and re�ection phases. However, not all storytelling or
narrative/linguistic related systems are directly based on the study of creativity.
Works like Fabulist [11], Tale-Spin [6] or Universe [13] in the narrative
�eld, or [14] in poetry are some other examples of storytelling which follow
other narrative models.

Wiggins [5] takes up Boden's idea of creativity as search over conceptual
spaces and presents a more detailed theoretical framework that attempts to
clarify the issue of whether creativity can be reduced to good old fashioned
AI search (GOFAI). By specifying formally the di�erent elements involved (the
universe of possible concepts, the rules that de�ne a particular subset of that
universe as a conceptual space, the rules for traversing that conceptual space)
Wiggins points out that the rules for traversing a conceptual space may lead to
elements in the universe but outside the de�nition of the conceptual space. This
kind of behavior would be considered a design error in an AI system, but one
must keep in mind that his formal framework is intended as a characterization
of the various elements that may be at play in a creative situation.

Sharples [9] presents a description of writing understood as a problem-solving
process where the writer is both a creative thinker and a designer of text. Sharples
proposes a cyclic process moving through two di�erent phases: engagement and
re�ection. During the engagement phase the constraints are taken as given and
the conceptual space de�ned by them is simply explored, progressively generating
new material. During the re�ection phase, the generated material is revised and
constraints may be transformed as a result of this revision. Sharples also de�ne
two concepts which are relevant for this article: the universe, which is a set
containing all possible stories, and the conceptual space, which is the result of
restricting the set of coherent or valid stories. This conceptual space can be
obtained by applying known schemas, or know rules about a given domain (for
instance, knowing what is the process for buying a newspaper).

3 Cast: Storytelling Based on Exploration and

Transformation

In this section, Cast is presented. The explanation is divided in three parts: The
�rst one explains how the knowledge of the system is represented and managed
(Section 3.1), the second one explains how the exploration is performed and
what can be obtained by plain exploration in the toy domain that has been
created (Section 3.2), and the third one shows how transforming constraints
for the generation can lead the system to new results, not obtainable by just
exploration (Section 3.3).

3.1 Representing Knowledge: Schemas and Facts

Basic knowledge in Cast is de�ned as a big set of logic predicates, in which
the name of the predicate is a property which links two objects, in the form
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chase(policeman, criminal), want(criminal,money). It is also possible to de�ne
these facts with instantiation of logic variables: Instead of de�ning each possible
group of property(object, value), we can de�ne facts with logic rules. For a very
simplistic instance: chase(?x, ?y)← works(?x, policestation)∧steals(?y,money).

Constraints in Cast are stored in pieces of information called schemas.
Schemas in Cast are sets of rules which de�ne particular knowledge about some-
thing in the domain. For instance, to create a constraint which sets that a po-
liceman can not be a friend of a criminal, we could write a small logic constraint,
as a schema, like friend(?x, ?y) ∧ ¬chase(?x, ?y). The symbols with a ? mark
are logic variables, and can be bound to literals like policeman or criminal.

3.2 Creating the Story by Exploring the Conceptual Space

To explore the conceptual space, Cast performs a state space search in which a
partial story is completed by the addition of new facts during the exploration.
We have a knowledge base 〈K,C〉, where K is the set of logic facts, and C the set
of schemas (in the form explained in Section 3.1), and a set with user restrictions
in the form of logic rules for the story generated which we call I. Both sets have
to be created by external systems, by hand or by analyzing texts, for instance.
In these example they have been created by hand for explanation purposes. K
stores a set of logic facts about a toy domain where there is a policeman, a
criminal and a warehouse, and constraints in C are basic contraints about the
world. We also have a partial initial story s0, which is the empty set of facts.

Each new state in the search adds a subset σK of K, which will contain
several facts. To choose this subset, we have to de�ne a function ϕ(s,K) which
will return the new subset to be added to s, the partial story. There are virtually
in�nite possible de�nitions of ϕ(si,K), so, for the sake of simplicity, we de�ne
it as a function which returns a random set of facts from K which were not
present in si. Obviously, this de�nition is far from being the best possible one,
but it will serve for our purpose of showing how transformation could improve
the generation of a new story. In Section 4 how choosing a best ϕ(si,K) could
improve the story generation is discussed. The system, on each step, will apply
the next operator:

sn+1 = sn ∪ ϕ(sn,K) (1)

Then the search will start generating di�erent partial stories. On each step
(each partial story si), before expanding the children nodes, the system has to
determine if the partial story is coherent as a story. Intuitively, this function
would return that kill(criminal, policeman), eat(policeman, sandwich) is not
coherent, because (considering these facts to be sequential) a dead man can not
eat anything. To de�ne this function, λ(si, C), we use the set of schemas C.
λ(si, C) will return true if each fact of the set of the partial story siis valid
with the schema base. For instance, if C = {friend(?x, ?y) ∧ ¬chase(?x, ?y)},
and si = {chase(policeman, criminal) ∧ friend(policeman, criminal)}, λ(si)
will return false.
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Algorithm 1 Exploratory algorithm for Story Generation

1. s0 = {}
2. while ω(si, I) = ⊥/* while the partial story is not coherent with the user */

(a) repeat sn+1 = sn ∪ ϕ(sn,K) while λ(sn+1, C) = ⊥/* look for a new fact */
(b) if it has been possible, continue, expand the new state
(c) if there is no possible fact, return failure, discard the fact and continue explor-

ing

λ(si, C) =

{
⊥ ← ∃c ∈ C | c ∧ si → ⊥
> ← otherwise

(2)

For each si, in each state of the search, we have another function which
decides whether the new partial story si is valid as a story as the user wants it
to be, that is, what kind of story the user wants. If it is valid, then it is returned
as a solution. This function must be controlled by the user requirements, as the
constraints set for the story, what we call I. The function is called ω(si, I) . For
instance, to set that the story should be about a policeman which captures a
criminal. Formally, it could be expressed as a set of facts which have to be true
in the story, the de�nition is the next one:

ω(si, I) =

{
> ← I ⊂ si

⊥ ← otherwise
(3)

All this description of the exploration process just de�nes a generative search
where we check the validity of the partial story with two functions: One of them
is de�ned in the knowledge base, and the other one is de�ned by the user.
Obviously, with this description, we can generate a story which will be a subset
of K.

The algorithm, then, could follow a simple state space search. Algorithm 1
gives a global idea of how the process is performed.

So, having de�ned 〈K,C〉 and I and the functions ϕ(si,K), λ(si, C) and
ω(si, I), we could obtain this story about a criminal who steals something, and
a policeman chasing him (we assume that the order of the facts is the sequence
of them in time, �rst the left column from top to bottom, and next the right
one):

getin(criminal, bank) shoot(criminal, police)
catch(criminal,money) shoot(police, criminal)
go(criminal, warehouse) kill(policeman, criminal)
chase(policeman, criminal) feel(policeman, good)

This story is simple, but coherent. However, nothing special has been per-
formed to create it, and it is not creative. It is just a set of valid facts together,
and all the information needed for this story to be created has been set by the
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designed of the system and the functions. Although de�ning the previous func-
tions in a di�erent, more sophisticated way, could create better stories (in the
sense of more complex, or more detailed), the process would not be creative
(although the functions could be computed with creative processes).

3.3 Creating the Story by Transforming the Constraints in the

Conceptual Space

In the previous section we have seen that exploring the conceptual space can
lead to coherent results, but the quality is limited. Of course, there are better
ways of exploring the conceptual space. What we present in this section is how
it is possible to adapt the state space search for it to be able to modify the
constraints of the λ(si, C) function.

We have seen that for each modi�cation of the partial story, a set of new
facts is chosen, and then, if the facts are coherent, a new partial story is gen-
erated, and then the search for a valid story continues. Cast creates many
non-coherent partial stories, and, just by exploratory processes, they are simply
discarded. These non-coherent facts break the conceptual space, but that does
not necessarily mean that they lead to a non-valid story.

Thus, a new option arises for the process: Adapting the set of constraints to
let the conceptual space grow, and in this way letting the system create a set of
stories, which is di�erent that the set which plain exploratory methods like the
previously explained one can create.

In order to make this ideas possible in Cast, the previous algorithm has to
be modi�ed: The C set will change during the generation process. Then, we have
to replace the λ(si, C) : 〈set, set〉 → boolean function, with:

λ′(si, Ci) : 〈set, set〉 → 〈boolean, set〉
which receives the state from the state space search, and returns true if the

new si (the new partial story) can be made coherent, and a new set of constraints,
which is a transformation of the previous one. Of course, the transformation of
the constraint rules could be done even if the new state is coherent, but the
process would be the same.

The de�nition of a new λ′ function involves creating a model of how transvers-
ing the constraints creates acceptable stories. While creating such a model and
precisely de�ning what an �acceptable� story is, are beyond the scope of this
paper, it is interesting to give some ideas which could be useful for discussion
(Section 3.3).

We could de�ne λ′ as a function which just considers a percentage of not-
valid facts (as de�ned in Section 3.2) as valid ones, using a random function.
For instance, if we allow to add 10% of non-valid facts. This is semantically
equivalent to the next expression (j is the state which follows the state i):

λ′(sj , Cj) =

{
⊥, Ci ← (∃c ∈ C | c ∧ si → ⊥) ∧ random(0..1) > param

>, Ci ← otherwise
(4)
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This approach can be considered as noise in the system, and can lead to
unexpected results. Some of the can be considered coherent, and somehow orig-
inal. At least, not possible by plain exploration. In this story (chosen in a set
of generated stories with these process, many of them not coherent), a corrupt
policeman betrays a criminal:

getin(criminal, bank) getin(policeman, car)
catch(criminal,money) go(policeman,warehouse)

friend(criminal, policeman) go(criminal, warehouse)
getin(criminal, car) kill(policeman, criminal)

And some others make no sense at all. Again, discussion about if this partial
randomness in the system can be considered artistic or surrealist is not the
purpose of this paper.

Other option is to try to apply meta-rules. We call meta-rules those rules
which apply to constraints and modify them. Currently, there is no standard
way of creating them, nor a global description of how they are de�ned. They
have been designed by hand, and the authors are aware they are not necessarily
the best ones. However, it can be interesting to show a high level example of
them.

Let us suppose we have the domain which outputs the story in Section 3.2.
In a particular state i,

si =
{

getin(criminal, bank) catch(criminal,money)
go(criminal, warehouse) chase(policeman, criminal)

}

and Ci is still the same set than C0 (the initial constraints set). Then, the ex-
ploration operators create a new fact: friend(policeman, criminal). As we have
the restriction friend(?x, ?y)∧¬chase(?x, ?y), the new fact would be considered
as not coherent. However, we apply the next meta-rule:

If there is some restriction about a fact, and the schema forbidding
the inclusion of that fact is related with no more than one fact in the
partial story, that schema can be removed.

Then, the λ′(si, Ci) function returns:

〈
sj =





getin(criminal, bank) catch(criminal,money)
go(criminal, warehouse) chase(policeman, criminal)

friend(policeman, criminal)





Cj = Ci − {friend(?x, ?y) ∧ ¬chase(?x, ?y)}
,

〉

Then, shoot(policeman, criminal) is going to be added, but it is not coherent
because there is a constraint against this inclusion:shoot(?x, ?y)∧chase(?x, ?y)∧
¬friend(?x, ?y). The system can not �nd a meta-rule for modifying that con-
straint, so the new fact can not be added.

Finally, following the process, this is the story that has been obtained. It is
coherent, and it was not possible to obtain it just by exploration:
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getin(criminal, bank) friend(policeman, criminal)
catch(criminal,money) shoot(criminal, policeman)
go(criminal, warehouse) kill(criminal, policeman)
chase(policeman, criminal) go(criminal, warehouse)

Meta-rules applied in Cast are useful for the examples and domains we are
working on, but they can lead to incorrect stories (not coherent ones), if the
de�nition of the meta-rules does not cover all necessary cases. These �necessary
cases� are dependent on the domain, obviously: Sets of meta-rules covering adap-
tations for a given domain are useful only inside that domain. As it has been
shown in the example, the rules are absolutely ad hoc, and further research is
necessary to de�ne them in a better way. This toy domain has been designed
for exemplifying how the system works. It is possible, of course, to create more
complex ones. There are many more possible de�nitions for λ′. The only pur-
pose of explaining these results is to show that transformation is possible, and
there are many possible ways for doing it. A generative system following these
ideas can not forget the importance of the exploration (which have been done
randomly in this article), because the results from exploration are the basis for
transformation in a system like Cast. Next section discusses the main bene�ts,
drawbacks and characteristics of this approach.

4 Discussion

Cast is intended to focus on transformation of constraint rules, and some possi-
ble approaches have been shown. The main question to ask is if Cast is a trans-
formational creativity application. By trying to apply ideas present by Ritchie
in [4] we can �nd three sets of generated objects (stories in this paper) about
what is generated: The conceptual space, which would be in this case all �typical
items�, or stories following very obvious schemas; the possible items, or the full
set of all possible stories; and all items in the medium, which contains all possible
elements written with characters (if we consider the medium to be written text
on paper, or on the computer screen).

Following Sharples [9] we have the universe (every possible object generated),
and a set of schemas. They both create the conceptual space. Although both
de�nitions for the conceptual space is not exactly equivalent, we can, for this
discussion, relax the exact meanings, considering it to be the expected stories. It
is di�cult to de�ne what �expected� means in this context, and for this discussion
we assume an intuitive de�nition for it: stories which follow a very classical or
typical plot, or character behavior.

We have seen, in Section 3.3, two examples of stories which could not be
generated by the exploratory process in Section 3.2. However, it can be argued
that this is a problem of the exploration algorithm, which is extremely simple.
Of course it is, but it could be replaced with a more complex one and, in princi-
ple, the transformation processes could be applied. The point, then, is whether
transformation in general, and the presented approaches as instances for it, are
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useful, and really creative. Following the descriptions of what the conceptual

space can be, it is changing. Bypassing the rules or modifying schemas really
modify what can be generated, so the set of possible stories for the system is
di�erent. From this point of view, the system can be considered creative.

Relative to other systems, MINSTREL [7] also performs adaptation from
knowledge present in a database. However, inMINSTREL, aTRAM is selected,
and applied to a given narrative problem. Then, the narrative problem is mapped
into the TRAM, and, applying it as a solution, it is �mapped-back� into the
problem domain. Cast's transformations do not work in this way: Instead, Cast
is able to apply any modi�cation, not necessarily one related with a �similar�
schema. Obviously, this approach can obtain a bigger set of new information,
but can also produce bad results because it does not have any restriction beyond
testing the validity, and the test functions are still not fully developed.

It is important to compare Sharples account for writing with Cast. InMEX-
ICA Sharples' model directs the main algorithm. The main idea is that creative
writing is produced by alternation of two processes: engagement and re�ection,
as explained in Section 2. Cast is not fully directed by Sharples' ideas, but it
performs a sort of engagement and re�ection process. The exploration gener-
ates knowledge without limits, and the transformation step checks for validity
and adapts the constraints, accepts the new information or discards the content.
Then, the exploration stage can be considered to be engagement, and it can be
argued that checking the coherence and adapting the constraints set is a kind of
re�ection. However, this is not totally true, because in the checking stage, the
information can be totally discarded, which does not literally follow Sharples'
model.

Are meta-rules more useful than de�ning better constraint rules? It is more
di�cult, in general, to de�ne meta-rules than de�ning constraint rules. On the
other hand, constraints rules are domain dependent and meta-rules are not (if
they are well de�ned, of course). The size of the set of valid stories that can be
generated (which can be considered a measurement for the quality of the system)
depends both on the constraint rules and on the meta-rules. It can be concluded,
then, that meta-rules, covering general knowledge about how to transform, are
useful for the system as itself, only if it is possible to create valid ones (general for
many domains, applicable for every one of them). If this is true, the constraints
database can be really domain dependent, and would not have to store general
content. It is necessary further research and discussion to claim a formal, well
demonstrated conclusion.

This paper's proposal is about trying a new option for this objective: Trans-
forming story generation rules. It does not substitute the exploratory methods,
(in fact, it depends on them), it just allow for a new, additive option. Although
it is di�cult to create meta-rules for this to allow a storytelling system create
exceptional stories, it gives a new option. Even if, for a single generated story, it
creates a new single, useful schema, the transformation can be worth the extra
processing.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

Cast, a new storytelling system based on exploration and transformation has
been presented and some results of the system are shown on the paper. The
results of an example story is also explained in the paper, and the relation with
transformational creativity is discussed.

Although this paper is focused on transformation of the rules, exploration can
not be left as an unimportant matter. Choosing appropriate content for adding to
the story can make the transformation more powerful, because probably it would
not have to take into account completely meaningless additions. Next versions
of Cast will be focused on better exploration approaches and, of course, a more
deep study about transformation options.
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Abstract. We describe the integration of MEXICA, a well-developed story 
generation system which produces high-level plots, with the nn Narrator, an 
existing system for automatically narrating based on a simulated  world and a 
plan with narrative specifications. In  our initial integration of these systems in a 
pipeline, we did not seek to model the creative process explicitly. The initial 
integration nevertheless exposed issues of story representation and of the 
distinction between content and expression that are relevant to creativity. We 
describe these and discuss plans for a blackboard system that connects plot 
generation and narration more deeply.

Key words: Story generation, plot generation, narrative variation, narrating, 
system integration, story representation, action, event representation.

1  MEXICA-nn: Plot Generation plus Narrative Variation

Computer systems to generate stories are a fairly recent innovation, with the most 
significant early example (James Meehan’s Tale-Spin) dating from the mid-1970s. 
Given this short history, such systems have been used for quite some time to 
understand creativity. Scott Turner’s Minstrel, developed in the mid-to-late 1980s, 
was the first system to explicitly model creativity; it would move on to a new topic 
after a certain number of repetitions [1]. One system discussed in this paper, Rafael 
Pérez y Pérez’s MEXICA, goes further and uses an explicit model of the creative 
process to reason about which plot elements will be included.

“Story generators,”  as they are often called, have been strongly focused on the 
content level (what happens in the story) rather than on the level of expression (how 
the story is told). For this reason, they can be more precisely characterized as plot 
generators. Some work has been done on shaping the expression of a story: Pauline 
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by Eduard Hovy [2] is an important early example. The other system discussed in this 
paper, Nick Montfort’s nn, focuses more closely on variations in discourse that are 
specific to narrating. Some systems can work to some extent at both the story and 
discourse level, but we know of no previous efforts to integrate a well-developed 
story generation system and a well-developed system for narrating. This seems to be a 
significant oversight, given that literary study and narrative theory have elaborated for 
decades on how important both the story level and discourse level are for interesting 
storytelling.

In this paper, we describe the initial integration of MEXICA and the nn Narrator, 
systems that are each specialized to deal with one of the two essential levels of story. 
The two systems have been incorporated as subsystems of MEXICA-nn in a pipelined 
architecture. A plot representation originates from MEXICA, is handed to a 
middleware component that adds some information and transforms it into the type of 
representation required by nn, and, with the use of a manually specified plan for 
narrating, the story is finally told in a specific way by the nn Narrator.

We intend this as a first step toward effective and aesthetically pleasing automatic 
story generation which employs automatic narration. However, neither of us believes 
that the current pipelined scheme is really a good representation of the creative 
process. We believe it is very rare for fiction writers and other creative storytellers to 
develop everything at the story level first, in complete isolation from the language of 
the discourse level, and to determine how the telling will be done only at a later step 
— never revising, never reimagining. Our ultimate goal is to integrate these two 
systems in a different way, using a blackboard architecture. This would allow the plot 
representation and plan for narrating to be updated by either MEXICA or nn. 
Although MEXICA would primarily work at the story or plot level and nn at the 
discourse or expression level, both subsystems could suggest changes and 
collaboratively develop the final narrative. While we have learned some interesting 
things in developing our initial pipelined system, we hope that it will mainly be useful 
because it will inform this future work.

2  The Plot Generator MEXICA

The subsystem that deals with plot generation is MEXICA [3]. It was inspired by the 
engagement-reflection (E-R) cognitive account of writing as creative design [4]. 
MEXICA produces plots of stories about the Mexicas, the inhabitants, in centuries 
past, of what is now México City. (These people are sometimes inaccurately called 
the Aztecs.) During engagement the system generates sequences of actions guided by 
rhetorical and content constraints; during reflection, the system breaks impasses, 
evaluates, and, if necessary, modifies the material generated so far. Then, the system 
switches back to engagement and the cycle continues until the narrative is finished.
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Creativity is one of the most astonishing characteristics of humans beings. It is a 
research area in the intersection of disciplines including cognitive science, artificial 
intelligence, psychology, and design. The core motivation behind the engagement-
reflection model of computational creativity that informs MEXICA is to contribute to 
the study of the creative process, in particular in the area of plot generation.

One of the main problems in plot generation is the production of coherent 
sequences of actions. Traditionally, storytellers have dealt with this by employing 
explicit goals of characters and predefined story structures. These approaches helped 
to reduce the coherence problem. But they required that core parts of the stories be 
defined by the designers beforehand rather than being generated by the system. As a 
result, these programs and their outputs suffered from rigidity. MEXICA is an answer 
to the necessity of more flexible plot generators.

MEXICA is formed by two main blocks: the construction of knowledge structures 
(the K-S module) and the generation of plots through engagement-reflection cycles 
(the E-R module). The K-S module takes as input two text files defined by the user: a 
dictionary of valid story-actions and a set of stories known as the Previous Stories. 
The dictionary of story-actions includes the names of all actions that can be 
performed by a character within a narrative along with a list of preconditions and 
postconditions for each. In MEXICA all preconditions and postconditions involve 
emotional links between characters (e.g., jaguar knight hates the enemy). The 
Previous Stories are sequences of story actions that represent well-formed narratives. 
With this information the system builds its knowledge base. The E-R module takes 
two main inputs: the knowledge-base and an initial story-action (e. g., the princess 
heals jaguar knight) that sets in motion the E-R cycle. Once the E-R cycle ends the 
system perform the final analysis, a process that touches up the generated plot.

MEXICA is implemented in Pascal/Delphi. The system includes a text editor 
where the user defines in text files the dictionary of valid story-actions and the group 
of previous stories. To produce a new plot, the system provides an interface where the 
user introduces an initial action that triggers the engagement-reflection cycle. 
MEXICA creates two reports: 1) a detailed trace of the engagement-reflection cycle, 
which includes the final plot; 2) a representation of knowledge structures. Both 
reports can be visualized within the program. The implementation includes 21 
modifiable parameters that control different aspects of the E-R cycle, allowing the 
user to experiment with the model.

MEXICA shows that the E-R model of computational creativity allows the 
generation of novel and interesting plots [5]. The program uses a representation of 
emotions to associate possible actions and continue the story in progress. In this way, 
MEXICA contributes to the study of the role of emotions during the creative process 
[6]. The program includes a process to evaluate the interestingness of the story it 
creates. As far as we know, no other plot generator is capable of this type of 
evaluation.
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3  The nn System and Its Narrator Module

The subsystem that deals with the expression level is nn, a system originally created 
to allow the implementation of interactive fiction (that is, text adventure games) with 
narrative variation [7]. The components of nn that are specific to interactive fiction are 
not used in MEXICA-nn; the module that is used is one that has been central to 
research in narrative variation: the Narrator.

Enabling new types of creative writing and programming is the main purpose of 
nn. Specifically, nn is designed as an interactive fiction system, to enable general, 
simple manipulation of the discourse level. It is already possible to place characters 
and objects in various locations in an interactive fiction worlds, to animate them and 
have them react. The eventual release of nn will hopefully provide author/
programmers of interactive fiction with discourse-level facilities that are similar to the 
existing story-level capabilities of state-of-the-art systems such as TADS 3 and 
Inform 7. While much work in IF has dealt with creating intelligent or emotional 
characters, nn seeks to do something different: to create more interesting narrators.

For the purposes of integrating MEXICA and nn, many modules of nn have been 
left out. The ones dealing with tokenizing and parsing input, for instance, have been 
omitted, as there is no user input in MEXICA-nn. The one that simulates the fictional 
world is also not necessary, because in MEXICA-nn the events of the story are simply 
provided by MEXICA and do not need to be simulated within an interactive fiction 
framework. Others dealing with specialized functions that do not apply to the 
narrating task (such as the “meta”  operations of restart, undo, quit, and so on) have 
also been omitted. What is left is the core module of the nn research project, the 
Narrator, and the two representations that are essential to narrating: the focalizer 
worlds and the plan for narrating.

The Narrator module has an internal architecture. It is structured as a three-stage 
pipeline, using a model that is typical of natural language generation systems. In the 
reply planner, the high-level structure of the reply (or, in the case of MEXICA-nn, of 
the entire output document)  is determined. The narrative parameters and the reply 
structure determined in this first stage are sent to the microplanner, which determines 
the grammatical specifics based on those inputs. Finally, the detailed specification for 
output is converted into text by the realizer, which does lexicalization.

nn is implemented in Python 2.5. To create a work of interactive fiction, an author/
programer writes a game file which is simply Python code that makes use of pre-
defined classes and assigns values to certain expected variables. The existents in the 
fictional world are represented as a dictionary of objects (each of class Actor, Room, 
or Thing)  and the actions as a list of Action objects, each of which contains one or 
more lower-level Event objects. 

Several important types of narrative variation have been modeled in the system. 
Specifically, one significant aspect of narrative variation has been implemented within 
each of the five major categories described in Narrative Discourse [8]. New 
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theoretical ideas have been developed as a result of these implementations. One is that 
in generating text, order and time of narrating must be considered jointly even though 
Genette has placed them in separate categories. Another is that simple sequences are 
inadequate to represent order, while an ordered tree provides a good representation. 
Other results pertain to narrative distance (which may be best seen as a composition 
of other effects) and the worlds representing perception by focalizers (which are 
fundamentally different from the simulated world).

4  A First Pass at Connecting the Systems

A MEXICA-nn narrative is generated by running a modified MEXICA to generate 
XML as defined by the MEXICA plot schema. An invocation of the middleware 
component of the system then takes this plot representation and elaborates it, 
transforming it to a different XML representation of existents and actions that 
conforms to the nn schema. Finally, nn is invoked with a specific plan for narrating to 
produce a narrative.

The middleware maps high-level plot elements, as output by MEXICA, to more 
specific sets of actions, each of which must include a sequence of one or more events. 
For instance, the MEXICA action FAKED_STAB_INSTEAD_HURT_HIMSELF is 
mapped to two actions in nn; the first one has FEINT as its verb and the second one 
has INJURE as its verb. The FEINT action has a MISC event within it. This is the 
type of event used to represent something that does not have a physical consequence 
or involve the application of force. The INJURE action is best represented with a 
IMPEL event (representing the character’s application of force to himself) followed 
by a MODIFY event (representing that the character’s health was affected). These 
detailed events can come into play if the speed of narration is slowed down and every 
detail of what happens is being represented by the narrator.

In one run, the modified version of MEXICA used as a subsystem of MEXICA-nn 
produced the following XML representation of a plot:
 <story>
  <existents>
   <location name="Lake"/>
   <location name="City"/>
   <character name="HUNTER" gender="male"  location="Lake" />
   <character name="JAGUAR_KNIGHT" gender="male"  location="Lake" />
   <character name="VIRGIN" gender="female"  location="Lake" />
  </existents>
  <actions>
   <action verb="ACTOR" agent="JAGUAR_KNIGHT" time="1" />
   <action verb="ACTOR" agent="VIRGIN" time="2" />
   <action verb="ACTOR" agent="HUNTER" time="3" />
   <action verb="WERE_RIVALS" agent="JAGUAR_KNIGHT" object="HUNTER" 
    time="4" />
   <action verb="FAKED_STAB_INSTEAD_HURT_HIMSELF" 
    agent="JAGUAR_KNIGHT" object="HUNTER" time="5" />
   <action verb="CURED" agent="VIRGIN" object="JAGUAR_KNIGHT"
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    time="6" />
   <action verb="MUGGED" agent="JAGUAR_KNIGHT" object="VIRGIN"
    time="7" />
   <action verb="WENT_TENOCHTITLAN_CITY" agent="JAGUAR_KNIGHT"  
    NewLocation="City" time="8" />
   <action verb="HAD_AN_ACCIDENT" agent="JAGUAR_KNIGHT" time="9" />
   <action verb="DIED_BY_INJURIES" agent="JAGUAR_KNIGHT" time="10" />
  </actions>
 </story>

This representation was translated by the middleware into an elaborated XML 
representation that used the nn schema and specified finer-grained events. The 
modified version of the nn Narrator that was used was then able to produce a variety 
of different narrations. This one was accomplished using chronological order, setting 
the temporal position of the narrator to a point before the events (hence, the narration 
takes place in the future tense), and adding a filter that expresses surprise:

The jaguar knight will oppose the hunter!
Meanwhile, the hunter will oppose the jaguar knight!
Then, the jaguar knight will feint at the hunter, dude!
Then, the jaguar knight will strike himself!
Then, the virgin will heal the jaguar knight! Awesome!
Then, the jaguar knight will threaten the virgin, man! Awesome!
Then, the jaguar knight will rob the virgin!
Whoa, then, the jaguar knight will go to city!
Then, the jaguar knight will slip!
Then, the jaguar knight will fall!
Then, the jaguar knight will die!

The next narration was produced using settings for retrograde order (so that the most 
recent event is narrated first) and with time of narrating set to be simultaneous with 
the last event. Although this is a simple rearrangement out of chronological order, it 
shows the generation of different tenses that are necessary for more nuanced 
orderings, such as occasional flashbacks. The final action, told first, is narrated in the 
present tense and the ones leading up to it are told in the past tense:

The jaguar knight dies.
Before that, the jaguar knight fell.
Before that, the jaguar knight slipped.
Before that, the jaguar knight went to city.
Before that, the jaguar knight robbed the virgin.
Before that, the jaguar knight threatened the virgin.
Before that, the virgin healed the jaguar knight.
Before that, the jaguar knight struck himself.
Before that, the jaguar knight feinted at the hunter.
Before that, the hunter opposed the jaguar knight.
Meanwhile, the jaguar knight opposed the hunter.
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A straightforward present-tense narration can be generated where the narrator speaks 
hesitantly (a stylistic variation that isn’t actually specific to narrative) and where all 
the details of each action are told as slowly as possible:

The jaguar knight, um, starts, er, to rival the hunter. The jaguar knight, um,
opposes the hunter.
  Meanwhile, the hunter starts to rival the jaguar knight. The hunter opposes
the jaguar knight.
  Then, the jaguar knight starts to feint the hunter. The jaguar knight, um,
feints at the hunter.
  Then, the jaguar knight starts to injure himself. The jaguar knight strikes
himself.
  Then, the virgin starts to, er, cure the jaguar knight. The virgin heals the
jaguar knight.
  Then, uh, the jaguar knight, um, starts to threaten, uh, the virgin. Uh, the
jaguar knight, er, threatens the virgin.
  Then, the jaguar knight starts to rob the virgin. Um, the jaguar knight robs
the virgin.
  Then, the jaguar knight starts to go. The jaguar knight goes to, um, city.
  Then, the jaguar knight starts to, uh, slip. The jaguar knight slips.
  Then, the jaguar knight starts to fall. The jaguar knight falls.
  Then, the jaguar knight starts to, uh, die. The jaguar knight dies.

5 Differences in Representation of Action and Story

Some important differences between MEXICA’s representation and the nn Narrator’s 
were revealed by integrating the two systems. nn combines a representation of actions 
and existents with a plan for narrating, while MEXICA, focused on the plot level, 
lacks the latter type of representation. But nn’s representation of actions and events is 
also quite different from MEXICA’s. One mismatch is that no Things (the class used 
in nn for inert items or props) are represented explicitly by MEXICA; it is simply 
implicit in an action involving stabbing that the character undertaking the action has 
an edged weapon of some sort by the time an action is carried out. The character may 
possess that weapon to begin with or acquire it in the course of the story. Which of 
these happens and how exactly it happens needs to be added during elaboration for 
nn’s Narrator to able to narrate in the best possible way.

Additionally, the granularity of action is different in the two systems. A single 
MEXICA plot element may correspond to multiple high-level actions in nn. For 
instance, a reflexive MEXICA action involving A and B, such as 
FIGHT_EACH_OTHER, corresponds to two simultaneous actions in nn, one with A as 
agent and one with B as agent. A plot element that corresponds to a compound action 
maps to a sequence of actions that occur one after the other in nn.  Each of the low-
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level events within these actions must also be specified to indicate each blow of the 
battle. nn’s more numerous and finer-grained actions are difficult to specify, but when 
they are in place, they are very useful for creating narrative variation of different 
sorts, since each event may be included or excluded and, if told at all, may be told 
more or less rapidly. Some of the work of mapping MEXICA’s plot representation to 
an nn story representation is straightforward; other work involves creativity and 
authorship. The more creative work involves determining what specific sequence of 
blows occurs in a fight, what weapon a character uses to attempt to stab another 
character, and how a particular weapon or other object is acquired by a character. In 
the future, we plan to develop MEXICA-nn to accomplish these things not with fixed 
mappings but rather in a way that is consistent with MEXICA’s model of the creative 
process.

On the other hand, the nn Narrator’s representation is not more detailed in every 
way. MEXICA uses a model of character’s emotional affinities for one another in 
determining the plot. This model could be used in narrating, too. To provide a simple 
example: a narrative could be produced in which actions are elided or passed over 
very quickly when they are undertaken by characters that jaguar knight dislikes. The 
resulting narrative would favor jaguar knight by emphasizing the actions of his 
friends, or, more precisely, the people who he likes at that point in time. MEXICA 
also uses particular techniques to generate interesting plots. Unlikely plot elements 
are proposed by the system and, using abductive reasoning, the system tries to find 
explanations for them in the form of other plot elements. For instance, if the princess 
loves jaguar knight at one point and then later intentionally kills him, it may be 
because she discovered that he killed her father. If information about the plot 
generation process was available to the Narrator, the narration of the story could 
follow the trace of the creative process, describing the unlikely event first and then, in 
a flashback, explaining why it came to pass.

As we have discussed, the type of representation used is substantially different for 
the nn Narrator and for MEXICA. To some extent, one system might benefit from 
having a finer-grained representation that is motivated by the other. But this is 
unlikely to be the best answer in every case. In many ways, MEXICA takes a higher-
level view of actions and existents for a good reason. A complete computer model of 
story generation, from plot generation to narrating, is likely to require different types 
of knowledge structures at different levels of abstraction (or, knowledge 
representations that can be easily manipulated at different levels of abstraction) 
interacting together in order to generate its final output.

MEXICA employs three types of knowledge representations at three different 
levels of abstraction: the Tensional representation (graphics of the dramatic tension of 
the story in progress), the Atoms (groups of emotional links and tensions between 
characters)  and the Concrete representation (a copy of the story actions and the 
previous stories). The Concrete representation includes more precise information than 
the Atoms; and the Atoms include more precise information than the Tensional 
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representation. The engagement-reflection cycle employs these three knowledge 
structures during plot generation.

The nn Narrator, on the other hand, deals with a representation of the telling that is 
absent from MEXICA (the plan for narrating), a representation of characters’ 
perceptions (the focalizer worlds), and a representation of the “real world” as far as 
the fiction is concerned (the world model, with actions and existents). The last of 
these is the point of overlap with MEXICA, but even then, as we have described, the 
way actions are represented is not the same and the same existents are not present in 
both systems.

We find it appealing to develop a system that goes upwards and downwards 
through concrete and abstract knowledge representations during the weaving and 
telling of a story. A more general representation of an action (e.g., jaguar knight and 
the enemy fight each other) is suitable during initial enplotment, when a general 
framework for the narrative is being put together; a detailed description of a fight 
(e.g., types of weapons used, particular blows) allows the system to very the telling to 
a greater extent, since there are more choices of what to omit and what to include and 
the actions can be arranged in a wider variety of ways. As we continue development, 
we will look to develop a system that employs representation at both levels to 
generate a plot and a particular telling. The middleware described in this paper is the 
first step in this phase of the work.

6 Implications and Future Work

There are other steps to be taken beyond modification of knowledge representations 
and a better pipelined integration. Currently, when MEXICA-nn is invoked the user 
specifies a particular plan for narrating and the pre-defined parameters of that plan are 
simply applied to the story. A better approximation of the creative process would 
involve having MEXICA-nn choose a plan that is appropriate to the story material. 
For instance, a story of a character’s steady downfall might be narrated 
chronologically, while a story with many reversals might be told using flashbacks to 
connect the most interesting actions with each other.

We hope that plans for narrating can eventually be developed at a deeper level, co-
evolving with the plot. In a blackboard system, nn could propose a plan for narrating 
of a specific sort — for instance, sylleptic narration in which everything that happens 
in the city is told first, then everything that happens in the forest, and then everything 
that happens by the lake. nn could request that a larger number of interesting actions 
occur in the forest. MEXICA could then work to satisfy this request, either by 
changing some plot elements so that they occur in different location or by adding plot 
elements. Similarly, MEXICA could register requests regarding the plan for narration, 
asking that plot elements be told in a certain order or that certain existents or plot 
elements be emphasized.
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This paper has described the initial integration of MEXICA and the nn Narrator to 
produce a complete computer based storyteller, MEXICA-nn. This work has led us to 
reflect on the importance of manipulating represented knowledge at different levels of 
abstraction when developing computer models of creativity. We hope this paper 
encourages people to integrate systems. In the short term, it is a source of important 
information about meaningful differences between systems that might be difficult to 
obtain in another way. In the long term, we believe integrating well-developed 
systems will be essential in tackling complex problems such as the invention and 
telling of stories, which require specialized creative processes that must also interact 
and depend upon one another.
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Abstract. There exist several types of generative systems which pro-
duce some artistic output not necessarily considered to be creative. How-
ever, the processes they follow can, in principle, be combined between
them, possibly obtaining a creative product. Although nowadays giving
a general description of how such systems must be implemented is far
from being possible, this paper presents a framework for putting together
generative systems in such a way that the output can be creative. The pa-
per shows preliminar ideas and discusses the main conclussions obtained
from them.

Keywords: Computational Creativity, Cinematographic Direction, Sto-
rytelling, Framework, Artificial Intelligence.

1 Introduction

Building generative systems which are not creative for artistic production is not
difficult. For instance, rule based systems controlling a story generation program
can be easy implemented, but, probably, the output will not be as creative as
needed for that program to be considered really useful in general. The same ideas
apply for any other generative system (like automatic camera direction).

However, complex creative objects, like movies, are composed of many het-
erogeneous systems, and for these systems to be considered creative, it is not
necessary that every part of the creation follows a creative process.

Given these characteristics, to study how different processes are connected in
a full complex system becomes interesting and useful in the field of the Compu-
tational Creativity, where computers have to follow models of creativity in order
to obtain new objects that would be deemed as creative if found in humans [1].
This knowledge would allow us to put several heterogeneous systems together,
bringing new possibilities in the productions of such systems.

? This research is funded by the Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia (TIN2006-14433-
C02-01), Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Dirección General de Universidades
e Investigación de la Comunidad de Madrid (CCG07-UCM/TIC 2803) and a grant
from Caja de Burgos, Jóvenes Excelentes 2008 contest.
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However, obviously it is extremely difficult to give a general description of
how to put generative systems together. In fact, the authors are not sure if such
description exist: probably it is not possible to define a general way of combining
them. Basically, what we can do by now is to look for ad-hoc solutions, trying to
figure out what functions are to be solved, and trying to give a valid solution to
them. Or, at least, a valid solution for the domain or the particular application
that is being developed.

In this paper a case-study of a framework for one of these systems is pre-
sented, showing how an application that creates 3D short stories, using four
different systems could be created: an automatic story teller, and module that
adapts stories to given cinematographic schemas, an automatic camera position-
ing system, and a camera motion director, as depicted in Figure 1. The focus
of this particular research has not been put on the systems separately, but on
the nexus between the four, to study how to put several heterogeneous systems
together in order to obtain a creative scene from these not necessarily creative
systems.

This study is oriented to the definition of a system for creating 3D movies
called Spiel, which will try to implement all these ideas in order to get a working
creative system.

Story Generator

Script writing

Camera location

Camera motion

Spiel

Module

Framework

Fig. 1. Spiel’s modules.

2 Previous Work

Computational Creativity tries to study processes related to human creative
production, and is heavily influenced by Boden’s work [2, 3]. The main issue
about how to build creative systems is that creativity is not precisely defined [4].
However, building systems that could be considered creative is still possible and
interesting.
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There are several approaches to heterogeneous systems for cinematographic
creation, but most of them are not focused on Computational Creativity. We can
cite, however, some creative automatic systems from which several ideas have
been taken to carry out the development of Spiel.

Christianson et al. [5] use film idioms to adapt cinematographic techniques
for portraying 3D animations. They formalise film idioms with their Declarative
Camera Control Language (DCCL). As input the camera system use an anima-
tion trace representing the action that has already occurred and a number of
sequences indicating which actor to film over each time. The system presented
in [6], The Virtual Cinematographer, is a camera control system for a real-time
virtual party that also use the concept of film idioms. The input is obtained
directly from the state of the environment to choose the best idiom according to
the actions. Each idiom is implemented as a finite state machine that describe
the cinematographic techniques, which cover the current situation.

In the same line, the work presented in [7] shows a real-time system for
interactive narration in virtual worlds. In [8] a similar approach is explained in a
real-time computer game system. All this research is not focused on the creative
processes involving the creation and visualization of a story, or in how the nexus
between these components can enrich the interaction with humans.

Charles et al. [9] propose a system that combines an interactive storytelling
system with an automatic camera system based on cinematographic techniques,
which decides the correct idiom covering the actions of the characters, giving
different weights according to the relevance in the situation.

Storytelling follows, however, a different research tradition. Creativity has
been studied in several storytelling systems (MEXICA [10] or Minstrel [11]).
Results from those programs have been very influential on the development of
Computational Creativity. They try, in general, to follow psychological models
of human creativity, trying to apply a computational model of them to the
generation of stories. But there also are other systems, (like TaleSpin [12],
Fabulist [13] or Universe [14]), which, even creating good stories, are not
focused on creative processes.

Next sections explain how this can be done: even without using creative sys-
tems, it is possible to build a creative object, by the interaction of the generative
programs.

3 A Framework for Building Artistic Objects from
Heterogeneous Modules

With all these ideas, a framework which tries to study how to automatically
create a complex artistic object, like a 3D movie, from not necessarily creative
systems could be possible, and an instantiation of this framework (Spiel), are
presented. This section explains in detail how the global system carries out the
task of making several different heterogeneous systems work together. First an
overview of the system, explaining the algorithm, is given, then some important
details of the modules which instatiate the framework are explained.
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3.1 How the Framework Works

The framework for creating artistic objects (mainly focused on movies) from
heterogeneous modules is not a story generator, nor a camera direction system:
it is a software whose application is focused on using several systems together,
to create new information which the modules themselves could not create.

It is really difficult to design a system capable of carrying out this task
for every possible set of systems. It would be necessary to define a language
which every module should speak in order to intercommunicate those modules
between them and with the main system. Also, functions for deciding operations
like “when to apply each module” or “which operation must be done” should be
defined in such a way that they would cover all possible types of modules, by
giving a general description of those functions, or by covering all cases.

Although this is, in principle, possible, we are far from being capable of
creating such a system. Instead, the logical approaches should follow a kind of
ad-hoc solutions, trying to gather all possible information in order to gaining
knowledge and experience for, some day, being able to develop a general system.

Spiel, the framework’s instantiation, is one of such ad-hoc systems. However,
it is not only intended to cover a specific case, but it is fully focused on creating
a “growing” nucleus, able to use, in the near future, different types of modules
(stories, voice, 3D environments, plain text...). Basically, the framework’s algo-
rithm follows the schema shown in Algorithm 1. It is a very simplistic approach
to an opportunist architecture. Several modules are present in the system, and
the object which is going to be generated (a movie in the Spiel instantiation),
is being created step by step, by the sequential operation of the modules.

For directing what must be generated, modules are initialized with data guid-
ing the generation. For instance, a story generation module should be initialized
with constraints about what is to be created (a love story, perhaps).

What this algorithm is doing is explained in the list below. The algoritm
is executed with a list of modules which implement the functions validity,
appropriate, new-solution and apply-solution (what these functions are is
explained), and it is assumed that the system’s status is the partially built movie:

– Lines 1-4. The object which is going to be generated is initialized (s0),
and, running the validity function, each module yields a pair of values: the
value for moduleEvaluationi is a real number in the interval [0..1], which is
a measure of what the module thinks of the partial creation of the system
(the partially generated movie). 0 means the module “thinks” the partial
object is completely wrong, and 1 means that the partial object is valid
enough to be the solution. This value is computed by each module in a
different way, and considering different aspects of the generated object. The
moduleProblem value is a description of what the module considers to be
wrong. This description is dependent on the particular instantiation of the
system. The different incomplete parts of the partial object are defined in
these steps.

– Line 5. After the system has computed every 〈moduleEvaluation,moduleProblem〉
pair of each module by calling its validity function, the framework applies
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Algorithm 1 Using several modules in the framework for creating a single object
1: s0 ← initial object
2: for all modulei in modulelist do
3: 〈moduleEvaluationi, moduleProblemi〉 ← modulei.validity(s0)
4: end for
5: 〈evaluation, problem〉 ← select the most important pair from the set of pairs
〈moduleEvaluationn, moduleProblemn〉

6: while evaluation 6= valid do
7: for all modulei in modulelist do
8: moduleAppropriaten ← modulei.appropriate(problem)
9: end for

10: chosen ← module with max(moduleAppropriaten), or none if no module is
appropriate

11: if it has been possible to find a chosen module then
12: apply chosen.newsolution() to sj

13: if sj has new information then
14: for all othermodule in modulelist do
15: othermodulei.applysolution(sj)
16: end for
17: for all modulei in modulelist do
18: 〈moduleEvaluationi, moduleProblemi〉 ← modulei.validity(sj+1)
19: end for
20: 〈evaluation, problem〉 ← select the most important pair from the set of

pairs 〈moduleEvaluationn, moduleProblemn〉
21: else
22: discard the currently chosen module, and choose a different one in the next

iteration
23: end if
24: else
25: exit program
26: end if
27: end while
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a function, which can be defined in many ways, which returns the global
system 〈evaluation, problem〉 pair. This function could return the problem
from the module with the lowest moduleEvaluation value (which would be
the pair with the “hardest” problem). Or it could return the mean value
from the moduleEvaluation values of each module, and then a problem
randomly chosen from the different modules. A discussion about some pos-
sible approaches is presented in Section 4. After this step, the problem (the
incomplete part) which has to be solved is defined.

– Line 6. The system then checks whether the evaluation value is good enough
to be considered valid. There are several possible ways of computing this
boolean expression. Possibly, the most straightforward one is to check that
the real value of evaluation is over a given threshold. This line guides a loop
which will end once the object is created, or when it is considered impossible
to create an object with the requisite from the user.

– Lines 7-10. Once we have the problem which has to be solved, each mod-
ule runs its appropriate function. This function returns a real number in
the interval [0..1], 0 meaning that it will not be able to solve a particular
problem object, and 1 meaning it can perfectly solve the problem. Obviously,
it is difficult to know whether a module can solve a problem before trying
to solve it. What the appropriate function returns is a “possibility” value
(moduleAppropriaten). For instance, if the problem object returned by the
computation of the validity function stores information about missing in-
formation of a story, a story generation module will return a higher value for
the appropriate function than a module managing camera motion. How-
ever, even selecting a particular module, nothing ensures that it will be able
of really solving the issues present in the problem object.
After gathering all possible values for appropriate from each module, it
is necessary to decide which module will be chosen. Initially it could be a
good option to choose the module with higher appropriate value, but this
value is only an approximation, and it can lead to local-minimum. That is
why the framework adds random noise, and chooses, in some iterations (the
frecuency of this noise can be parametrized), a module which is not the
one with highest appropriate value. Section 4 discusses the benefits of this
approach from the creativity point of view.
If no module can be chosen (for instance, every module returns 0 as the value
of the appropriate function), the system exits with a failure vaule: It has
not been possible to create an object with the initial constraints.

– Lines 11-12. If it has been possible to find an appropriate (chosen), mod-
ule, this chosen module applies its internal processes (what the module is
really created for: a story, a new camera layout...), and generates a new
object sj applying its new-solution function (which returns partial infor-
mation which completes the story: in Spiel, a new set of facts for the story,
for instance). If the new-solution function is not able to return a value,
the algorithm will try to choose a different module. If no other module is
appropriate (as explained in the previous list item), the generation fails.
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– Lines 13-16. If the partial object (sj) has been updated, The apply-solution
function is called in each module. This function receives the description of
the solution object just created by the choosen module, and updates the
description of the partial whole object. For instance, if the chosen module
was the story generator module, and it created three new facts for the story
(which is only a part of the movie), the camera direction module would
receive those three facts, and would update its information about the story.
Obviously, this function assumes that every module knows how to apply
information from other modules. So, although they can be heterogeneous,
they can not be totally independent of each other.

– Lines 17-20. Finally the system checks again for the validity of the new
partial object sj+1.

The overall benefits of the approach followed in this algorithm are discussed in
Section 4. Section 3.2 explains in detail how the previously commented functions
are really instantiation.

3.2 Spiel: An Instantiation for Creating Movies

As it has been said before, four independent modules have been designed to
instantiate this framework. They have been designed for interoperability. The
next list details information about them, focusing on the instantiation of previ-
ously defined four functions for interacting with Spiel, and, therefore, between
them. These modules are not creative by any means, however, we want to discuss
whether the output from these not necessarily creative modules can be creative
or not.

– The story generation module outputs a list of first order logic-like predi-
cates in this form1: character(aragorn), go(aragorn, forest). For in-
stantiating the validity function, it accepts a story as valid if it is coher-
ent with the user input (using hand-made logic rules). For example, if the
user input is kill(aragorn, sauron), and the resulting story-state is just
character(aragorn), go(sauron, mordor), the story will be considered to
be non-valid.
The new-solution function returns, taking into account the current state
of generation (the partial story, and the partial camera layout), a new story
with logic facts.
The appropriate function returns a valid value if the module can find,
in its facts database, the set of facts necessary for completing the story,
given the current problem. Finally, apply-solution updates module’s state
if the solution is a new story, and if the solution is a new camera location, it
performs a mapping between the camera state and a set of “emotional facts”
(emotion(love, intense)) in the story to create a new “emotional” state.

1 We are working in The Lord Of The Rings domain.
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– The script writing module adapts stories to typical story scripts. If, for ex-
ample, a romantic scene is lacking the final kiss, this module adds that
information to the set of facts (which has the same format as the previous
module’s output). The instantiation for the four functions follows approx-
imately the same behaviour that for the story creating system (the rules
vary, but the semantic is the same), but for the appropriate function: it
computes this value by computing the distance between the script schema
and the generated story. The less the distance (without being equal), the
more appropriate the application of this module. That is, if there is only one
different fact between the story and the schema, this module can solve the
problem.

– The camera positioning module abstracts the cinematographic knowledge in
order to determine which position and orientation, for a specific action or
event in a story, are the most suitable, and it generates a new camera layout,
creating a structure according to the story compose of scenes and sequences
and the appropriate camera configuration for each sequence. It calculates
the validity function output by computing a specificity value: whether the
story shows a clear emotion within a predefined set, or match with one of
the sequence predefined in the module, or the sequence of the scene don’t lie
in a cycle of camera configuration. It considers itself to be appropriate or not
depending on how specific (as defined before) the partial story is: The higher
the specificity, the higher the appropriate value. Finally, apply-solution
updates module’s state to generate a new structure with their appropriate
camera configuration, if one solution is proposed by other modules. As a
new-solution this module propuse new information like a movement for
some character, or an emotional intensity for a sequence, or to introduce a
new kind of predefined sequence in the story. With this information the new
state of the modules will be update and checked again for correctness.

– The camera motion module works in the same way that the camera posi-
tioning module does. However, the output is composed of camera movements
(track, pan, tilt) instead of positions.

4 Discussion

The framework and Spiel are not creative systems (the main algorithm is quite
simple): the processes they run are rule based, without any creative idea. What
the framework does is to handle, in a kind of opportunist and distributed way,
different heterogeneous processes. What we want to discuss, basing on the main
conclusions we have obtained during the development of the framework and its
instantiation, is whether a creative object can be obtained by applying this kind
of processes (trying to combine several generative systems), how can creativity
emerge.

Although there are different computational systems focused on generating
creative objects (like stories), and whole systems for creating 3D movies (or
parts of them), there is not much focus on whole systems trying to generate
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creative 3D movies. Of course, Spiel is far from being able of such a creation,
and this paper just shows the first steps towards this ambitious objective. The
main point of this text is to discuss whether this is possible, and what processes
could lead to creativity.

The main point we can argue is that this kind of frameworks can lead to
results which would not be the output of a sequential system (that is, creating a
story, and, after that, creating a camera layout). Modules provide feedback for
other modules, which should, in principle, lead to more “enriched” results.

For this to be possible, it is important to create a good definition for choosing
which module to apply and a the evaluation functions for the system. If these
functions are just focused on choosing which module returns the highest values,
probably the output of the system will not be much better. However, the study
of how collaborative decission for this functions can lead to emergent creativiy
is interesting.

For instance, if the result of the global evaluation value (as defined in Section
3.1) is computed taking into account every module’s result (perhaps computing
the mean value), the heterogeneous systems collaborate, and the global system
gets enriched by this process, in the sense that a new evaluation function emerges,
and this function is different, and not previously designed by the module creator
(although obviously it is previously conceived by the framework’s operation).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

A framework for creating compound creative systems, has been presented, and
an instantiation for it, Spiel. It is fully focused on how independent systems
can work together to build a complex creative object. The main conclusion is
whether, even having obtained new data from the use of this system, these
new data can be considered creative, or just a product of feeding modules with
additional data.

Next versions of the framework and Spiel will focus on creating more mod-
ules, trying to build a real 3D creation system. It is planned to create modules
not dependent on the framework (and adding a wrapper for it). Letting the
system follow a state-space search, like a backtracking (trying many different
possible options in each iteration), would improve the system output.

Also, the greedy approach is only intended to show the preliminary possibili-
ties of such a system, but a blackboard architecture, or a backtracking state space
search could be interesting for this purpose, letting the modules communicate
in a more powerful way.
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Abstract. Theorists have often emphasized the role of analogy in cre-
ativity, particular in scientific or intellectual contexts. But in Boden’s
model, creative processes are assumed to be mediated by acts of explo-
ration and transformation. There is a need to understand how these two
perspectives fit together and to clarify whether analogy is mediated by
transformation, exploration, or both of those processes. Analogy is often
viewed as a form of transformation. But the demonstration that transfor-
mation can be understood as meta-level exploration calls that view into
question. The present paper shows that analogy can in fact be mediated
by exploration alone. A task analysis is used to delineate the prototypical
strategies of concept construction. It is then shown that analogical func-
tionality can emerge as a natural result of conceptual-space exploration.

Keywords: Analogy, exploration, transformation, creativity, theoreti-
cal cognitive science, concepts, representation.

1 Introduction

Many theorists identify analogy as fundamental for creativity, e.g., [1; 2; 3; 4; 5;
6]. However, the transformational model of creativity [7; 8; 9; 10] emphasizes the
role of search-like operations applied to concepts. Creativity on this latter view
is understood to involve heuristically-guided exploration of existing conceptual
spaces and transformation, development of new conceptual spaces. The question
then arises as to how analogy fits into this scheme. Is it that analogy should
be understood as being an ingredient of conceptual space transformation? Or
is it better to think of it as a part of exploration? Using a task analysis of
conceptualization [11], the present paper shows that analogical functionality is
an emergent property of ordinary conceptual-space exploration.

2 Conceptualization prototypes

For purposes of the analysis, it is assumed that exploration of conceptual spaces
can be understood to involve the construction of new concepts from given con-
stituents. On the basis that these are themselves concepts (or can be viewed as
such) the task can be accomplished in one of two ways. The constituents man be
treated as independent entities. Or they may be treated as a related ensemble.
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In the former case, the result is necessarily one in which a set of independent
entities are treated as a single entity. It is a generalization or abstraction, i.e.,
a category which includes all the constituents. In the latter case, the nature of
the result depends on the relationship which is deemed to tie the constituents
together as an ensemble.

On analytic grounds, then, we can divide the task of concept-combination
into two basic forms:

– categorical construction in which the constituents are deemed to be indepen-
dent, and

– ensemble or compositional construction, in which the constituents are deemed
to be tied together by a relationship.

Where a concept-combining agent is able to introduce relationships, then,
there are two ways of accessing new concepts. For any given combination, a
categorical construct can be formed. The constituents come to be viewed as
instances of a category. For the same combination, each way of superimpos-
ing a relationship produces a distinct compositional construct. In this case the
constituents come to be viewed as part of the superimposed relationship. This
provides us with a provisional account of the possibilities of conceptual space
exploration.

In order to identify the concepts which can be generated in a particular case,
we need to know what concepts are assumed to be given, what relationships are
assumed to be given, and how they can be applied. It simplifies matters if we
treat given concepts and given relationships the same way, i.e., if we assume that
among given concepts, some are relational and some non-relational. Assuming
no restrictions on how such relational concepts can be applied (i.e., taking them
to be unordered relations of arbitrary arity), the number of concepts which can
be formed by combination can then be ascertained straightforwardly. For each
combination of given non-relational concepts, there is

– one categorical construct, and
– for each given relational concept, one compositional construct.

Fig. 1 illustrates how things work out when there are three non-relational and
two relational constituents. The given concepts are represented here as circles in
the bottom row. The non-relational concepts x, y and z are in the middle. The
relational concepts r1 and r2 are on the outside. Circles in the top row represent
the possible combinatorial constructs with the arcs denoting constituency. The
three circles on the left are the categorical constructs. In this case, arcs are
brought together indicating the way in which the constituents are combined into
a single entity by the construction. Next to these we have the three constructs
obtained by applying relationship r1, followed by the three that can be formed
by applying r2. The connecting arcs here connect to a horizontal bar labeled
with the relation applied. This indicates the way in which the relational concept
is applied to schematize the ensemble’s relationship. The figure shows precisely
how many conceptual structures can be formed in this scenario. With three
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Fig. 1. Categorical and compositional concept-combination.

non-relational and two relational givens, there are nine conceptual structures in
all.

3 Hierarchical development

We can map out the contents of the conceptual space defined by some givens,
then, by looking at the possibilities for categorical and compositional construc-
tion. But Fig. 1 merely shows the concepts which can be obtained directly. We
also need to consider the concepts which can be obtained indirectly, i.e., by
pursuing constructive possibilities in which previous constructions are used as
constituents.

The possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, the given and constructed
concepts are taken from a domain of vehicles and a domain of animals. However,
the concept names should not be taken too seriously: the intention is simply
to show syntactic/combinatorial possibilities as before. The given non-relational
concepts are BICYCLE, POLICE-CAR, LION, ZEBRA1 etc. The given rela-
tional concepts are BETWEEN, STOPPING, CLOSE-TO etc. In this diagram,
however, the relational concepts only shown where they are applied.

The schematic on the far-left represents the simplest situation. Here the con-
structed, first-order1 concept POLICE-ESCORT is used as a constituent in the
construction of a 2nd-order compositional construction based on the STOPPING
relation. Note that, here, the relation applied at the second level is different to
1 The term ‘order’ is used to denote hierarchical level.
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the one used at the first level. But re-using a relation is also possible. This
leads to the recursive forms of construction illustrated in the middle and right
schematics. In the middle schematic, the BETWEEN relation is used to produce
a compositional construction on constituents which include one constructed us-
ing the same relation. The right schematic also illustrates recursive use of a
relation (CLOSE-TO) but here there is an intermediate compositional construct
based on the FAR-FROM relation.

4 Analogy as conceptualization

In Gentner’s structure-mapping theory [12; 13; 14], analogy is understood to be
the exploitation of a mapping between two conceptual structures. The mapping
allows details in one structure (the ‘target’) to be inferred from details in the
other (the ‘source’). Gentner posits the abstractness principle — the notion that
the strength of the analogy depends on the degree to which relations rather than
attributes are preserved in the mapping. She also proposes the systematicity
principle, which is the idea that strength also depends on the degree to which
‘systems of relations’ are carried across from source to target [12, p. 158].

Gentner treats analogy formation as a special operation. However, bringing
to bear the analysis of concept combinatorics, we can understand it to be a nat-
ural consequence of conceptual-space exploration. What Gentner describes as
an ‘analogical mapping’ can be understood to be a categorical construct com-
bining two compositional constituents, which themselves embody structures of
constructs exhibiting corresponding relations.

Figure-shown contrasts a conceptual construction which embodies an ‘analog-
ical mapping’ with one that does not. In the left schematic, the correspondence
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between the relations used in the construction of the 1st-order constituents of
c2 and c3 implies the existence of an analogical mapping between them. The
construction of the categorical construct c1 then places c2 and c3 into a sin-
gle category, implicitly realizing the analogy. In the right schematic, there is no
relational corresondence at the level of 1st-order constituents and therefore no
analogy.

The formation of such analogical mappings is a natural consequence of conceptual-
space exploration. But Gentner also posits abstractness/systematicity, i.e., a
preference for the formation of such mappings. While this principle is not itself
inherent in conceptual-space exploration, it is not hard to envisage how it might
emerge from it. For example, a preference for the formation of a categorical
construct on c2 and c3 (rather than c4 and c5) might be based on recognition
that, in using a smaller number of relational concepts, the former has a lower
representational cost.

5 Analogical transfer

An important feature of Gentner’s structure-mapping model is the way in which
it accounts for analogical transfer, i.e., the filling-in of relations in the target on
the basis of features observed in the source. This is often illustrated using the
case of the ‘Rutherford’ analogy. Fig. 4 is Gentner’s own schematic which shows
how the structure of relations affecting planetary motion are related to those
affecting electrons orbiting a nucleus. On Gentner’s analysis, the strength of the
analogy depends on the correspondence between the relations (ATTRACTS,
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REVOLVES-AROUND etc.); its formation allows the ATTRACTS relation in
the planetary structure to be transferred, effectively filling-in an unknown prop-
erty of the electron structure.

Reproduction of this functionality in conceptual-space exploration is illus-
trated by Fig. 5. In forming the top-level, categorical construct c1, the structures
subsumed by c2 and c3 are generalized, implicitly filling-in the missing AT-
TRACTS relation in c3. Conceptual-space exploration can thus serve to ‘trans-
fer’ relations subsumed in c2 to c3, thus reaping the benefit of the analogical
correspondence.

6 Copycat analogy as conceptualization

Gentner’s structure-mapping theory has influenced a broad range of work. Anal-
ogy models such as the ACME system of Holyoak and Thagard [15] aim to
extend Gentner’s account by showing how the mapping processes can be imple-
mented or applied. Other models may model analogy without treating SMT as
a foundation. An interesting case from the present perspective is the Copycat
system of Melanie Mitchell and Douglas Hofstadter, [3; 4]. This is a pseudo-
parallel2 stochastic system which constructs analogical mappings in a data struc-
ture called the ‘workspace’.

The formation of constructs in Copycat is carried out by ‘codelets’ (also
described as ‘micro-processes’). An agenda structure termed the ‘coderack’ is

2 In Hofstadter’s term, the system executes a ‘parallel terraced’ scan [3, p. 33].
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used to mediate the task of scheduling constructive operations. These attempt
to achieve ‘conceptual slippage’ by exploiting relationships in a data structure
termed the ‘slipnet’. Behind this terminology, however, Copycat pursues a rela-
tively familiar constructive protocol. It builds six types of construct, one being
the universal categorical construct group and the other five being different types
of compositional construct [3, p. 40]. In terms of the present framework, we
would say that it utilizes five compositional relations which, figuring in categor-
ical/group construction, allows construction of six types of construct in all.

The constructive processes pursued by Copycat in forming an analogical map-
ping can also be reproduced by conceptual-space exploration. Consider Fig. 6.
This is a screenshot of the final workspace generated by Copycat3 in solving the
letter analogy problem:

if ‘abc’ goes to ‘abd’ what does ‘ijk’ go to?

The way in which the system constructs this analogy involves the construc-
tion of various types of linking construct. The most critical of these are repre-
sented in the screenshot using directed arcs and labeled boxes. The letter-groups
‘abc’ and ‘ijk’ are placed into ‘group’, ‘whole’ and ‘successor-group’ constructs.
The final ‘d’ in ‘abd’ is placed into a successor relation with the final ‘k’ in
‘ijk’. A construct is then built to represent the higher-order relation in which

3 The public domain applet version of the system from
http://www2.psy.uq.edu.au/CogPsych/Copycat/ was used to generate this screenshot.
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Fig. 6. Construction of a letter-sequence analogy in Copycat.

‘abd’ is derived by replacing the rightmost letter in ‘abc’ with its successor. By
these means, the system discovers the possibility of there being an analogical
relationship between ‘abc->abd’ and ‘ijk’ thereby generating ‘ijl’ as a solution to
the problem. (For further details on this and related examples see [3].)

The situation depicted in Fig. 6 is recast as conceptual-space exploration in
Fig. 7. Here the critical constructive operations are shown as the formation of
categorical and compositional constructs. But the formation of constructs con-
solidating the analogy (only implicitly represented in the Copycat screenshot) is
now explicitly represented. Two, third-order compositional constructs are shown.
One of these applies the relation ‘succ-group-right-advance’ to the relevant con-
stituents which mutually indicate the replacement within a successor-group of
the rightmost letter by its successor. The other applies the relation ‘whole-right-
advance’ to the constituents which would indicate the (analogous) replacement
within a ‘whole’ gropup of the rightmost letter by its successor. Also shown ex-
plicitly is the fourth-order categorical construct which consolidates the root of
the analogical match.

7 Concluding comment

While theorists have often viewed analogy as playing a fundamental role in cre-
ativity, Boden’s model is constructed in terms of operations in/on conceptual
spaces. The question then raised is how the process of analogy fits in to Bo-
den’s scheme. Boden herself has stressed the way in which the formation of
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analogy can be a key element of transformation, i.e., the means by which the
constituents of a new conceptual space are formed. This poses some problems in
view of the way in which transformation has been shown to be essentially the
operation of exploration carried out at the meta-level [16; 10]. However, using
an analysis of conceptualization prototypes, the present paper has shown how
basic processes of exploration can suffice. Analogy formation may be seen as the
formation of a third-order categorical construct built in terms of second-order
compositional constructs, which are themselves built in terms of first-order com-
positional constructs. The potential for analogy-formation is thus inherent in
ordinary, explorative functionality.
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Abstract. This paper presents a computational model for the construc-
tion of novel associations as a component of a larger project on analogy-
making. Association-construction is driven by a reinterpretation-based
model of subjective similarity. Associations are constructed by trans-
forming the way the agent perceives the objects being associated so that
they become similar. The paper describes a model where an agent devel-
ops associations by an iterative process of attempting to relate objects
in its environment. Associations are constructed by building appropriate
transformative interpretations. Methods for the learning of transforma-
tions are discussed. The capabilities and implications of the model are
discussed through an example application to the domain of geometric
proportional analogies.

Keywords: association, novelty, analogy-making

1 Introduction

Computational models of analogy-making have paid significantly more attention
to the creation of mappings between existing representations than to the issue
of how such compatible representations arose. Reviews of the field of analogy-
making [[1], [2]] discuss the need for analogical research to explore the integration
of analogy into cognitive processes for the production of relevant, useful and
creative analogies. Creative analogies must by definition be based on associations
that are novel. This paper presents a computational model for the construction
of novel associations as a step towards the computational production of creative
analogies.

This research defines an association as an interpretation of two objects which
expresses a relationship between them. An analogy is defined as association-
based but additionally incorporating the transfer of knowledge from the source to
the target driven by the goals of the analogy-making attempt. A critical feature
of associations (and by extension analogies) is that they are situated; they exist
within a specific way of thinking about both the objects being associated and
the world they are in. Associations between objects are highly subjective and
dependent on an agent possessing particular representations of those objects.
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In this paper we assume that the relationship between two objects is defined
by the manner in which those two objects are being interpreted. It follows that
the problem of constructing a new relationship between the objects can be mod-
elled as the problem of constructing an interpretation of them such that they can
be associated. In other words the critical problem in finding new associations
becomes the search for appropriate interpretations rather than the search for
possible mappings within interpretations.

A method for describing interpretation as a transformation is described with
reference to a simple example in the domain of colour. A computational model
for constructing novel associations, the “association game”, is developed based
on transformational interpretation and described formally. The model uses an
iterative, experience-driven process of constructing interpretations of objects in
which a new relationship can be perceived. An example association game is
presented in the domain of geometric shapes. The place of this model in analogy-
making and creativity research is discussed.

2 Interpretation-driven association

An interpretation is a perspective on the meaning of an object; a particular way
of “looking” at an object. The process of interpretation involves the construction
of that viewpoint. This process is described in this research using the theory of
conceptual spaces [[3]], in which concepts exist as regions in a conceptual space.
A conceptual space is an abstract construct defined by a number of quality
dimensions, or “aspects or qualities of the external world that we can perceive
or think about” [[4]], for example ‘weight’ or ‘time’. Quality dimensions have
associated spatial structures; weight is one-dimensional with a zero point and
is isomorphic to the half-line of non-negative numbers, while hue is circular.
These structures impart topological properties on regions; it is meaningful to
talk about “opposite” colours but not “opposite” weights.

We represent interpretation as a transformation applied to a conceptual
space. As concepts are represented by regions of the conceptual space, the appli-
cation of a transformation to the space causes different features to be identified
with objects within it. A new association is constructed when transformations
are applied to one or both objects so that some shared features, that were not
present before the transformations were applied, emerge. In transforming the
conceptual space as it applies to the objects in the association the agent has
created a new interpretation of the objects in which a mapping is possible.

The notion of learning a transformation to solve an association problem can
be likened to the approach used in proportional analogy problems of the form
A : B :: C :?, in which a transformation between A and B must be learned in a
way that it can be generalised to C and used to produce D. This research focuses
on the construction of the relationship on the left hand side of proportional
analogy problems, but differs from previous proportional analogy systems [[5],
[6]] in that relationships are constructed rather than selected.
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Figure 1 shows a very simple example of a transformative association in the
Hue, Saturation, Brightness space of colours. In the unmodified diagram on the
left the two colours, while both greenish in hue, are clearly different. In the
reinterpreted diagram on the right the source object has been transformed by
“swapping” the values in the saturation and brightness dimensions. Depending
on the specificity of the concepts possessed by the agent they could now be both
identified as “dark green”. The interpretation that is being used to construct
this association could be phrased in English as “treat saturation as brightness
and brightness as saturation and the source and target can be thought of as
alike”.

Fig. 1. An example of a transformation that enables an association. The Saturation
and Brightness dimensions have been exchanged and the reinterpreted source can be
related to the target.

3 The association game

Generating interpretation-based associations is an iterative process that pro-
duces multiple “failed” interpretations, where failure is defined as not producing
an appropriate mapping or indeed any mapping at all. Learning from these
failed associations enables the construction of additional associations driven by
past experiences. In this research we model association-construction through
the construct of the “association game” an iterative experience-based process
of reinterpretation. The game is based on the discrimination agent architecture
developed by Steels [[7]]. Steels developed a way for agents to learn a grounded
model of their world in the course of attempting to distinguish objects from their
surroundings. Agents played a series of “discrimination games” in which they
constructed feature detectors that were suited to identifying an object from its
context. The agent constructs new feature detectors or refines existing ones as
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necessary to distinguish between objects. Through repeatedly learning to iden-
tify each object from its context the discrimination agent learns about all the
objects in its world.

This model adapts the discrimination agent architecture for an alternative
purpose: learning associations grounded in use. In this model an agent attempts
to learn about its world by creating new ways to relate objects. The agent
initially attempts to discriminate between objects, but if it is capable of telling
two objects apart it will attempt to reinterpret them in such a way that a new
relationship between them is created. The interpretation that enabled the new
association persists the next time a game is played between the same two objects
and as a result the discrimination phase of that next game will differ. Successive
games played with the same objects will lead to sets of associations composing
a coherent mapping between the source and target.

As multiple games occur with the same objects and new interpretations su-
persede old, the agent must evaluate whether the mappings enabled by the new
interpretation warrant keeping. As the current model does not incorporate ana-
logical transfer this evaluation cannot be performed based on the reason the
agent is making the association. An association is kept if it is more valuable
than the existing mappings (if any) according to evaluation criteria specific to
the domain and problem. A preliminary model of this evaluation process could
be based on the number of features mapped.

The model as described here focuses on the relationships that can be con-
structed between objects. The present model requires that both a source and a
target object are specified. Associations are generated between the objects and
over time the agent develops associations for multiple pairs in its environment.
The process of interpretation used by the system in constructing associations is
situated in that interpretations are driven by a world view that is constructed
from previous experiences. The agent attempts to reinterpret the source in ways
that have worked in the past for similar problems. For each association game
the agent’s memory constructs associations that are believed to be similar to
the current problem and attempts to apply them. The features that the agent
learns to detect are modelled as regions in the agents conceptual space and an
association is modelled as a transformation within that space that produces an
overlap between the features of two objects.

3.1 Formal description

An agent a exists in a world containing a set of objects O = {o1, . . . , on}. The
agent possesses a set of sensory channels Σ = {σ1, . . . , σm} which are functions
over O. Each sensory channel σj defines a value for each object oi. An agent has
a set of feature detectors Sa = (sa,1, ..., sa,p) which is initially empty. A feature
detector sa,k consists of a function φa,k over a sensory channel σj that is updated
after each game. The feature set derived by applying the feature detectors of an
agent a to an object oi is defined as Fa,oi . A distinctive feature set DC

a,oi
is a

set of features that serves to uniquely identify an object oi to agent a from a
context of other objects C ⊆ O. For formal definitions of Fa,oi

and DC
a,oi

see
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Steels [[7]]. In this model the context C of an association game is always of order
two, containing a source os and a target ot.

An interpretation Ta,oi
is defined as a transformation applied to the feature

detectors of agent a when they are applied to an object oi, denoted Fa,T (oi). An
association α(ot, T (os)) is a relationship between a source object os and a target
object ot such that when the interpretation T is applied to the source there are
new common features detected in ot and os. In other words α(ot, T (os)) implies
that the set of mapped features K 6= ∅, where K = {f | f ∈ (Fa,ot

∩Fa,T (os)), f /∈
(Fa,ot

∩ Fa,os
)}.

Ea is the set of all experiences possessed by agent a. An experience e ∈ Ea is
a memory of an association α(ot, T (os)), containing distinguishing and common
features of the source and target in addition to the transformation T . A situation
Xa,g is constructed from a set of experiences that are applicable to the current
game g, defined as being within a threshold d given a similarity metric ∆Xa,g

.
The association game g = (a, os, ot, α), where a is an agent, os and ot are

objects chosen from O and α is the association that has been developed for this
pair of objects (if any), proceeds as follows:

1. The agent determines the distinctive feature sets DC
a,ot

and DC
a,T (os), where

T is the interpretative transformation used in α (if any). For a more in depth
discussion of selection criteria for distinctive sets see Steels [[7]].

2. The distinctive feature sets and the common feature set (Fa,ot ∩ Fa,T (os))
are used as cues to construct a situation Xa,g from Ea. The transformation
T ′ is constructed from experiences in Ea as applied to the current objects
using Xa,g.

3. The agent determines whether to keep the new interpretation based on
whether the application of the transformation T ′ yields more valuable map-
pable features than the previous transformation T . In principle the evalu-
ation metric is determined by the purpose of the analogy, but a proof of
concept implementation could be based on simple enumeration of mapped
features.

4. If the reinterpretation using T ′ is successful in creating a new mapping the
agent creates a new association α′(ot, T

′′(os)) where T ′′ is the new transfor-
mation T ′ applied to the existing transformation T . A new experience e′ is
added to Ea based on α′.

The association game can end in failure if one of the following conditions
occurs:

1. DC
a,o = ∅, o ∈ C. There are not enough distinctions in Sa to identify either

ot or os and therefore ∀oc ∈ C, Far
, o ⊆ Far,oc

. When this occurs, the agent
will construct a new feature detector or modify an existing one, see Steels
[[7]] for the specifics of this process.

2. Xa = ∅. The agent has no experience applicable to the current context. In
this case the agent analytically calculates a simple transformation of the
source that will produce commonality between its distinctive features and
those of the target. This transformation produces a mapping of the discrimi-
nating features of two objects between which no mapping previously existed.
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3. order(K ′) < order(K). The transformation that was applied results in a
worse mapping than the one it supersedes. In this case the new transfor-
mation T ′ is discarded and T remains as the association in α. Currently no
experiences are generated on a failure case.

4 An example association

The association game model can in theory be applied to any domain for which an
appropriate conceptual space can be constructed. To illustrate the game process
we present a simple example in the domain of geometric proportional analo-
gies. Proportional analogy problems of the form A : B :: C :? are suitable for
transformation-based association because the relationships A to B and A : B
to C :? can be easily understood in terms of transformations. This model for-
malises the transformations by applying them at the level of conceptual spaces
rather than to the problem directly. The example focuses on the association be-
tween two objects, or to put it in terms of a proportional analogy; constructs
the relationship A : B.

An example proportional analogy problem can be seen in Fig. 2. In this exam-
ple we assume that the agent has already learnt concepts suitable to describe and
discriminate between the two figures A (the source) and B (the target). The con-
ceptual dimensions used in this example, such as the recognition of attributes
of sub-shapes within the figures, are for illustrative purposes only. Perceptual
processes in an implementation of this model may produce different conceptual
spaces.

Fig. 2. A pair of figures as they are perceived by an agent playing an association game.
Each figure has four features relevant to this example: the size and side counts for both
the upper and lower shapes.

The game proceeds through the four steps outlined in Section 3.1. For ease of
explanation we assume that the agent has encountered sufficient objects similar
to these to possess the necessary conceptual lexicon. We also assume a very
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simple conceptual space for this example: a four dimensional space for each
figure; the size and number of sides of both shape elements (starting with the
upper shape), expressed (size1, sides1, size2, sides2). Many other possible spaces
exist for this and other proportional analogy problems, this space is not an
example of the spaces that might be used by the agents but an explanatory aid.

The first step is to describe and discriminate between the two objects. The
agent’s feature detectors identify object A as having a top shape of size 4 with
three sides, and a bottom shape of size 2 with six sides, denoted in this conceptual
space as (4,3,2,6). Object B is identified as having a top shape of size 2 with five
sides, and a bottom shape of size 4 with four sides, denoted (2,5,4,4). There are
several possible distinctive feature sets between A and B, but we will assume
that the agent discriminates based on the size of the upper shape - the agent
states that the upper shape is ”large” in figure A and ”small” in figure B.

The second step is to try reinterpreting the source, A, by constructing an
appropriate transformation that the agent believes will lead to a new relationship
with B. Based on the feature sets and on the agent’s prior experience with similar
problems one possible transformation would be to treat the sizes of the two
shapes within the figure as if they were reversed. The interpretation here would
be ”treat the size of the upper shape as if it were the size of the lower and visa
versa”. The problem can be seen in Figure 3 with the transformation applied.

The third step in the association game is to compare the reinterpreted source
object with the target to determine In conceptual space the new co-ordinates
of the source A would be (2, 3, 4, 6). When this is compared to object B a new
association could be constructed as the agent’s feature detectors would now
identify the agents by the same features on both the size1 and size2 dimensions.
In other words when the agent ”thinks of” figure A in this new way it is somehow
”the same” as figure B - a relationship has been constructed where none was
present before. Previously there was no association, so the agent views the re-
interpretation as a success.

Fig. 3. The figures from Figure 2 after A has been reinterpreted to produce A’. A’
is how the agent perceives A after its conceptual space has been transformed. An
association with B can now be constructed.
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The last step in the association is to store the new association as an expe-
rience. This directly affects future association games between A and B as the
stored transformation will be already applied and the new game will pick up
from where this one left off. The experience also affects games between other ob-
jects as it can be used in the construction of other transformations. As a result
of this experience and other association games the agent may learn to attempt
to exchange dimensions between shapes within a figure.

A possibility in a future game applied to this example is that the agent at-
tempts to create a mapping between the sides1 and sides2 dimensions. In other
words the agent may apply its experience in swapping the sizes of the upper and
lower shapes to the side counts. The number of sides is not an exact match as
the shapes sizes were, with three and six sides for the shapes in figure A and
five and four for the shapes in figure B. As a result of this the second mapping
would depend on the specificity of the feature detectors that have developed for
the number-of-sides dimensions. If the agent is specific enough to differentiate
between 3 and 4 or 5 and 6 sided objects, then the second transformation would
need to be more complex than a simple dimensional exchange for the reinter-
preted source to be seen as ”the same” in these dimensions. An informal English
translation of the reinterpretation of shape A created by the application of both
transformations would be “Treat the upper shape as if it were the lower and the
lower shape as if it were the upper”. The results of this second transformation
can be seen in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. The figures from Figure 2 after A has been reinterpreted twice to produce
A”. A” is produced by applying the same kind of transformation that produced A’ to
different features.

5 Discussion

The model presented in this paper describes a method of constructing novel
associations in which mappings are built over repeated iterations of the associ-
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ation game. The process of association is based on transformations applied to
the conceptual space from which feature-based representations are generated.
The model addresses the problem of representational rigidity suffered by sym-
bolic association-based systems [[8]] by basing mappings on reinterpretations
rather than symbolic identity. Through reinterpreting the source object the sys-
tem is able to construct mappings between features of the objects that do not
have prior symbolic connections. This ability is mediated by an evaluation sys-
tem that discards interpretations that enable the mapping of no additional use-
ful features. Through iterative performance of the experience-driven association
game the agent constructs an interpretation of the source object that enables
mappings between those features that are appropriate within the interpretation.
The association that is constructed between the source and target represents a
relationship between them that is novel.

The agent playing association games learns about different ways of reinter-
preting objects by learning different kinds of transformation and problems to
which they can be applied. The agent learns transformations that are grounded
in the specific set of objects it is exposed to and the sensory channels it possesses.
In this paper we make the assumption that the learning system is capable of
storing and applying transformations that have been useful to similar stuations
where they may be similarly useful. We also assume that sufficient regularity
exists in the environment that such appropriate transformations can be learnt
and generalised to multiple associations in the domain. These assumptions are
important points to be addressed in the development of systems that implement
this model.

The system currently relies on its ability to discard superficial mappings to
ensure that appropriate matches can be found and others eventually discarded.
This process could be improved by more tightly integrating the discrimination
phase of the game with the goals of the association process. If the association
was being made for a purpose the discriminating features could be selected based
on their applicability to that purpose. The evaluation of whether a new inter-
pretation is successful could also be integrated with the goal of the association,
producing associations that may be useful to the agent in addition to being
novel.

The model presented in this paper is a process for generating relationships
that are not based on symbolic identity in static representations but are novel
associations constructed through reinterpretation in a situated agent. The con-
struction of associations that are novel to the agents that create them is a critical
component of computational analogy-making and of computational creativity.
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Abstract. The art of linguistic creativity lies not in finding new truths to
express in language (if there are any), but in finding new and more resonant
ways to express truths that are already known or implicitly accepted. Creative
expression thus requires that we take adopt a new and revealing perspective on
a familiar idea, one that may prompt an audience to conceptually re-represent
this idea to draw out new meaning or new relevance to a situation. As such, a
computational model of linguistic creativity requires a knowledge
representation that is as semantically agile and accommodating as the creative
speakers who use it. We thus present a flexible and very concise knowledge
representation for dealing with creative metaphors, called Talking Points, and
show how talking points can be acquired on a large scale both from WordNet
and from the web to form a fluid connected structure called a slipnet.

Keywords: linguistic creativity, metaphor, humour, re-expression, slippage.

1   Introduction

Linguistic creativity manifests itself in two key ways in language. In one guise, it
makes the unfamiliar and the strange seem more familiar and understandable [1]. For
instance, one might describe a burqa (a full body covering for Muslim women) as a
suit of armor, as a shield against prying eyes or, depending on one’s communication
goal, as a wearable cage. In its other guise, the one most often associated with the
poetic and fanciful use of language, it makes the familiar and mundane seem strange
and unfamiliar, allowing us to view a commonplace idea from a new and revealing
category perspective. For instance, one might describe make-up as “the Western
burqa”, to communicate not just the idea that each involves a covering of the female
form, but that each reflects a society-imposed expectation on the public presentation
of women. Each of these roles is a manifestation of the same underlying mechanism
for combining concepts, for understanding how they interact [3] and for determining
how they are connected [4], even if those connections are tenuous, hidden or not
always obvious [5]. For instance, Burqa and Make-up are connected by a conceptual
path that nudges the meaning “something that must be worn by Muslim women” into
“something that must be worn by women” into “something that is conventionally
worn by women” into “something that society expects women to wear”.
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Creative linguistic devices like metaphor allow a speaker to draw out and
highlight, in a modified or exaggerated form, surprising connections between
different concepts. A flexible knowledge representation is thus needed if a
computational system is to identify, follow and reconcile these connections. In fact,
the kind of fluid representation that is required has already been described by
Hofstadter in [6], who emphasizes the role of slippage in semantic representation
when dealing with creative phenomena such as formal analogies, linguistic parlor
games and other playful uses of language. Such a fluid knowledge representation will
define the search space in which creative language processes like metaphor generation
and metaphor understanding can be cognitively and computationally situated [7]: for
generation, fluid connectivity will allow a system to search outwards from a given
target to find those source concepts that offer the newest yet most appropriate
perspectives; for understanding, fluid connectivity will allow a system to reconcile
those aspects of a source concept that are most relevant to the given target concept.

In this paper we describe the construction of a fluid knowledge representation for
creative metaphor processing, one that is acquired automatically from WordNet [1]
and from the texts of the web. In section 2 we summarize related work in the field of
metaphor as it pertains to flexible knowledge representation. In section 3 we describe
two complementary means of acquiring the basic elements of this representation,
from WordNet and from the web, before describing how these elements can be placed
into a fluid network of connections – what Hofstadter [6] calls a slipnet – in section 4.
We then present in section 5 some empirical evaluation of the acquired representation
on an objective test of term categorization, before concluding with some
consideration of future work in section 6.

2   Related Work

Computational work in linguistic creativity has focused on the vexing problem of
metaphor interpretation for two reasons: poetic metaphor is a creative phenomenon
par excellence [3], while conventional metaphor is pervasive is everyday language
and an important challenge for NLP [8,9,10,11]. Most approaches embody a sense of
what it means to be literal, and accommodate metaphoric meanings within this
conventional scheme through a form of relaxation, mapping or translation. Wilks [8]
advocates that the hard constraints that define a literal semantics should instead be
modeled as soft preferences that can accommodate the violations that arise in
metaphoric utterances, while Fass [9] shows how these violations can be repaired to
thus capture the literal intent behind each metaphor. The M idas system of [10]
explicitly encodes schematic knowledge about conventionalized metaphors such as
“to kill a process” and “to open a program”, and uses this knowledge to fit novel
variations of these metaphors into the most apt schemas. The role of inference in
metaphor understanding is instead emphasized by [11], who describe a system called
ATTMeta that contains sufficient knowledge about e.g., conventional metaphors of
mind to support complex inferences about the mental states implied by metaphors.

Hofstadter [6] considers a more formal and tightly-controlled kind of language
creativity in the guise of abstract analogies. This toy-like format, which supports tasks
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as diverse as the mapping of letter sequences or the mirroring of actions in a highly
stylized tabletop environment, allows these authors to focus on the slippage processes
that are required to understand analogies whose interpretation is shaped by a wide
range of pragmatic pressures. These pressures are modeled using a slipnet, a
probabilistic network in which concepts are linked to others into which they can
easily be transformed or be substituted with. In this view, deeply embedded concepts
that are further removed from direct observation are less likely to engage in slippage
than more superficial concepts. To take a linguistic example, the choice of word
forms in a sentence is more susceptible to slippage (as influenced by e.g., synonym
availability in [2]) than the choice of word meanings for that sentence.

Slippage can be seen as a potentially lossy form of conceptual re-representation:
the greater the slippage, the more dramatic the re-representation and the greater the
potential for loss of accuracy. For instance, a recent magazine cover proclaims the
governor of California, Arnold Schwarzenegger, as “president of 12% of the United
States”. This labeling is creative enough to grace a magazine cover because it
involves an ambitious level of re-conceptualization, at least from a computational
perspective. The pivotal insights are Governor ≈ President and California ≈ 12% of
the United States. WordNet can be a rich source of insights like the former (since both
presidents and governors are characterized as leaders in WordNet), but the latter is an
entirely ad-hoc equivalence that one is unlikely to find in any general-purpose
resource like WordNet. While ultimately aiming for this kind of creative
transformation, our goal here is more modest: to build a network of concepts that are
connected by incremental degrees of slippage along pathways of related facts and
beliefs. We show how this network can combine the principled flexibility of a
Hofstadter-style slipnet with the comprehensive scale of a resource like WordNet.

3   A Knowledge-base of Talking Points

We refer to the knowledge elements connected by this slipnet as conceptual talking
points. We first describe the form of these talking points and how they are acquired,
before describing in section 4 how slippage operates between these talking points. We
discuss two complementary kinds of talking point here: objective descriptions,
extracted from WordNet glosses, and informal, stereotypical descriptions, harvested
from the text of the web via a search engine like Google.

3.1   Acquiring Objective Talking Points from WordNet

Objective talking points are aspects of conceptual description that contribute to the
consensus definitional view of a concept. Though WordNet does not provide explicit
semantic criteria for the definition of each lexical concept, many of these criteria can
be gleaned from a shallow parse of the pithy dictionary gloss it associates with each.
Thus, whenever the head phrase of a concept’s gloss has the form “ADJ+ NOUN”
where NOUN can denote a hypernym of the concept, we can associate the talking
point is_ADJ:NOUN with that concept. For example, the gloss of {Hamas} is “a
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militant Islamic fundamentalist political movement that …”, which yields the talking points
is_militant:movement, is_islamic:movement, is_fundamentalist:movement and
is_political:movement for Hamas. When a WordNet concept has a hypernym of the
form {ADJ_NOUN}, where NOUN can denote a hypernym of this concept, we
likewise associate the talking point is_ADJ:NOUN with that concept. For example,
{Taliban, Taleban} has {rel ig ious_movement}  as a hypernym, which yields
is_religious:movement as a talking point for Taliban.

Objective talking points can also be gleaned from the subject-verb-object structure
of a WordNet gloss. For instance, the gloss for synset {conductor, music_director} is
“ the person who leads a musical group”, which yields the talking point
leads:musical_group. The hypernym of this concept, {musician}, has the gloss “artist
who composes or conducts music …”, which yields the talking points composes:music and
conducts: music that are then inherited by {conductor, …} and other sub-types of
musician in WordNet. A shallow parse will generally not lead to a complete
understanding of a concept, but will typically produce some interesting talking points
of the predicate:object variety that can be used to relate a concept to others that are
analogically or metaphorically similar. Using WordNet’s noun and verb taxonomies,
we can identify the following slippage paths between talking points.

composes:music   composes:speech   writes:speech   writes:oration 

writes:sermon  writes:law writes:philosophy writes:theorem   writes: plan  …

In all, we extract talking points of the form is_adj:noun for over 40,000 WordNet
concepts, and talking points of the form verb:noun for over 50,000 concepts.
However, the real power of talking points emerges when they are connected to form a
slipnet, as we discuss in section 4.

3.2   Harvesting Stereotypical Talking Points from the Web

The talking points we harvest from the web do not have the authoritative, definitional
character we find in hand-crafted resources like WordNet, but they do reflect how
people typically speak of (and, perhaps, actually think of) the world. It has been
argued in [12] that similes present the clearest window into the stereotypical talking
points that underpin everyday conversations, and collect from the web instances of the
pattern “as ADJ as a *” for thousands of WordNet adjectives. Though the simile
frame is shown to be somewhat leaky in English, and prone to subversion by irony,
the authors of [12] construct a comprehensive database of more than 12,000 highly
stereotypical adjective:noun associations, such as precise: surgeon, straight:arrow,
balanced:pyramid and sharp: knife. We use their data here, as the basis of an
additional web harvesting process to gather stereotypical talking points of the form
has_ADJ:facet. For every stereotypical association ADJ:NOUN in their database, we
send the query “the ADJ * of a|an|the NOUN” to Google and collect noun values for
the wildcard * from the first 200 hits returned for each query.

This pattern allows us to determine the conceptual attributes that are implicit in
each stereotypical adjective:noun pairing. For instance, "the delicate hands of a
surgeon" and "the inspiring voice of a preacher" reveal that hand is a salient attribute
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of surgeons while voice is a salient attribute of preachers. The frequency with which
we find these attributes on the web also allows us to build a textured representation
for each concept. So while these expanded web patterns also reveal that surgeons
have a thorough eye and steady nerves, “the hands of a surgeon” are mentioned far
more frequently and are thus far more salient to our understanding of surgeons. To
avoid noise, the set of allowable attribute nouns, such as hands, soul, heart, voice,
etc., is limited to the nouns in WordNet that denote a kind of trait, body part, quality,
activity, ability or faculty. This allows us to acquire meaningful talking points like
has_magical:skill for Wizard, has_brave:spirit for Lion and has_enduring:beauty for
Diamond, while avoiding dubious or misleading talking points like has_proud:owner
for Peacock that lack either representational value or insight. In all, this process
acquires 18,794 stereotypical talking points for 2032 different WordNet  noun senses,
for an average of 9 facet:feature pairs per sense. Specific senses are identified
automatically, by exploiting WordNet’s network of hypernymy and synonymy
relations to connect talking points that describe variations of the same concept

4   Building a Slipnet of Talking Points

To construct a slipnet in the style of [6], but on the scale of [2], we need to connect
those talking points that express similar but different meanings, and to quantify the
difference between these meanings. Issues of scale mean that we need only connect
talking points that are close in meaning, since greater slippage can be achieved by
following longer paths through the slipnet. This slippage can be based on semantic or
pragmatic criteria. Thus, the talking points has_sacred:authority (for Pope) and
has_sacred:power (for God) are semantically similar since the potency sense of
“authority” is a specialization of the control sense of “power” in WordNet. Likewise,
writes:speech and composes:speech are similar because “compose” and “write” are
synonymous in the context of literary creation, and it is this particular linkage that
supports a slippage pathway from composes:music to writes:poetry. In contrast,
is_political:movement (for Hamas) and is_religious:movement (for Taliban) are
pragmatically similar since movements that are religious often have a political agenda
also. We can use WordNet to construct the semantic links of the slipnet, but
pragmatic links like these require not just word senses but a sense of the world, of a
kind we can distil from the text of the web.

Two talking points is_ADJ1:OBJ1 and is_ADJ2:OBJ2 should be connected in the
slipnet if: OBJ1 and OBJ2 are semantically close (i.e., synonymous, or semantic
siblings in WordNet); and ADJ1 and ADJ2 are synonymous, or ADJ1 frequently
implies ADJ2 or ADJ2 frequently implies ADJ1. These implications are recognized
and quantified using another web trawling process, in which the query “as * and * as”
is used to harvest pairs of adjectives that are seen to mutually reinforce each other in
web comparisons. This search reveals that “religious” reinforces “superstitious” (5
times), “moral” (4), “political” (3), “conservative” (3), “intolerant” (2) and
“irrational” (1). These slippage connections link is_religious:movement to
is_political:movement (a pragmatic shift) to is_political:campaign (a semantic shift)
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to is_military:campaign (another pragmatic shift), thereby connecting Taliban
(is_religious:movement) to Crusade (is_military:campaign).

4.1   Creative Slippage in Action

Slippage is a phenomenon best explained with an example, so consider again the task
of creating metaphors for the concept Pope. We have already seen that slippage
among talking points allows Pope to be linked to the concept God via
Popehas_sacred:authorityhas_sacred:power God. Pope can also be linked to
Rabbi via the path  Popehas_sacred:wordshas_wise:wordsRabbi and to Judge by
the path: Popehas_sacred:wordshas_wise:wordshas_solemn:wordsJudge. The
concept-sensitive interplay predicted by Black’s “interaction view” of metaphor [3] is
clearly on display here, since the interpretation of a particular source concept depends
crucially on how it is able to interact with a specific target concept. The Pope can be
metaphorically viewed as a warrior not by considering what it means for a generic
person to be a warrior, but by considering how the concept Pope interacts with the
concept Warrior, e.g., Popehas_infallible:voicehas_powerful:voiceWarrior.

Consider the potential for slippage between objective talking points in WordNet:

Pope ⇒ Pope ⇒
≡ leads:Roman_Catholic_Church ≡ leads:Roman_Catholic_Church
≈ leads:congregation ≈ leads:congregation
≈ leads:flock ≈ leads:political_movement
≈ leads:mob ≈ leads:gang
≈ leads:organized_crime ≈ leads:military_force

Don (Crime Father) ⇐ Warlord (Military Leader)⇐

One can typically terminate a slippage path at any point, to produce different
metaphors with varying semantic similarity to the starting concept. Thus, at
leads:flock one can reach Shepherd, and from leads:political_movement, one can
reach Civil_rights_leader. A lexicon alone, like WordNet, is generally insufficient for
creative metaphors, but such a resource can still reveal useful lexical resonances that
may enrich an interpretation. In the example above, we see a resonance between the
Pope, which WordNet also lexicalizes as “holy father”, and a mafia Don, which
WordNet also lexicalizes as “father”. Indeed, since WordNet taxonomically organizes
{Roman_Catholic_Church} as a specialization of {Organized_religion}, the metaphor
creatively establishes a parallelism between crime and religion as organized activities.

5   Empirical Evaluation

To understand whether talking points are sufficiently descriptive of the concepts they
are acquired for, we replicate here the clustering experiments of Almuhareb and
Poesio [13,14] which are designed to measure the effectiveness of web-acquired
conceptual descriptions. These authors use WordNet as a semantic gold-standard, so it
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would be circular to replicate their experiments on talking points that are extracted
from WordNet. We consider here just the effectiveness of stereotypical talking points.

Almuhareb and Poesio describe two different clustering experiments. In the first
[13], they choose 214 English nouns from 13 of WordNet’s upper-level semantic
categories, and proceed to harvest property values for these concepts from the web
using the pattern “a|an|the * C is|was”. This pattern yields a combined total of 51,045
values for all 214 nouns; these values are primarily adjectives, such as hot, black, etc.,
but noun-modifiers of C are also allowed, such as fruit for cake. They also harvest
8934 attribute nouns, such as temperature and color, using the query pattern “the * of
the C is|was”. These values and attributes are then used as the basis of a clustering
algorithm to partition the 214 nouns back into their original 13 categories. Comparing
these clusters with the original WordNet-based groupings, [13] report a cluster
accuracy of 71.96% using just values like hot (all 51,045), an accuracy of 64.02%
using just attributes like color (all 8934), and 85.5% for both combined (59979 total).

In a second, larger experiment, Almuhareb and Poesio [14] select 402 nouns from
21 different semantic classes in WordNet, and proceed to harvest 94,989 property
values (again mostly adjectives) and  24,178 attribute nouns from the web using the
same retrieval patterns. They then apply the repeated bisections clustering algorithm
to this data set, and report an initial cluster purity measure of 56.7% using only
property values like hot, 65.7% using only attributes like color, and 67.7% for both
combined. Suspecting that noisy features contribute to the perceived drop in
performance, those authors then applied a variety of noise filters to reduce the value
set to just 51,345 values and the attribute set to just 12,345 attributes, for a size
reduction of about 50%. This leads to an improved cluster purity measure of 62.7%
using property values only and 70.9% using attributes only. However, this filtering
reduces the clustering performance of both attributes and values combined, to 66.4%.

We replicate here both of these experiments using the same data-sets of 214 and
402 nouns. For fairness, we collect raw descriptions for each of these nouns directly
from the web, and use no filtering (manual or otherwise) to remove poor or ill-formed
descriptions. We thus use the pattern “as * as a|an|the C” to collect 2209 raw
adjectival values for the 214 nouns of experiment 1, and 5547 raw adjectival values
for the 402 nouns of experiment 2. We then use the pattern “the ADJ * of a|an|the C”
to collect 4974 attributes for the 214 nouns of experiment 1, and 3952 attributes for
the 402 nouns of experiment 2; in each case, ADJ is bound to the raw adjectival
values that were acquired using “as * as a|an|the C”. The combination of attributes
and values yields a clustering accuracy of 90.2% for experiment 1 (compare with the
85.5% reported in [13]) and an accuracy of 69.85% for experiment 2 (compare with
the 66.4% reported in [14]). Though just slightly superior, these clustering results are
achieved with considerably smaller representations (at least seven times smaller) than
that used in [13,14]. We therefore conclude that talking points capture not just
meaningful aspects of a lexical concept, but the most salient aspects of a concept.

6   Conclusions

Creative linguistic devices like metaphor are knowledge-hungry in the extreme, since
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they exploit both a factual knowledge of the world and a knowledge of how these
facts, or talking points, can be nudged into the realm of  the colorful, the fanciful and
the resonant. Any computational treatment of metaphor will thus only be as good as
the knowledge representation that supports it. The representation described here –
called talking points – is simple yet scalable, and lends computational substance to
some key insights in the metaphor literature, from the interaction theory of Black [3]
to the conceptual blending theory of [4] as computationally modeled by [7]. We also
employ a key insight from the work of Hofstadter and his fluid analogies group [6],
that creative reasoning on a conceptual level requires a degree of meaning slippage
that must be supported by the underlying knowledge representation.

Our knowledge-base of talking points is derived from two complementary
information sources: the objective definitions contained in WordNet [2] and the
stereotypical comparisons that pepper the texts of the web [12]. These sources yield a
knowledge-base that is neither small nor hand-crafted. While the knowledge-base
needs to grow by at least an order of magnitude, slippage means that non-identical
talking points can be treated as equivalent for purposes of robust processing, which in
turn extends the halo of talking points that surrounds each concept in the knowledge-
base [6]. Our replication of the experiments of [13,14] also indicates that, in a pinch,
new talking points for a previously under-represented concept can be acquired
dynamically from the web with reasonable accuracy. As it currently stands, the
talking points approach to metaphor is robust and scalable enough to generate simple
but imaginative metaphors on demand for a wide range of user inputs.
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Abstract. Musical harmonization of a given melody is a nontrivial
problem; slight variations in instrumentation, voicing, texture, and bass
rhythm can lead to significant differences in the mood of the resulting
piece. This study explores the possibility of automatic musical composi-
tion by using machine learning and statistical natural language process-
ing to tailor a piece to a particular mood using an existing melody.
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1 Introduction

There are many examples of thematic musical works in which the composer
takes a single melody and reworks it in different ways to produce a variety of
related material. This practice is particularly useful in soundtracks for program-
matic works such as films, TV series, and video games. By referring back to and
reusing the same melodic elements, the composer is able to tie together several
otherwise unrelated pieces so that listeners understand and associate with a spe-
cific storyline and set of characters. Examples of such works include the Lord of
the Rings movie trilogy, the Simpsons TV series, and the Zelda game series.

The reworking of an existing theme is a skill subset of composition that de-
mands creativity from the composer, yet can be viewed as a simpler task than
composition from scratch. We are interested in the ability of software to emulate
this compositional practice in order to produce an extensive set of musical mate-
rial for use in the aforementioned genres. In particular, we wish to examine the
feasibility of tailoring individual pieces to specific moods based on user request.

Approaches to automatic harmonization include n-gram statistical learning
for learning musical grammars [1], genetic algorithms for generating four-part
harmony [2], and hidden Markov models for chorale harmonization [3]. We have
chosen to concentrate on statistical methods, which can apply one of at least
four basic methods of music generation: random walk, HMM with Viterbi de-
coding, stochastic sampling and pattern-based sampling [4]. Chuan and Chew
and Whorley et al. have investigated the automatic generation of style-specific
accompaniment for melodies [5, 6]. This is very similar to what we hope to accom-
plish in that their systems address melodies that have already been composed
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and attempt to provide a well-written accompaniment for each of them. How-
ever, while their systems concentrate on musical style as the main determining
factor of their harmonizations, we wish to focus on mood and emotional impact.
Considering the motivational/methodological ontology suggested by Pearce et
al. [7], we suggest that our proposed system be considered as an approach to
algorithmic composition with perhaps some shading towards the design of a
compositional tool.

We seek to design a system that takes an existing melody as input and
produces as output an automatically composed piece of music based on user-
specified parameters governing the overall mood or feel of the piece. We limit
our scope to melodies in regular meters that do not contain non-chord tones on
strong beats and that do not call for key modulation in the harmony.

Many systems for automatic musical composition have been met with criti-
cism for being either too biased by the tastes of the creators or, conversely, too
broad or arbitrary in their definitions of music to be able to meet the musical
tastes of the audience. We aim to develop a system that demonstrates a higher
level of creativity than these by creating independently and creating something
of value.

2 System Design

Our design requires four functions: a melody filter to select the melody notes
we will use to harmonize; a chord progression generator to produce a suitable
chord progression for the melody subset; a harmonization planner to select the
instrumentation and harmonization technique to be used based on the mood; and
a composer to build the piece from the melody, the generated chord progression,
and the chosen instrumentation and harmonization technique (see Fig. 1).

2.1 Melody Filter

For now, we implement the melody filter as simply as possible. We specify a
sampling interval based on measure length over which a single chord will persist,
based on strong beats, and we consider only the first melody note in each interval
as significant in chord assignment. An example is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Chord Progression Generator

The chord progression generator requires a more complex approach. To har-
monize a given melody, one must consider not only the melody notes but also
which chords are compatible with them and which of those chords fit together
well. We can treat the melody notes as observed events and the underlying chord
progression as a hidden state sequence, modeling the inference problem as a sim-
ple hidden Markov model (HMM) (see Figure 3). Here, we must determine the
chord progression from the melody notes, similar to the process of Roman nu-
meral analysis used by music theory students. The first-order HMM depicted
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of system design. Given an input melody, the melody filter selects
the melody notes that will be used to harmonize. Those notes are passed to the chord
progression generator which produces a suitable chord progression for the melody sub-
set. The harmonization planner selects the instrumentation and harmonization tech-
nique to be used based on the desired mood. Finally, the composer builds the piece
from the melody, the generated chord progression, and the chosen instrumentation and
harmonization technique.

in Figure 3 should be sufficient for modeling well-formed chord progressions, as
classical music theory suggests that the extent to which each successive chord is
pleasing to the ear is heavily conditioned on its relationship to the immediately
preceding chord.

The parameters of the model represent two conditional probability distri-
butions: the next chord given the preceding chord P (ci|ci−1) and the observed
melody note given the current chord P (mi|ci). We expect the former to demon-
strate that the dominant almost always resolves to the tonic, and occasionally
to the submediant; the latter should reflect the low probability of observing the
second scale degree in the melody line during a tonic chord. These distributions
can be modeled using statistics gathered from MIDI datasets.

Given the melody, we can use statistical inference to sample the distribu-
tion P (ci|mi), giving us, for example, a maximum likelihood estimate of the
generating chord progression; we have chosen the Viterbi algorithm for now to
accomplish this1. The previous example is continued in Figure 4. When a suit-
able chord progression has been determined, we can build harmonizations using
common accompanimental figures.

1 We limit our study to diatonic chords with no key modulation.
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Fig. 2. Melody filtering. “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” is sampled in half-measure
intervals and only the sampled notes are considered significant for determining chord
progression.

Fig. 3. Graphical model used for chordal inference and progression generation. The
nodes labeled c1, c2, ..., cn represent the hidden chords, and the nodes labeled m1, m2,
..., mn represent the observed (sampled) melody notes.

2.3 Harmonization Planner

We view the implementation of the harmonization planner as a machine learn-
ing problem. Initially, we have limited our choice of instrumentation to piano
accompaniment, string accompaniment, harp accompaniment, and electric gui-
tar accompaniment. We would like to be able to specify a mood to the system
such as “joyous”, “urgent”, “tragic”, etc. and have the system compose a suit-
able piece for that mood. In order to learn the appropriate parameters, we need
to rely on human feedback, as we have no way of determining the effective mood
of a piece without referring to popular opinion.

We will investigate two different approaches to learning the relationship be-
tween instrumentation, harmonization, and mood. The first method will involve
generating several pieces of music using different instrumentations and harmo-
nizations as input and asking listeners to categorize the resulting pieces into
different classes of moods; we can then cluster the examples and select a nearest
neighbor example of instrumentation and harmonization when a user requests
a specific mood. This will require a way to define a distance measure between
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Fig. 4. Chord progression. Sampling the distribution P (ci|mi) results in a possible
generating chord sequence for “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”.

Fig. 5. Composition. An arpeggiated harmony for “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”.

pieces that will yield useful clusters, possibly through a trial-and-error weighting
of the inputs and manual inspection of the resulting clusters.

The second method will involve having the user specify a mood, generating
several pieces of music as before, and having the user choose the n best pieces that
come the closest to the mood effect that the user had in mind; the input would be
the specified mood, and the outputs would be the specific instrumentation and
harmonization technique used. This is a single-input multiple-output learning
problem that may be difficult to learn but may be amenable to solution by
neural networks or by application of inverse methods.

2.4 Composer

Once the chord progression, instrumentation, and harmonization technique have
been determined, the final piece can be written. This is a simple matter of setting
the voices according to the selected instrumentation, expanding the chords in
the chord progression using the chosen harmonization technique, and combining
the resulting accompaniment with the original melody. The concluding result of
our example is shown in Figure 5.

3 Assessment of Creativity

The artist’s ambition is not to discover a “correct” answer, but a “creative” one.
We have therefore decided to approach the evaluation of this system not as a
measure of accuracy, but as one of creativity.
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Recently it has been suggested that for a computational system to be consid-
ered creative, it must be perceived as possessing skill, appreciation, and imagina-
tion [8]. We can describe the system as skillful if it exhibits knowledge of musical
behavior and can make intelligent decisions in composition that lead to a well-
formed piece of music. We have provided our system with statistical information
about accepted progressions and behavior via an HMM, and we are implement-
ing compositional techniques for harmonization including a few different forms
of chordal accompaniments. We thus argue that this system is skillful.

We can describe the system as appreciative if it consistently produces some-
thing of value and can evaluate itself to some extent in order to adapt its work to
the user’s tastes. We are currently working on using machine learning algorithms
and user feedback to discover associations between various instrumentations and
harmonization techniques and the moods they tend to produce. We hope to
amass enough data from user feedback to make this possible; if we succeed, we
will be able to argue that this system is appreciative.

We can describe the system as imaginative if it creates new material that
demonstrates some level of independence both from its creator’s designs and
from works by other composers. We have introduced a bias towards particular
datasets by relying on statistical methods to ensure that the system produces
plausible chord progressions; we have also introduced a bias towards the cre-
ator’s compositional style because the system draws only on instrumentations
and harmonization techniques that are programmed. However, these influences
are acceptable to some degree since all composers are influenced both by their
mentors and by other composers whose works they have studied. In addition,
this system has two creative abilities that help offset bias: it is able to generate
chord progressions that have never been seen before, and it selects combinations
of instrumentations and harmonization techniques based on knowledge of user
feedback, which is independent both of the creator’s tastes and of the tastes of
other composers. We therefore describe this system as somewhat imaginative.

Although it is difficult to quantify creativity, we can survey audiences and
obtain numerical ratings for each of these characteristics. Questions might in-
clude: “On a scale of 1 to 10, how much does this sound like real music?” “On
a scale of 1 to 10, how closely does this match the mood you were thinking of?”
“On a scale of 1 to 10, how much does this sound like something you have heard
before?” (skill, appreciation, and imagination, respectively). In addition to be-
ing informative on their own, these ratings might be useful data for training the
system to self-evaluate its creativity and increase its level of appreciation.

Our system is skillful and somewhat imaginative, but still lacks appreciation
for the value of what it can create. We hope to remedy this by exposing the
system to more user feedback in the future in order to help it learn what is of
value and what is not.
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4 Discussion

We have proposed a system for automatic composition of mood pieces based
on an existing melody and have presented our approach to constructing such
a system. Currently, the system design is limited to diatonic melodies that do
not modulate in key, but we plan to accommodate greater harmonic complexity
and key modulation in the input melodies in the future, expanding the system’s
harmonic vocabulary to include borrowed and altered chords and investigating
the use of a key-finding algorithm to detect key modulation.

Of course, greater harmonic complexity will significantly increase the size
of the joint space, making our inference task computationally challenging. To
address this issue, we plan to incorporate stochastic inference methods to re-
place the use of the Viterbi algorithm. As an additional benefit, the stochastic
element will allow for nondeterminism in the selection of an appropriate chord
progression, enhancing the system’s creative ability.

We are currently limited in our choice of instrumentations and harmonization
techniques, and we would like to incorporate percussion rhythms and effects, as
these are often crucial in heightening the emotional intensity of a piece. If possi-
ble, we would also like to implement other tools of variation such as change of reg-
ister, change of meter, change of mode, and melody augmentation/diminution.

Finally, as it is difficult to gather data for the mood-learning portion of
this problem (since it must be obtained from a human audience), we require
an efficient method of obtaining significant amounts of data on the correlations
between instrumentation, harmonization, and mood.
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Abstract. This paper describes a system that generates monophonic
melodies called ERMEG (Engagement and Reflection MElodies Gener-
ator). It is based on the engagement-reflection computer model of cre-
ativity. ERMEG performs two main processes: the creation of knowl-
edge structures and the generation of a new melody (E-R cycle). During
engagement the system produces sequences of musical phrases driven
by content and musical-theory constraints and avoids the use of ex-
plicit goals or predefined melody-structures. During reflection the system
breaks impasses, verifies the coherence of the melody in progress and
evaluates the novelty of the material produced so far and, as a result of
this evaluation, it generates a set of guidelines that work as constraints
during engagement.

Key words: Creativity, Music, Automatic Composition, Engagement,
Reflection.

1 Introduction

This paper describes a computer program named ERMEG (Engagement and
Reflection MElodies Generator) which develops monophonic melodies. It is based
on the Engagement-Reflection computer model of creativity (E-R model) which
has been employed to develop a computer program for plot generation known as
MEXICA [1]. The main characteristics of the E-R model are:

– The user provides a set of examples that are employed to build the system’s
knowledge structures.

– The model includes two core processes: a generation process (known as en-
gagement) and an evaluation processes (known as reflection). During engage-
ment the system generates material guided by content constraints; during
reflection the system evaluates the material generated so far -modifies it if
it is necessary- and as a result of the evaluation adjusts the constraints that
drive the generation of material during engagement. The system’s outputs
are the result of the interaction between engagement and reflection.
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– An important characteristic of the model is that, following Gelernter [2],
emotions are the glue that joins ideas during engagement. Thus, in MEX-
ICA, emotional links and tensions between characters drive the generation
of material during the unraveling of the plot [3].

– The model provides mechanisms to control the behavior of the different
processes that conform the E-R cycle.

The main purpose of this work is to explore if the ideas that inform the E-R
model employed for building MEXICA can be applied for musical composition
of monophonic melodies. We believe that the study of the commonalities and
differences between plot generation and melodies generation employing the E-R
model might result in interesting information about computational creativity.
In this paper we focus in describing how we implemented the E-R model for
producing monophonic melodies. Our work considers that:

– A melody can be divided in sequences of notes; we refer to them as composition-
phrases.

– Composition-phrases can be associated with representations of emotions and
tensions.

– These representations of tensions and emotions can be employed during en-
gagement as cue to probe memory in order to generate a sequence of musical
phrases that conform a monophonic melody.

– Following the original E-R model, the user provides a set of examples to
build its knowledge structures.

In this document we describe how the system builds its knowledge struc-
tures, how we associate emotion and tensions to musical phrases and how the
engagement-reflection cycle works. We show some examples of melodies produced
by the system and provide some discussion about the system.

2 Creation of Knowledge Structures.

ERMEG builds its knowledge structures from a set of melodies provided by the
user of the system called Previous Melodies. Each Previous Melody is divided
by the system into groups of notes that we refer to as composition-phrase (CP).
The length of each CP is defined by the user of the system in terms of beats.
That is, the user might ask the system to create one CP every four beats. So, the
notes included in the first four beats of the first Previous Melody constitutes the
CP1; the notes included in the second four beats of the first Previous Melody
constitutes the CP2; and so on. The process is repeated for each Previous Melody.
As we will explain later, Composition-Phrases are an essential element during
engagement. Because the user has the possibility of modifying CP’s length, it is
possible to compare ERMEG’s outputs for different lengths.

Each CP has a set of three characteristics we are interested about:
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– Speed: Every phrase has associated a Speed which can have any of the fol-
lowing values: Fast, Medium and Slow. These values depend on the number
of notes in the phrase and its length (in beats). For example, if we have eight
notes in two beats the phrase is classified as Fast; on the other hand, if we
have three notes in eight beats, the phrase is classified as Slow. The system
employs a predefined table to determine these relations.

– Interval-Difference is defined as the difference (in intervals) between the first
and last notes in a phrase. It can have the following values: Big, Medium,
Small.

– Interval-Variation: The Interval-Variation is defined as the average distance
(in intervals) between all the notes within a phrase. Its possible values are
Big, Medium and Small.

We employ these three characteristics to associate to each CP a value of
tension and emotion.

2.1 Tension and Emotion

In the literature one finds different studies about music and emotion. For ex-
ample, Dalla Bella [4] points out how the tempo strongly influences the type of
emotions triggered by a melody: fast tempos tend to evoke happiness and slow
tempos tend to evoke sadness. Khalfa et al. [5] have performed experiments that
illustrate that neither the tempo nor the rhythm alone generate strong emo-
tions; it is the combination of both, rhythm and melody, that trigger emotions
in people. Juslin and Sloboda [6] have shown that tonal music in high pitches
and fast tempo can generate happiness; that big variations (leaps) of pitch and
high pitches can generate excitation or anxiety; that low pitches and slow tempo
can generate sadness.

Based on these works, we decided to employ Speed, Interval-Difference and
Interval-Variation to associate emotional and tensional characteristics to our
musical phrases. The current version of the system employs one type of emotion
-which represents a continuum between happiness and sadness- and one type
of tension -which represents a continuum between anxiety and calmness. (We
are aware that emotions in music are more complex than this. But for our first
prototype we have decided to use a simple representation of emotions). The
system calculates the tension and emotion by means of fuzzy logic. The values
of Speed, Interval-Difference and Interval-Variation are the input to the fuzzy
system. The following lines explain how these values are obtained. Suppose that
we have an eight notes phrase with a length of two beats (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. An example of a phrase.
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The Speed is calculated dividing the number of notes in the phrase by its
length in beats:

Speed =
Notes

Length
⇒ Speed =

8
2
⇒ Speed = 2

The Interval-Difference, the difference (in intervals) between the first and last
notes, is equal to 2 1

2 tones (the first note in the phrase is a E and the last note
is A):

IntervalDifference = 2.5

As explained earlier, the Interval-Variation is the average distance (in inter-
vals) between all the notes within a phrase. In this case, the distance between
the first and the second notes is equal to 1

2 tone, the distance between the second
and the third notes is equal to 1 tone, the distance between the third and the
fourth notes is equal to 1 tone, and so on:

IntervalV ariation =
.5 + 1 + 1 + 2.5 + .5 + 1 + 1

7
= 1.071...

Now, we can apply the fuzzy logic (see figure 2). We obtain the following
membership values (MV):

Speed Fast with MV = 1.0 Variation Small with MV = 0.428

Difference Small with MV = 0.583 Variation Medium with MV = 0.571

Difference Medium with MV = 0.416

The minimum and maximum values of the universe of discourse of the vari-
ables Speed, Variation and Difference are determined experimentally.

The next step is to apply a set of fuzzy rules (we have defined 54 rules);
the implication operator we employ is Mamdani and the aggregation operator is
union. For this example, the rules selected for emotion are:

1. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Small AND Variation IS Small THEN Emotion = Happy
2. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Small AND Variation IS Medium THEN Emotion = Happy
3. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Medium AND Variation IS Small THEN Emotion = Happy
4. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Medium AND Variation IS Medium THEN Emotion =

Very Happy

And the rules selected for tension are:

1. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Small AND Variation IS Small THEN Tension IS Very
Calm

2. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Small AND Variation IS Medium THEN Tension IS Calm
3. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Medium AND Variation IS Small THEN Tension IS Neutral
4. IF Speed IS Fast AND Difference IS Medium AND Variation IS Medium THEN Tension IS

Neutral

Employing the membership values for Speed, Difference, and Variation, we
obtain the following results:
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Fig. 2. The values of Speed, Difference and Variation, and their membership values for
the fuzzy sets.

Emotion Tension
Rule1 = Happy with MV = 0.428 Rule1 = Very Calm with MV = 0.428

Rule2 = Happy with MV = 0.571 Rule2 = Calm with MV = 0.571

Rule3 = Happy with MV = 0.416 Rule3 = Neutral with MV = 0.416

Rule4 = Very Happy with MV = 0.416 Rule4 = Neutral with MV = 0.416

The next step is to perform the defuzzification using the Center Of Area
(COA) method. So, having in mind the values of the singletons (Happy=80,
Very Happy=100, Very Calm=20, Calm=40 and Neutral=60) the calculation is
performed as follows:

Emotion = (Happy∗0.428)+(Happy∗0.571)+(Happy∗0.416)+(V ery Happy∗0.416)
0.428+0.571+0.416+0.416

Emotion = 84.54

And for the tension:

Tension = (V ery Calm∗0.428)+(Calm∗0.571)+(Neutral∗0.416)+(Neutral∗0.416)
0.428+0.571+0.416+0.416

Tension = 44.41

Finally, the value of the tension is modified by the average octave of the
phrase. This occurs because the higher the octave is the higher the tension that
the phrase produces. So, for this example the average octave of the phrase is 4,
therefore the tension is equal to 177.64:
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2.2 Building the Knowledge Base

In ERMEG a Previous Melody is defined as a sequence of CPs:

Previous-Melody = CP1 + CP2 + CP3 + ... CPn

Each CP has associated emotional and tensional values, which we refer to as
Local-Emotion and Local-Tension. But from CP2 onwards we can also associated
to each phrase a Historical-Emotion and a Historical-Tension. The Historical-
Emotion is a vector that records the value of the Local-Emotion of each phrase
that has preceded the current CP; the Historical-Tension is a vector that records
the value of the Local-Tension of each phrase that has preceded the current CP.
In this way, the Historical-Emotion of CP3 is equal to [Local-Emotion of CP1,
Local-Emotion of CP2].

All these information is recorded into a structure known as Context; so,
the Context is comprised by four elements: the local emotional and tensional
values of the current CP, and its historical emotional and tensional vectors.
Each time a CP is performed, its emotional and tensional values are calculated
and the Context is updated. We refer to the content of the Context after CP1
is performed as Context1; we refer to the content of the Context after CP2 is
performed as Context2; and so on (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Representation of a Previous Melody and its Contexts.

Then, the system links contexts with the next CP in the melody. So, Con-
text1 is associated with CP2, Context2 is associated with CP3, Context(n-1)
is associated with CPn. The purpose of this type of associations is to establish
possible ways to continue a composition given a specific context. In this way, the
system records information like “when a melody has a context like Context 1, a
possible way to progress the melody is performing CP2”. With this information,
the system creates in memory its knowledge structures -known as atoms- that it
will employ during the engagement-reflection cycle to generate novel melodies.

Thus, in order to create its knowledge structures, the system performs the
following process for each Previous Melody.

1. The system initializes the Context and makes the first phrase in the melody
the current CP.
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2. The system calculates its Emotional and Tensional values and updates the
Context.

3. The content of the Context is copied into a new structure known as Atom.
4. The system associates the following CP in the melody to the Atom; we refer

to this phrase as the next possible action to be performed in the melody.
5. The system takes the next CP in the melody, makes it the current CP and

goes back to step 2 until all phrases in the melody are processed.

3 The Engagement-Reflection Cycle.

ERMEG generates melodies as a result of an engagement-reflection cycle.

3.1 Engagement

The engagement cycle works as follows:

1. The user provides an initial phrase.
2. The system calculates its emotional and tensional values and updates the

Context. This is the initial Context.
3. The Context is employed as cue to probe memory. The system looks for all

atoms which are equal or similar to the current Context and retrieves their
associated CP.

4. The system selects at random one of the CPs retrieved as the next (musical)
action to be performed in the melody in progress.

5. The selected CP is appended to the melody in progress, the Context is
updated, and the cycle starts again (it goes to step 3).

Engagement ends when an impasse is declared (i.e. no atom can be matched),
or when a predefined number of CPs have been added to the melody in progress.

During engagement the system employs two important parameters to decide
if a Context matches an Atom (i.e. to decide if the Context is equal or similar to
the Atom): the Resolution-Constant and the ACAS-Constant. The Resolution-
Constant determines if two values are considered as equivalent. For example,
if the Resolution-Constant is set to 90%, the Local-Emotion in the Context
is equal to 95 and the Local-Emotion in an Atom is equal to 100, they are
considered equivalents. That is, any value between 90 and 100 is considered as
equivalent to 100. The ACAS-Constant indicates the minimum percentage that
the Context must be equivalent to the Atom in order to produce a match. For
example, if the ACAS-Constant is set to 50%, at least the 50% of the Context
must be equivalent to the Atom. The values of these constants have important
effects during engagement. If the Resolution-Constant is set to 100% and the
ACAS-Constant is set to 100%, we are forcing the system to reproduce any of
the Previous Melodies. On the other hand, if the Resolution-Constant is set
to 1% and the ACAS-Constant is set to 1%, the system is forced to select at
random between all the CPs in its knowledge-base the next phrase to continue
the melody.
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3.2 Reflection

During Reflection the system tries to break impasses and evaluates the coherence
and novelty of the melody in progress.

Breaking Impasses. When an impasse is declared, the system decrements in
10% the value of the Resolution-Constant and the ACAS constant, and then
switches back to engagement. The purpose is to make easier to match an atom.
If after modifying the constants the system cannot match any atom, the system
tries a second strategy: it selects at random a CP from its knowledge base, added
it to the melody in progress and switches back to engagement. The purpose of
this strategy is to modify the Context in a way that now it can match an atom.
If the system fails again the impasse is declared as unbreakable and the E-R
cycle ends.

Evaluation of Coherence. In ERMEG a melody is coherent when there are
not abrupt jumps of notes between two continuous phrases within a melody.
For example, let us imagine that the last note of CP1 is the first degree and
the first note of CP2 is the seventh degree; in this case, the distance between
them is too big (5 1

2 tones) and therefore the coherence is broken (the maximum
allowable distance between two continuous phrases can be modified by the user
of the system). To solve this problem the system moves the second phrase closer
to the first one, or creates a new CP that works as a bridge that joins both
phrases in a smooth way. For example, suppose that engagement generates the
two phrases in Figure 4. Reflection evaluates that composition as incoherent.
The system modifies the melody either by moving back the second phrase closer
to the first one and in this way reducing the distance between them (Figure 5.a),
or by building a bridge of notes in two measures that will join the two phrases
(Figure 5.b).

Fig. 4. Two phrases generated by engagement.

Evaluation of Novelty. In this work, a melody is considered original when it
is not similar to any of the Previous Melodies. The system compares the melody
in progress with all Previous Melodies. If they are similar the system decrements
the value of the Resolution and ACAS Constants in order to look for novel atoms
to match.

The engagement-reflection cycle ends when an impasse is unbreakable, or
when the system performs a predefined number of E-R cycles.
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Fig. 5. Modification made by reflection.

4 Discussion.

Figures 6 and 7 show two melodies generated by ERMEG. The system performed
the same number of engagement-reflection cycles for each of the examples. The
following parameters were employed in both cases:

– Resolution-Constant : 90%
– ACAS-Constant: 50%
– Maximum difference allowed between two consecutive notes in two different

phrases: 3 Tones

ERMEG employed the same group of Previous Melodies to generate the two
melodies. However, for the melody in Figure 6, the system employed CPs with a
length of 8 beats and for the melody in Figure 7 the system employed CPs with
a length of 2 beats. In both figures, the first measure corresponds to the initial
phrase provided by the user, which was the same for both examples; the shaded
parts in the figures show those notes inserted or modified during reflection; the
rest are the phrases generated during engagement.

Although the melodies shared the same initial phrase, and the same group
of Previous Melodies, they progressed in different ways. There were two main
reasons for this behavior: the content of Atoms depended on the size of the CPs;
the number of Atoms, and therefore the number of options to progress a melody,
also depended on the size of the CPs. Thus, each time we modified the length
of the CPs, we altered the content and number of knowledge structures inside
the system. In the case of the melody in Figure 6 it was easy to recognise the
origin (in the set of Previous Melodies) of each phrase. This made sense because
the building blocks, i.e. the CPs, were quite long: 8 beats. However, in the case
of the melody generated with CPs equal to 2 beats (Figure 7), it was hard to
identify where each phrase came from.

The main purpose of this work was to explore if the ideas that inform the
E-R model employed for building MEXICA could be applied for musical compo-
sition. ERMEG suggests that the E-R model can be employed to generate novel
monophonic melodies.

Music composition is a very complex process. It involves several aspects that
have not been taken into consideration in this work. There are several computer
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Fig. 6. A melody generated by ERMEG with a composition-phrase equal to 8 beats.

Fig. 7. A melody generated by ERMEG with a composition-phrase equal to 2 beats.

programs that produce very interesting results in this area. We are interested
in generating a computer model of creativity that can be applied in different
domains. We believe this work is a good first step towards a more complete E-R
Model.
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Abstract. We investigate the question of automatic scene construction
for visual arts applications. We have implemented a system which can
automatically infer a user’s intentions from a partially formed scene,
express the inferences as constraints, and then use these to complete the
scene. We provide some initial experimental results with the system in
order to compare two approaches to constraint-based scene construction.
This leads on to a discussion about handing over increasingly meta-level
responsibility when building computationally creative systems.
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1 Introduction

We have for some time been building an automated painter called The Painting
Fool (www.thepaintingfool.com), which we hope will one day be accepted as
a creative artist in its own right. We initially concentrated on automating vari-
ous non-photorealistic rendering processes including segmenting and abstracting
images, and the simulation of the look and usage of various natural media such
as pencils, paints and pastels. Recently, however, we have investigated more
cognitive, higher level issues related to painting. Firstly, we set up an expert
system which can choose a painting style appropriate to an emotional keyword
describing an image of a person’s face. For instance, given the keyword ‘sadness’,
The Painting Fool would choose to use a palette of muted colours and simulate
pastels and pencils, in an attempt to heighten the melancholy expressed in the
final painting. The painting style chosen in response to the keyword ‘happiness’
is very di!erent. Moreover, we combined The Painting Fool with a vision system
able to detect the emotion of a sitter for a portrait [5].

We have also addressed the question of getting The Painting Fool to invent
its own scenes for painting. We have so far concentrated on constructing scenes
with multiple similar objects arranged in some intelligent fashion. Paintings of
such scenes are very common, for instance fields of flowers were very popular
subject matter to the Impressionists. In [3], we implemented an evolutionary
approach to the construction of such scenes, and we further used the HR system
[2] so that the combined system both invented a fitness function and evolved
a scene which maximised the fitness, with some surprising results. While this
approach was successful, it had the drawback that to describe a new type of scene
required defining a weighted sum of correlations over the elements in the scenes.
In addition, certain constraints on the scene could not easily be guaranteed.
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Fig. 1. Inspiring Scenes. In partial scene 1, three disjoint rectangles are arranged so
that the tops, centres and bottoms are collinear, their widths and hues are equal, but
both their brightness and saturation increase from left to right. In partial scene 2, three
disjoint rectangles are arranged so that their tops are collinear and the rectangles with
bases nearer the top of the scene are slimmer, shorter and less saturated than those
with bases nearer the bottom of the scene.

We look here at an alternative approach to scene construction which attempts
to address these drawbacks. In section 2 we describe how our system is able to
induce a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) from a partial scene supplied by
a user. We also describe two ways in which the CSP can be used to generate
scenes that contain elements adhering to the constraints exhibited in the partial
scene. In section 3, we describe some initial experimental results from using the
system. The work presented here has some overlap with the automatic derivation
of designs from sketches [8]; diagrammatic reasoning [7]; geometric modelling via
constraint solving [6] and scene understanding in machine vision applications
[10]. However, our main inspiration has been Cohen’s AARON program [9].
Much of the perceived creativity of AARON comes from the fact that it paints
imagined scenes. In section 4, we describe some di!erences between the system
we are building and AARON, and we use this as a springboard to discuss the
requirement of handing over increasingly meta-level responsibility when building
creative systems.

2 Constraint Based Scene Generation

We restrict ourselves to scenes which contain just rectangles of di!erent loca-
tions, shapes, sizes and colours such as those in figure 1. These constructions are
minimal, and can be considered placeholders for elements of a scene which will
be painted. For instance, the rectangles in completed scene 2 of figure 1 could
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be replaced by images of tree trunks and painted to produce a woodland scene
similar to that in Klimt’s Beechwood Forest painting of 1903. It is certainly
possible to evolve such scenes using the methods described in [3], so there is a
degree of overlap with our previous evolutionary approach. However, unless the
evolved scene completely maximised the fitness function, which is unlikely, there
would be no guarantee that certain constraints required by the user would be
upheld in the completed scene. For instance, having one rectangle fully or par-
tially occlude another in scene 2 might ruin the aesthetic of the woodland scene.
As described in section 5, we see the constraint approach and the evolutionary
approach as complementing each other, and we envisage an overall system which
is able to use these and other methods to generate sub-scenes in much larger,
more complex scenes.

In addition to the guarantee of certain constraints holding, in order to rapidly
train The Painting Fool with numerous scenes, another requirement we specified
was that the user would train the scene generator visually. In practice, this
means that the user moves and changes rectangles on screen until the constraints
he/she wishes to be upheld are present in their partial scene. Then, the system
infers various constraints and asks the user to discard any which are present
but not desired (and allows the user to pre-empt this by turning o! certain
constraint deriving processes). In subsection 2.1, we describe how the constraints
are derived and represented in the syntax of the CLPFD constraint solver [1],
and in subsection 2.2, we describe how we introduce randomness to the scene
description. The user dictates how many rectangles are needed to complete the
scene, and to achieve this, the system uses the derived constraints to generate
and solve either a single constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), or multiple CSPs,
as described in subsection 2.3. In either case, the variables in the CSP relate to
the x and y coordinates of each rectangle, along with their height, width, hue,
saturation and brightness. The constraints relate the variables either of one
rectangle (a unary constraint) or of two rectangles (a binary constraint). The
ability to derive a specification for a scene further advances the work presented
in [3], where the user had to explicitly specify a fitness function, or relied on
the HR system to invent one. We plan to implement the ability to interpret the
observed constraints as a fitness function, so that the evolutionary approach can
also be driven by user supplied examples.

2.1 Deriving Constraints

We originally intended to use a descriptive machine learning system such as HR
[2] to form a theory about the partial scene, and then mine the theory for po-
tential constraints. However, we found that the kinds of constraints that need to
be expressed are relatively simple, so theory formation was not needed. Instead,
we wrote methods able to derive (a) constraints on the domains of variables
(b) constraints expressing collinearity properties (c) constraints expressing gen-
eral relationships between variables defining single rectangles and (d) constraints
expressing relational properties between pairs of rectangles, as described below.
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Domain restrictions

Any properties true of all the rectangles in a partial scene can be used to narrow
down the domain of the variables. For instance, in partial scene 1 of figure 1, all
the rectangles have the same width and hue. This can be expressed in a CLPFD
constraint program by simply substituting the variable with the constant value.
In addition, the system allows the user to constrain the values of variables to be
within the bounds of those present in the partial scene. For instance, the heights
of the rectangles in completed scene 2 of figure 1 are between the heights of the
largest and smallest rectangles of partial scene 2, as the user specified this.

Collinearity constraints
The system looks at every triple of rectangles and checks for rough (i.e., within
a radius of 20 pixels) collinearity of their centre points and eight points around
their edges. For any line covering the same points on a triple of rectangles,
it checks whether all the rectangles in the partial scene are similarly roughly
collinear and if so, expresses this as a constraint. Any lines which are su"ciently
similar to another are discarded, in order to keep the number of collinearity
constraints down. In our early experiments, we found that having points fit
exactly on lines often over-constrained the CSP. Hence, we relaxed the derived
constraint to state that the y-coordinate is within 150 pixels of the line. Note
that the scenes are of size 1000 by 1000 pixels, and – in line with standard
graphics practice – the y-coordinate in scenes increases from top to bottom. As
an example, in partial scene 1 of figure 1, the top left point of the three rectangles
is (66, 391), (94, 383) and (122, 373) respectively from left to right. The system
calculates the line between the first two points using the standard equation
(y!y1) = (y2!y1)

(x2!x1)
(x!x1). In order to keep the variables of the constraints whole

numbers, the equation is multiplied throughout by (x2!x1). In our example, the
line is therefore expressed as 28(y!391) = (!8)(x!66) " 8x+28y!11476 = 0.
The system then checks whether the third point is within a distance of 20 pixels
from that line. As this is true in our example, the system generates a constraint
which dictates that the y-coordinate of the top left hand corner of each rectangle
in the scene should be within 150 pixels of this line. The unary constraint in this
case is expressed in CLPFD syntax as follows:

unary_constraint(line0,S) :-

get_x(S,X), get_y(S,Y),

(X*8) + (Y*28) - 11476 #> -150, (X*8) + (Y*28) - 11476 #< 150.

Note that S represents the rectangle to be constrained and get_x and get_y are
able to to determine the x and y coordinate variables of the rectangle. There are
similar predicates available for the height, width and colour variables.

Intra-rectangle relational constraints
At present, we have only one intra-rectangle relational constraint, which relates
the height and width of the rectangles, so that the rectangles produced as solu-
tions to the CSP have similar shapes. For example, in partial scene 2 of figure
1, the height to width ratio of the rectangles is between 1:5.16 and 1:7.71. To
produce the completed scene, the user chose the option of constraining the pro-
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portions of all rectangles in the scene to be within these ratios. This constraint
was expressed in CLPFD syntax as:

unary_constraint(height_width_ratio_min_max_516_771,S) :-

get_height(S,H), get_width(S,W), H100 #= H * 100,

(W * 516) #< H100, (W * 771) #> H100.

Inter-rectangle relational constraints

The system is also able to notice global relationships between the variables of
pairs of rectangles. To do this, it first calculates various properties of each rect-
angle which supplement their defining properties. For each property P , it then
calculates the sets: R(P,=) = {(r1, r2) : P (r1) = P (r2)}, R(P,<) = {(r1, r2) :
P (r1) < P (r2)} and R(P,>) = {(r1, r2) : P (r1) > P (r2)}. Then, each instance of
a subset relationship between these sets gives rise to a constraint. For instance,
in partial scene 2 of figure 1, the following subset relationship was determined by
the system: R(bottommost!y,<) # R(width,<). That is, the system induced the hy-
pothesis that if rectangle r1 has a base that is higher in the scene than rectangle
r2, then r1 also has less width than r2. Remembering again that y-coordinates
increase from top to bottom, this binary constraint is expressed as follows:

binary_constraint(bottom_above_implies_less_width,S1,S2) :-

get_y(S1,Y1), get_y(S2,Y2), get_height(S1,H1), get_height(S2,H2),

Bottom1 #= Y1 + H1, Bottom2 #= Y2 + H2,

get_width(S1,W1), get_width(S2,W2),

(Bottom1 #< Bottom2) #=> (W1 #< W2).

Note that constraints of this type are enabled by CLPFD’s ability to post propo-
sitional constraints. The system found other such propositional constraints in
partial scene 2, including the constraints that thinner rectangles are shorter and
less saturated (and vice-versa). Note also that the system is able to detect global
disjointness in a scene and derive an appropriate binary constraint for each pair
of rectangles. It also determines the minimum amount of padding around each
shape in the partial scene, and imposes this in the disjointness constraint, so
that rectangles in the completed scene have similar padding.

2.2 Introducing Randomness

Unfortunately, the solutions to the kind of constraint problems which are gener-
ated tend to be fairly formulaic. For instance, the first scene presented in figure 2
is a valid solution to the constraints derived from partial scene 1 of figure 1. We
see that the introduction of rectangles of the same shape, size and colour satisfies
the constraints. In order to try to introduce more variety, such as that present
in completed scene 2 of figure 1, we first experimented with an all-di!erent con-
straint scheme and a constraint scheme which imposed a minimum di!erence
between variables. However, we found that the former didn’t introduce enough
variety, and the latter tended to over-constrain the CSP. In addition, we also de-
cided that for certain partial scenes, the user should be able to generate multiple
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Fig. 2. Four completed scenes satisfying the constraints derived from partial scene 1 of
figure 1. The first has no randomness imposed; the second has a random x-coordinate
imposed and the final two have random x-coordinate, height and saturation imposed.

di!erent scenes using the CSP. For these reasons, we allowed the user to specify
that certain variables should have a random value ordering in the CSP search.
As an example, to achieve the kinds of woodland scenes we desired from partial
scene 2, we specified that the system should impose random value orderings on
the height, saturation and x-coordinate of each rectangle. The completed scenes
in figure 2 demonstrate the di!erence in visual variety achievable when the ran-
domisation of variables is imposed. As described in section 3, we experimented
to see whether reducing the domain of random values increased solving speed.

2.3 Using the CSP to Build Scenes

To recap, with our system, the user changes the shape, colour and location of
a set of rectangles on screen, so that the partial scene exhibits the kinds of
relationships they wish to see in the full scene. The system then induces certain
constraints and the user can deselect any which are not there by design. Finally,
the user chooses the number of additional rectangles, r, they wish to add, and
the system is employed to complete the scene. We have experimented with two
di!erent ways to use the CLPFD solver to generate completed scenes. Firstly,
we looked at trying to solve the scene generation problem in one pass. That is,
a single CSP which contains variables for the shape, location and colour of r
rectangles is written and solved. We impose a restart limit, which is useful when
generating scenes with a random element. Secondly, we looked at a sequential
approach where a constraint satisfaction problem is generated with variables for
a single rectangle. This is solved and the rectangle is added to the scene, then the
process iterates until the required number of rectangles are present. We impose a
back-tracking parameter b: if a search for rectangle number n fails b times, then
rectangle numbers n! 1 and n! 2 are removed from the scene, and the search
starts again. When generating scenes with a random element, we found that
over-constrainedness occurred when two rectangles with very similar values for
the same variable were sequentially added to a scene. We further found that the
scheme of removing both was more successful than removing just one of them,
hence the reason for removing both rectangle n! 1 and n! 2.
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3 Experimental Results

Our first set of experiments were designed to determine the fastest way to con-
struct a completed scene from partial scene 1 of figure 1. We looked at both the
one pass and the sequential approach, with the times taken to construct scenes
with between 10 and 20 rectangles presented in figure 3. We see that, while the
one-pass approach is faster for the addition of smaller numbers of rectangles, its
solving time drastically increases when sixteen rectangles are required. Indeed,
we found that constructing scenes with seventeen rectangles caused a memory
problem which we have not yet overcome. In contrast, the sequential approach
seems able to cope in a linear fashion with increasing numbers of rectangles,
because it only has to solve a CSP for one rectangle at a time.

Fig. 3. Solving times for partial scene 1 for the one pass and sequential approaches.

Secondly, working with the constraints derived from partial scene 2 from
figure 1, we experimented with various setups to determine the fastest way to
construct a scene with twelve rectangles. In contrast to the first scene, scene 2
requires the x-coordinate, height and saturation variables to have a random value
ordering, to achieve the desired visual variety. We experimented with di!erent
percentages for the size of the random variable domain, for instance, using a
17% random domain setting for a variable with integer domain d1 to dn means
that a list of 0.17$ (dn!d1) values randomly chosen between d1 and dn without
repetition becomes the value ordering for the variable. Using various settings for
the backtracking search parameter and this domain percentage, we found that
best time with the sequential approach was around 18 seconds. In contrast, we
achieved much lower times for the one-pass approach. We experimented with
various settings for the restart time (rs) and random domain percentage (rdp)
and due to the random nature of the value orderings, for each pair %rdp, rs&
which defined the search setup, we ran the system 10 times and recorded the
average number of times the search was restarted and the average overall search
time. The results are presented in table 1. We see that the lowest average time
over a 10 run session was 2.6 seconds, which was achieved by both %20, 20& and
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%15, 75& settings. Also, the average time over all the setups is 7.6 seconds, which
is less than half the time taken with the best sequential approach. We also note
that – on average – the random domain percentage which is fastest over all the
restart times is 75%, and on average over all the random domain percentages,
using a restart time of 3 seconds was the fastest.

Random domain percentage
Restart (s) 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 50 75 100 av.

2 8.0 20.4 3.5 9.1 2.4 6.3 1.3 3.4 1.2 3.1 1.4 3.7 1.2 3.1 2.0 5.3 1.2 3.1 1.7 4.6 2.4 6.2
3 4.0 13.7 1.5 4.5 1.5 4.5 1.6 4.8 1.5 4.4 1.4 4.0 1.4 4.0 1.3 3.7 1.8 5.5 1.4 4.0 1.7 5.3
5 2.7 13.7 1.9 8.2 1.4 4.9 1.2 3.8 1.8 7.4 1.4 4.8 1.5 5.5 1.1 3.2 1.4 4.0 1.8 7.0 1.6 6.3
10 1.6 11.6 1.2 4.9 1.3 7.6 1.2 5.6 1.3 6.6 1.4 7.7 1.2 6.3 1.5 10.5 1.4 6.9 1.5 8.8 1.4 7.7
15 1.6 20.2 1.5 12.5 1.3 8.7 1.3 8.6 1.3 8.9 1.6 14.7 1.4 11.6 1.5 11.8 1.0 2.6 1.4 11.5 1.4 11.1
20 1.2 12.1 1.0 11.7 1.0 8.1 1.0 9.9 1.0 2.6 1.0 6.3 1.0 8.0 1.0 13.6 1.0 6.3 1.0 8.2 1.0 8.7
av. 3.2 15.3 1.8 8.5 1.5 6.7 1.3 6.0 1.4 5.5 1.4 6.9 1.3 6.4 1.4 8.0 1.3 4.7 1.5 7.4 1.6 7.6

Table 1. Number of restarts and solving times (in seconds) for the one pass approach.
The best times (of 2.6s) are shown in bold face.

We intend to perform much more experimentation over a larger set of partial
scenes, in order to be more concrete about the best settings for certain scenes.
Our preliminary conclusions are that, for the construction of larger scenes, the
sequential approach is advisable, but for smaller scenes of 15 rectangles or less,
the one-pass approach may be quicker. We cannot yet be conclusive about the
best settings for generating scenes with random aspects, because the two best
settings from table 1 were for relatively large restart times, but on average over
the random domain percentages, lower restart times seem to be more e"cient.
Also, as random domain percentages vary, there seems to be no obvious trend
in e"ciency, with the exception of 2%, which is clearly too small.

4 Discussion

Recall that our ambition for The Painting Fool is for it to ultimately be taken
seriously as a creative artist in its own right. We believe that to achieve this
will require addressing as many misconceptions in the art world (and society in
general) as it will require the solving of technical problems. In particular, in [4],
we argue that the default position – that machines cannot be creative – can lead
to a vicious circle whereby the value of machine generated art is assessed not in
terms of the artwork itself, but in terms of the (seemingly uncreative) process
which produced it. As a start to breaking this vicious circle, we propose that
the authors of creative software describe how it operates in terms of high level
notions, rather than in terms of its algorithms. In particular, in [4], we suggest
that any software which needs to be considered creative in order for its products
to be assessed favourably should be described in terms of its skill, appreciation
and imagination (which we call the creative tripod). Moreover, we suggest that
the development of creative software could be guided by the creative tripod,
i.e., we determine whether our software needs more behaviours which could be
described as skillful, appreciative or imaginative. For instance, until we worked
with emotion detection software (as described in [5]), we could not describe The
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Painting Fool as appreciative, whereas now we can claim that the software has a
greater appreciation of both its subject matter and the way in which its painting
choices can a!ect the emotional content of its pictures. We are currently working
on implementing behaviours which could be described as imaginative, and we
are concentrating on enabling The Painting Fool to invent novel scenes in a
similar way to the AARON program. The scene generation approach described
here forms part of this programme of work.

If one were to find a criticism of AARON [9] as a creative system in its own
right, it would be that Cohen has neither given it any aesthetic preferences of its
own, nor the ability to invent new aesthetic preferences. In this sense, AARON
remains largely an avatar of its author. While this is actually the wish of the pro-
gram’s author [personal communication], a general criticism of software which
we may purport to be creative, is that it never exceeds its training. To combat
this, we advocate the practice of climbing the meta-mountain, whereby once a
creative system exhibits one behaviour, we examine the next creative responsi-
bility that is still held by the human user of the system, and move on to auto-
mate behaviours which take over that responsibility. At each stage, we advocate
implementing the ability to exceed our training with respect to the behaviour
just implemented. For example, for a project with The Painting Fool, which
resulted in the Amelie’s Progress Gallery (see www.thepaintingfool.com), we
implemented a number of di!erent artistic styles (comprising a colour palette,
abstraction level, choice of natural media, paint stroke style, etc.), and used this
to paint numerous portraits of the actress Audrey Tatou. In addition, we gave
The Painting Fool the ability to invent its own artistic styles, by choosing aspects
of the style randomly. While this was simplistic, it was e!ective: around half of
the 222 portraits in the gallery came from randomly invented styles and the
expert system of artistic styles mentioned above is composed in part with styles
which were randomly generated. As another case study, as previously mentioned
in [3], we employed a machine learning approach to invent fitness functions, and
the resulting system could be perceived as more imaginative, because we were
unsure in advance not only of what the generated scene would look like, but also
what aesthetic (fitness function) the scene would be evolved to maximise. Again,
we can claim that the combined system exceeded our training somewhat.

As with the notion of the creative tripod, the notion of climbing a meta-
mountain provides a useful way of communicating ideas about creative software
to a general audience: in this case, we are describing how we train software
to emulate artistic abilities and exceed their training. However, the notion of
climbing a meta-mountain can also guide the development of creative software.
To this end, we are working to a seven point meta-level implementation scheme,
whereby we add behaviours which simulate (a) making marks on paper (b)
making marks to represent scenes (c) painting scenes stylistically (d) choosing
appropriate styles for scenes (e) inventing scenes (f) inventing scenes for a reason
(g) evolving as an artist. We are currently working on projects which lie around
(e) to (f) in this scheme, and we acknowledge that latter aspects of the scheme
– in particular (g) – are not well defined yet.
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5 Conclusions and Further Work

Via an initial implementation and preliminary experiments, we have shown that
constraint-based scene generation is feasible, in particular that partial scenes can
be defined visually and desired relationships can be guaranteed. We ultimately
envisage a scene generation system which uses a combination of case-based, evo-
lutionary, constraint-based and other approaches to allow the most flexibility.
There are serious questions about the generality of the constraint-based ap-
proach, and we may find that it is only appropriate for certain types of scenes.
In addition to the testing of the constraint based approach on many more scene
types, we also plan to implement more constraint derivation methods to enable
the building of more types of scenes. Following our methodology of training the
system and then implementing behaviours which exceed our training, we will
investigate methods to automatically change constraints derived from a partial
scene, and to invent wholly new constraint schemes for the generation of scenes.
As with the combined system presented in [3], we hope that with these addi-
tional abilities, the perception of imaginative behaviour in the system will be
heightened.
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Abstract. Some of the cultural and technical forces that influenced the creation 
of the “man”  (the player-controlled element) in two early  home video games, 
Pitfall! and Yars’ Revenge, are discussed. We find that the specific nature of the 
Atari Video Computer System (also known as the Atari  VCS and Atari 2600) as 
a computing platform enables and constrains what can be done on the system, 
and that it  also encourages and discourages certain types of creative work. For 
these reasons, understanding the platform is essential  to understanding the 
development of games on this influential  system and, by extension, the early 
history of video games. 

Key words: Platform studies, Atari VCS, Atari 2600, video game development.

1  Two Cases from the Early Days of the Video Game

Creativity intersects with computing in many ways — not only when computers are 
used to model creativity, but also when they are used to enable and constrain the 
creative work of developers of digital media. We examine two cases where 
programmers of the Atari Video Computer System (also called the Atari VCS or Atari 
2600) created a “man,” an in-game representation controlled by the player, in a way 
that was sensitive to the capabilities of computing platform being used. The same icon 
would not have been created on a system with different capabilities; this helps to 
show how the surrounding games would also not have been developed in the same 
way if a different game system was being targeted. The cases considered are those of 
David Crane creating Pitfall Harry for the Activision game Pitfall! and Howard Scott 
Warshaw creating the fly-like Yar for the Atari game Yars’ Revenge. They represent 
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some of the interesting interactions between programming and platform that we have 
written about in our forthcoming book, which takes a platform studies approach to the 
Atari VCS [1].

The Atari VCS was an extremely influential early home video game system. It was 
neither the first home system nor even the first cartridge-based system, but its success 
was so great that in the early 1980s, “Atari”  became synonymous with “video game 
system” just as “Coke” often means “soft drink” and “Google” generically means 
“search engine” today. The creative work done on the system had an influence on the 
development of video game genres and interface conventions, among other things.

The claim in our title that “computing makes the ‘man’” should be taken in only 
the most literal sense. It simply means that these two “man” objects, Pitfall Harry and 
the Yar, are generated by a particular computing system running particular programs 
— they do not exist without computing. This claim is not supposed to mean that the 
technology of a platform determines the creative output of programmers, or 
determines the programmers themselves, in any simplistic way. The relationship 
between creativity and platform is a complex one. We hope that our discussion here 
will shed some light on this complexity and help to show how the particularities of a 
computing platform are involved in the process of creating digital media.

2  Pitfall Harry

Pitfall! is an important early platformer and a predecessor to the side scroller, a form 
of video game which was made famous by Super Mario Bros. In this form, the “man” 
is seen from the side and typically moves from left to right as the background and 
structures continuously appear on the right and disappear on the left. With its side 
view, the ability of Pitfall Harry, the game’s hero, to jump, swing, and climb and fall 
between different levels, and with the need to drive this character horizontally toward 
treasures, Pitfall! managed to do many of the essential things that a side scroller did 
even though it didn’t smoothly scroll its environment.

Pitfall! arose from a combination of influences, technical and cultural. It started 
with the challenge of creating realistically animating graphics on the Atari VCS. The 
sprites in early games were static — one unmoving graphic comprises Combat’s 
planes, Slot Racer’s cars, even Superman’s human characters. Pitfall! creator David 
Crane had already experimented with simple animation to great effect in Grand Prix, 
in which the cars have wheels with tire treads that spin at different rates depending on 
the car’s speed. But he had previously sketched out an idea for a realistically moving 
man. This became the basis for Pitfall Harry.

Because of the limitations of RAM, ROM, and processor cycles that were inherent 
to VCS programming, graphics like sprites were not considered external assets that 
could be dropped into a game. VCS programmers used quad-ruled paper to sketch out 
designs for sprites, considering not only the 8-bit wide patterns needed to render a 
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subject convincingly, but also how to design without changing sprite colors during a 
scan line and while accounting for the total size of a set of sprites in ROM. In some 
cases, the possible locations of a sprite on screen would dictate whether color changes 
were possible — for example, there might not be enough time to change sprite color 
and graphics values in addition to playfield graphics.

Another issue was the legibility of sprite graphics on-screen. The 8-bit width of 
VCS sprites do not provide a lot of room for detail, and some objects or creatures 
prove very difficult to render in such low resolution. Crane explained: “Early in my 
career at Atari, I designed a Slot Machine game. When I tried to draw traditional slot 
machine symbols — cherries, lemons, oranges, etc. — it became clear that there was 
no way to render those objects in 8 monochrome pixels. So I used cactus, cars and 
other angular objects that were easily recognizable when drawn with pixels” (Email to 
Bogost, 23 October 2007).

The smallest vertical unit in the VCS graphics system is a single scan line of the 
television screen. The smallest unit of horizontal space is a color clock, the amount of 
time it takes the machine’s graphics chip, called Stella, to draw one color segment; 
Stella is configured to click away three color clocks for every cycle of the VCS’s 
MOS Technologies 6502 processor. The detailed view of Pitfall Harry’s head and 
neck drawn in Figure 1 on the left clearly shows that the “pixel” defined by these is 
rectangular, not square. This shape became a design feature; for example, the 
rectangular blocks help Pitfall Harry’s legs appear longer than they would with square 
pixels. The Combat biplane sprite on the right appears to be comprised of square 
pixels because that program uses a two-line kernel, which only updates the sprite 
graphics every two scan lines.

The choice of the scorpion and cobra obstacles in Pitfall! evolved from a similar 
process, motivated more by how convincingly these opponents could be rendered than 
by any prior interest in those creatures.

Crane worked on the “little running man” animation for several months, refining its 
appearance and behavior. He walked deliberately around the office, trying to record 
his own leg and arm positions and to translate those movements onto pixel paper. 
However, Crane didn’t do anything with the little running man right away. Each time 

Figure 1. Pitfall Harry and the biplane from Combat are composed of the same divisions of the 
scan line, the wide pixels of the Atari VCS.
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he finished a project, he would bring out the designs and think about a game that 
might make good use of it. Finally in 1982, a plan came together: “I sat down with a 
blank sheet of paper and drew a stick figure man in the center. I said, ‘OK, I have a 
little running man… Let’s put him on a path’ (two more lines drawn on the paper). 
‘Where is the path?… Let’s put it in a jungle’ (draw some trees). ‘Why is he running?
… (draw treasures to collect, enemies to avoid, etc.)  And Pitfall! was born. This entire 
process took about 10 minutes. About 1000 hours of programming later the game was 
complete.’” (Email to Bogost, 23 October 2007). The inspiration for Pitfall! wasn’t 
the side-scrolling jungle adventure, but rather the running man. The adventure just 
gave him a reason to run. 

Crane’s technical innovation combined with several cultural influences to produce 
the “man” Pitfall Harry instead of just a generic running figure. Today, highly detailed 
videogame characters with complex backstories are common. Miyamoto’s Jumpman 
(who later became Mario) and Iwatani’s Pac-Man had become cultural icons before 
Pitfall! was released. But Pitfall Harry was the first popular video game character 
born on a home console system. He eventually spawned numerous sequels, licensed 
products, and even a television cartoon. The little running man was partly responsible, 
but the cultural references also helped to develop the game’s fictional world.

The film Raiders of the Lost Ark was released in 1981. Crane acknowledges that 
the movie inspired the idea for an adventure in the jungle. But apart from that 
particular kind of wilderness setting and a guy who runs, little about the game 
resembles Raiders. (Howard Scott Warshaw’s Atari-licensed Atari VCS Raiders of the 
Lost Ark cartridge takes considerable license with the film’s character and the plot, but 
nevertheless has many more identifiable elements that can be read as related to the 
film.)  Beyond the cinematic adventure of Indiana Jones, there were two important 
inspirations that contributed to Crane’s design.

The first explains Pitfall Harry’s ability to swing on a vine. This idea, of course, 
comes from Tarzan, the original vine-swinger, who was created by Edgar Rice 
Burroughs in 1912. Tarzan also inspired Taito’s 1982 arcade game Jungle Hunt, 
although that game was developed independently of Pitfall!, with neither developer 
knowing about the other project. Perhaps jungle fever was in the air in that year.

The second explains the crocodiles in some of the Pitfall! ponds. From the 1940s 
through the mid-60s, Paul Terry’s Terrytoons studio, best known for the character 
Mighty Mouse, released a theatrical cartoon series featuring two magpies named 
Heckle and Jeckle. The cartoons featured the typical amusing pranks, in which the 
two birds calmly outwitted a variety of foes. In one sequence, the two ran across the 
heads of crocodiles, deftly escaping their snapping jaws. Crane, who was born in the 
mid-1950s, remembered seeing the cartoons as a child. He speculated that this idea 
would make an interesting mechanic in an adventure game.

The result was interesting indeed, partly thanks to how it made the Heckle and 
Jeckle maneuver interactive. To the amateur player of Pitfall!, the screens with 
crocodile-filled ponds prove quite difficult. It is only possible to stand on the heads of 
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the crocs while their mouths are open, and a misstep lands Pitfall Harry in the water. 
As the player becomes more experienced, the player works up enough skill to jump 
quickly and deftly over the crocodiles, just like Heckle and Jeckle.

3  A Fly Named Yar

Howard Scott Warshaw’s first assignment at Atari was the project that would 
eventually result in Yars’ Revenge. Initially, he was to port the arcade game Star 
Castle, produced by Cinematronic, to the Atari VCS. As he told an interviewer, “I 
soon realized that a decent version couldn’t be done, so I took what I thought were the 
top logical and geometric components of Star Castle and reorganized them in a way 
that would better suit the machine” [2]. Warshaw’s comment reveals how the platform 
participates in the ecology of game development. The design of Yars’ Revenge was 
not entirely determined by the Atari VCS, nor was it dropped on the platform by its 
programmer with no concern for how the system worked. The original idea was to 
imitate another game, but the capabilities and limitations of the VCS led the developer 
to create something different, a reorganization of Star Castle’s major components that 
recognized the differences between vector and raster graphics, exploited the abilities 
of the TIA, and was well-suited to home play.

It was a radical move for Atari to set aside Star Castle, which they had already 
arranged to license. An arcade game that was a hit would of course have a following 
already, one that might generate enthusiasm and an initial market. Even one that 
wasn’t a huge success still contained a complete and fully implemented game design, 
one which had been tested on the playing (and paying) public. 

Ironically, however, the hardware capabilities of an arcade machine — in terms of 
processing power, graphics, and controller setup — were always significantly 
different from those of the Atari VCS, so that having a well-tested and implemented 
game design implemented on an arcade platform didn’t mean very much when it 
came to the home console’s hardware. The most obvious difference between the 
underlying Star Castle computing system and the VCS was the arcade machine’s 
vector graphics, which Atari called XY graphics. Atari’s successful arcade games 
Tempest, Battlezone, Asteroids, and Lunar Lander all use this sort of graphics system, 
which employs a fundamentally different type of monitor. All early arcade games 
used a CRT, but the ones in vector graphics games are wired differently than are the 
ones in standard televisions. The electron beam does not sweep across the screen from 
left to right, being turned on and off as it makes its way down and then returns back to 
the top 60 times a second. Instead, the electron gun is pointed at a certain location, 
turned on, and moved from that (x, y) coordinate to another point in a straight line, 
where it is turned off again. (An oscilloscope functions in a similar way; it just uses a 
different method of deflecting the electron beam.) Because the beam can be made to 
move arbitrarily instead of progressively scanning along the screen, this way of 
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illuminating a phosphor-
coated screen was also called 
“random scan.”

Cinematronics was the 
first company to release an 
arcade game that used this 
display technology. The 
game was Space Wars, 
released in 1977. Like the 
first raster arcade game, 
Nolan Bushnell’s pre-Atari 
Computer Space, it was a 
two-player game and an 
arcade implementation of the 
1962 PDP–1 program 
Spacewar. Star Castle has 
significantly  different 
gameplay, and was 
developed by a different 
person, but the space setting 
and control scheme show 
that it is clearly based on 
Cinematronics’ earlier game 
Space Wars.

Vector graphics have 
certain advantages over 
raster graphics; at least, they 
did in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. Specifically, it is much easier on a vector system to rotate shapes and to 
scale them up or down, as is needed when zooming in or out. For instance, to resize 
an object that is centered on (0,0)  and consists of some set of lines, each endpoint’s 
coordinates can simply be multiplied by the scaling factor. It does not get much 
trickier when the object is centered elsewhere or when there should be different 
scaling along the horizontal and vertical axes. It is also straightforward to shear a 
shape, keeping one axis constant while shifting the other. Rotation, scaling, and shear 
are the basic linear transformations, and any one can be accomplished by subjecting 
the coordinates of a shape’s points to a single matrix multiplication. In combination 
with translation (the displacement of the shape in space, which just requires addition 
of the amount of the displacement), these allow for all the possible transformations 
that keep straight lines straight.

In a raster graphics system, particularly one with the limited computing power of 
the Atari VCS, the only feasible way to show a rotation of an object is to display a 

Figure 2. Star Castle, the vector-graphics arcade game 
shown at top, inspired Yars’ Revenge, at bottom, which was 
made for the raster graphics of the Atari VCS. The Star 
Castle ship  and Yars’ Revenge “fly simulator,”  the Yar, are 
shown in detail in the lower left of each screen.
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different bitmap, a hard-coded image of the shape rotated by the desired amount. This 
is how tanks and planes in Combat are rotated, for instance. A simple form of scaling 
is supported in hardware, via the TIA’s number-size registers, but smoother zooming 
has to be done by providing additional bitmap graphics. Even when the display 
hardware itself is not of the XY graphics sort, these benefits of vector graphics can be 
seen when comparing systems such as an early version of the bitmap-based 
Macromedia’s Director and an early version of that company’s vector-graphics Flash 
environment.

The object of Star Castle is to destroy the rotating cannon in the center of the 
screen repeatedly, with one’s triangular, rotating ship, a vessel that looks and moves 
like the ones in Asteroids and Space Wars. The enemy cannon appears behind colored 
overlays and is surrounded by three concentric, rotating shields, each of which is 
made of line segments. The segments can be destroyed by fire from the player’s ship, 
but whenever an entire ring is shot away, it regenerates. Whenever the player clears a 
path to the cannon, creating a chance to shoot at it to destroy it, the canon fires a large 
missile toward the player’s ship. As the player is trying to break down the shield 
rings, three mines also move out and seek the player’s ship. They can be avoided or 
shot, although shooting them does not increase the score and they soon reappear. After 
a central cannon is finally successfully destroyed, another one quickly appears with 
three intact rings around it.

In Yars’ Revenge, the player’s “ship” or “man” is the Yar, a “fly simulator” that is 
controlled with the joystick. Yars’ Revenge does not have a ship that pivots clockwise 
or counterclockwise, something that was fairly easily implemented on the vector-
graphics display system of Star Castle. Instead, the joystick is used to directly move 
the Yar in the standard eight directions — up, down, left, right, or diagonally. This is a 
form of movement that was fairly easy for the Atari VCS: translation while facing in 
one of eight directions. This type of mapping, a form of direct manipulation,  wasn’t 
exactly native to the system, though. Early games, including Combat, often used 
methods of joystick control that now seem far less obvious. The VCS cartridge 
Asteroids, a port of an arcade game that featured a rotating ship, used a rotate-and-
thrust control scheme.

The Yar sprite is animated, requiring an additional frame for each direction, but its 
appearance facing right is a reflection of what it looks like facing left, allowing for 
some savings. Up/down reflection is not as straightforward as left/right reflection; the 
latter can be accomplished with a single write to a register on the VCS’s graphics and 
sound interface board, Stella, while the former requires manually loading and storing 
new bitmap data. For this reason, the Yar sprites for up and down are both laid out in 
ROM. Switching between the two requires reading a different bitmap. The insect 
appearance of the Yar was simply based on what Warshaw could draw and animate in 
an interesting way within a player sprite. The name “Yar” has a more definite referent 
— it was devised by spelling Atari CEO Ray Kassar’s first name backwards.
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4  Standing on the Shoulders of Platforms

By choosing a platform, new media creators simplify development and delivery in 
many ways. Their work is supported and constrained by what this platform can do. 
Sometimes the influence is obvious: A monochrome platform can’t display color, a 
video game console without a keyboard can’t accept typed input. But there are many 
more subtle ways that platforms interact with creative production, due to the idioms 
of programming that a language supports or due to transistor-level decisions made in 
video and audio hardware. In addition to allowing certain developments and 
precluding others, platforms also encourage and discourage different sorts of 
expressive new media work with much more subtlety. In the case of Pitfall! and Yars’ 
Revenge, the appearance, function, and behavior of each game’s “man” was 
influenced by both cultural and technical factors. Pitfall Harry realized David Crane’s 
attempt to realistically animate a running man. Crane used the platform’s technical 
capabilities with virtuoso skill while also drawing on popular culture to create the 
character’s context and program his behavior. The Yar was Warshaw’s deft adaptation 
of a spaceship from a coin-op game with a totally different graphics system. The 
resulting  figure went native on the home system, becoming an iconic character for the 
Atari VCS.

Particular platform studies may emphasize different technical or cultural aspects 
and draw on different critical and theoretical approaches, but to deal deeply with 
platforms and new media, these sorts of studies will all have to be technically 
rigorous. We hope our book-length consideration of the Atari VCS will be the first of 
many such studies. We have invited proposals for other books in the new Platform 
Studies series of The MIT Press, at <http://platformstudies.org>. We invite the 
consideration of all sorts of computing platforms, including not only video game 
consoles but also home computers of all sorts; important software systems that have 
been treated as platforms, from BASIC through HyperCard to Java; and 
minicomputer and mainframe systems such as PLATO and the PDP-10. The detailed 
analysis of hardware and code can connect to the experience of developers who 
created software for a platform and users who interacted with and will interact with 
programs on that platform. An approach that looks at a particular platform, or a 
closely related family of platforms, through time and in a variety of contexts of use is 
especially well-suited to uncovering new insights about digital media. The deep 
investigation of computing systems has the potential to reveal the interactions 
between platforms and creativity, design, expression, and culture.

Creators need to understand how the medium they work in produces meaning, 
aesthetics, and experiences. The same is true for the critic, who must be able, among 
other things, to grasp how an artifact signifies in relation to how it was created. Such 
principles apply to all expressive media, from paint to language to computation. Since 
the conventions and forms of media develop historically, it becomes increasingly 
important to understand the origins, trends, and alterations of creative expression. For 
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example, the modern poet benefits from an understanding of meter, which developed 
and changed throughout the millennia. Computational critics and creators should also 
be concerned with how form and material influence the way work is produced and 
received. Platform studies offers one inroad into such a practice, by focusing on the 
ways a platform’s hardware and software interacts with processes of computational 
creation and reception.
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1 Introduction

The area of computer generation of humour [1, Chap. 10] aims to simulate the
creation of humorous artefacts (usually written texts), typically via a number of
processing stages. If a humour-generating program is needed for some practical
purpose, then how it is constructed may be of little theoretical interest. However,
in the case of more theoretical research, where the program is there to test an
abstract model, the mechanisms are the whole point.

A decomposition of the humour-generation process could lead to various sit-
uations. It could be that all steps can be computed with resources which exist
or can be computed automatically (e.g. [2]). Or some of the steps might be im-
possible to compute because they involve substantial unsolved problems. Here,
we consider a third possible situation: where some of the steps are relatively un-
problematic theoretically, but happen to be difficult or impossible to compute,
for practical reasons not relevant to the simulation of humour. The solution pro-
posed here is to use human intuition to bridge these gaps, but in a way which
does not vitiate the overall model of humour. Normally human intervention in
a computational model of a ‘creative’ process is seen as invalidating the testing
of the model, but we suggest here that a suitably controlled and constrained
human contribution can be wholly valid.

2 Uninformed Resource Creation

In other areas, it is routine practice to use human judgements to create data re-
sources. Computational linguists make much use of annotated corpora, such as
the Penn Treebank [3], where some quantity of language data has been marked
up by human judges. Sometimes known experts are used for these tasks, but
sometimes the work is done by relatively untrained persons working from ex-
plicit guidelines. Standard methodologies exist, involving (for example) checks
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on inter-rater agreement [4]. Often, the annotation is not specialised to some very
specific subsequent use – the aim is to build a general-purpose resource, usable
in whatever way other researchers see fit (not necessarily for text generation).

Similarly, in experimental psychology, it is well-established that materials
to be used in an experiment may need to be pre-processed, using human re-
actions or judgements, to ‘norm’ or to ‘validate’ them. For example, van der
Sluis and Mellish [5], in a test of the effects of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ texts on
readers, used a first stage to establish which sample texts were actually ‘pos-
itive’/‘negative’. Such a preliminary validation step is not part of the actual
experiment, but merely calibrates the data. In such cases, the subjects may be
given some explicit remit (e.g. guidelines) about how to classify the data, but
quite often the calibration will be carried out by measuring reactions or effects.
Such validations are relatively specialised for the particular experimental setting,
even though the resource could be used elsewhere if it was suitable.

In both data annotation by specialists, and norming of data by untrained
subjects, the human judge’s knowledge or reactions are being used for a task
which it would not be feasible to automate. However, the actual process of
annotation or validation is not itself intended as a component in some wider
model – it is just a practical way to create the resource. These are the direct
antecedents of the methodology being proposed here.

The idea is that where a humour model requires some stage which is currently
not computable automatically, the researchers should formulate an objective,
explicit, modular, detailed specification of the stage, without reference to its
place in the model, especially with no reference to humour. Then, using that
specification, human volunteers should create, using their own judgements (and
possibly existing data resources) a resource which will allow the computation
of that step. This whole procedure may itself have substeps which have to be
treated in the same way (a recursive application of the methodology).

In this way, the researchers can develop a step-by-step simulation of the
complete humour generation process. Some of the steps will have involved human
intervention and intuition – but that has occurred in isolation, ‘off-line’, without
reference to the humour model or to humour as the purpose, and so does not
undermine the claim to have a mechanistic model. The term ‘uninformed’ is
used here to emphasise that those humans who are applying their intuition are
not aware of the purpose or theoretical context of their efforts, and are not
directing their intuition to the central problems of the research. In particular,
steps should be taken to minimise the chance that the participants will provide
(or try to provide) data which is itself ‘funny’ (even without the other modules in
the process). In developing a theoretical account of the underlying mechanisms
of humour, it is important that the overall phenomenon is decomposed into – and
hence explained in terms of – components which are not themselves humorous.
If a model of humour contained a module whose remit was ‘find a funny idea’,
then it would be hard to argue that the model gave rise to humour – the humour
would have been supplied ready-made by this single module (and the question
would then be: what is inside this module to make that happen?).
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3 How It Could Work

A very simple example of this approach is the way that the first prototype of
the JAPE riddle generator [6] used a lexicon solicited from volunteers. However,
to illustrate how a component in a processing model could be handled, consider
Binsted and Ritchie’s (unimplemented) model of generating ‘story puns’ [7]. A
story pun consists of a short narrative (the setup) followed by a single-sentence
(or single-phrase) punchline which is phonetically similar to some well-known
phrase or saying (e.g. a proverb or quotation) and which somehow acts as a
suitable conclusion to the story (often by summing up the message of the story).
Binsted and Ritchie limit themselves to the case where the well-known saying is
a proverb, and offer these five stages1:

(i) choose a maxim;
(ii) distort that maxim;
(iii) construct a semantic analysis of the distorted version;
(iv) derive constraints from that semantic form;
(v) devise a story to meet these constraints.

The first two stages should be open to automation using a collection of proverbs
and some information about phonetic similarity. The third stage is in principle
automatable, but difficult in the current state of the art, and the fourth stage
hard to define formally. The fifth stage - story generation - is clearly challenging.
To illustrate our approach, we suggest replacing stages (iii), (iv), (v) with:

(iii′) paraphrase the distorted maxim in a way that uses a different phrasing;
(iv′) given a sentence offering general advice, outline a sequence of events which

would exemplify the truth of that advice.
(v′) given a sequence of events, write a narrative text describing them.

In a sense, this uses the paraphrase in place of a formal semantic representation,
since this facilitates its use in guiding the story generation. This new stage (iii′)
might be computable automatically, but if not, human participants could be
briefed to carry out this task. Stage (iv′) would start from the results of (iii′).
This could not be automated at the moment, but it could – if suitably specified
– be performed by humans. That is, stage (iv′) could be computed offline by a
participant who was told to list a situation, an event, or a sequence of events,
which illustrated the wisdom of the advice in the supplied sentence. Similarly,
(v′) could be delegated to human volunteers. It might be better to merge stages
(iv′) and (v′), asking the volunteers to write short stories to illustrate the appli-
cability of the advice, rather than having the two stages of stating an abstract
spine for the story (stage (iv′)) and then having the story itself created ((v′)).
Appending the distorted adage (which the stage (iv′)/(v′) volunteers have never
seen) to the story would complete the construction of the story pun.

It would also be possible to have a further validation phase (for any of the
stages), as in Binsted’s lexicon creation, where different judges vet the data and
sift out potentially faulty items.
1 There is also an implicit sixth stage: append the result of (ii) to the result of (v).
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Once again, the processing has been ‘de-skilled’, in the sense that non-
humorous mappings (paraphrasing, story-writing) have been executed by human
craft without subtler judgements about humour or the overall model.

4 Summing Up

For this approach to be viable, the humour model must have well-defined compo-
nents, and any component being ‘simulated’ by humans must meet these criteria:

– The researcher must be able to specify clearly, objectively, and in sufficient
detail what the functionality of the component is.

– The component must be modular, in order to be treated as a isolated task.
– The nature of the component must not encapsulate the essence of humour

(e.g. the devising of a ‘funny’ text); see Section 2.
– The researcher must be able to specify the computation of that component

in terms intelligible to suitable human participants who have no knowledge
of the broader theoretical context.

– The specification for the participants must not reveal how the resource they
create will be used – the task must have a self-contained description.

This methodological note argues that even if some component of a humour-
creation model is not yet fully automatable, the model can still be tested, and
a test involving human input need not be dismissed as invalid. This perspective
might also be applicable in other areas of computational creativity.
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Abstract. We are engaging in the experimental study of improvisational actors 
in order to fully comprehend and computationally model what actors do during 
improvisational performances. Our goal is to fill in the gaps of our 
understanding of creativity and improvisation and to begin to integrate 
engineering methods with the theory and practice of acting. This paper presents 
the current methodological issues of a new experimental study of cognition in 
improvisational acting. 
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Introduction 

Improvisation in a theatrical performance can occur on many levels depending on the 
genre and style of performance, from the displaying of emotion, gesture, and posture, 
to the real-time determination of dialogue and narrative progression.  There is a 
spectrum of improvisation in theatrical acting, from completely predetermined to 
completely non-predetermined [1].  On one side of the spectrum is the extreme case in 
which the performance of actors is completely scripted – displays of emotion, gesture, 
posture, positioning, dialogue, and verbal inflection and tone are all predetermined 
such that there is no tolerance for variation or individual interpretation. A more 
common model of theatrical performance is one in which dialogue and some 
instructions to actors are scripted, but the actors are responsible for interpretation and 
execution of the details of the performance. Differing styles of performance and 
interpretation of scripts involve differing degrees of improvisation skill.   

Towards the opposite end of the spectrum one will find the genre of theatre called 
improv [2; 3].  Improv is a remarkable example of creative group performance 
because (a) the creation process of narrative content is completely in real-time, (b) 
there is no explicit coordination between the actors, and (c) in the case of unscripted 
improv, the constraints on a performance are typically of the form of a set of game 
rules plus audience suggestions.  At the extreme other end of the spectrum is a form 
of improvisational performance in which there are no constraints on the activities of 
the actors given a priori, and everything is fabricated in situ.   
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There are schools of improv that have resulted in seminal publications and teaching 
methods (e.g. Johnstone’s [2] teachings on “status transactions” and storytelling in 
improvisation or Spolin’s [3] theatre games, such as the game “What Happens 
Next?”).  These schools have elicited specific domain knowledge that expert 
improvisers are well versed in (e.g. strategies like “always accepting what is offered 
to you” or easy methods of establishing character, like Johnstone’s “Fast Food Laban” 
and “Fast Food Stanislavski”).  There have been attempts to codify some of this 
knowledge in the form of computational systems (e.g. [4]).  However, the 
representation of these teachings can only bring us so far in our understanding of 
creativity.  Comprehending how improvisation is taught (which has not been fully 
represented in a computational system to date anyhow) does not further our 
understanding of what actors actually do when improvising.  To reach that level of 
knowledge, we need engage in the experimental study of actors performing 
improvisational acts.  This approach has the potential to elicit deeper knowledge 
about what cognitive processes are being engaged during an improvised creative act 
(as opposed to representing concepts taught in seminal pedagogical texts).   

Our goal is to fill in the gaps of our understanding of creativity and improvisation 
and also begin to integrate engineering scientific methods with the theory and practice 
of acting.  Our key objectives are: 
• The development of appropriate methodologies for collaborating with actors in 

order to capture data relevant to cognitive modeling. Our current work has 
focused on methodologies from (a) observational study [5] to (b) verbal 
protocols to (c) retrospective interview.  

• The identification of (a) cognitive processes underlying improvisation, and (b) 
declarative and procedural knowledge employed in improvisation through a 
variety of experiments involving human actors. 

• The development of implementable human behavior models based on our 
findings that contribute to research on autonomous agents and virtual humans 
that are capable of demonstrating creativity in the context of improvisational 
acting with or without human interactors. 

The results of this work will be directly applicable to the development of autonomous 
agent and virtual human technologies that can improvise performances or act in the 
presence of human interactors.  One of the intended outcomes of this ongoing work is 
the advancement of the design of autonomous agents for entertainment, distributed 
education, and training that are capable of reasoning about themselves, other 
autonomous agents, and human interactors to perform believably and effectively in 
uncertain environments where real-time behavior is essential. This paper presents the 
current methodological issues of a recently begun experimental study of cognition in 
improvisational acting and the application of the resulting theory to the behaviors of 
synthetic characters. 

Improvisation 

Theatre has been suggested as a model for believable agents [4; 6; 7].  A believable 
agent is an autonomous agent capable of expressing emotions, personality, and other 
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visual and behavioral qualities that facilitate the willing suspension of disbelief.  
However, little has been done to investigate the creative processes that underlie 
improvisation in theatre.  To increase our understanding of creativity in the context of 
improvisation in theatre, and our understanding of improvisation and creativity in 
general, our research investigates (a) new methodologies for studying improvisation 
(b) new computational models of creativity, emotion, and improvisation in the context 
of theatrical acting, and (c) how to apply these models to the performance of 
believable characters. 

Improvisation in the arts (i.e. theatre, dance, and music performance) can be 
differentiated from other domains in which improvised problem solving occurs 
because actors select actions for creative purposes rather than solely ones of 
correctness or efficiency (e.g. improvisation is a means for handling unexpected 
failures in domains such as organizational management and emergency response).  
We view improvisation as a group activity that involves communication between the 
performers as well as an array of cognitive processes to formulate and select actions 
quickly. 

The current body of research on improvisation, which most notably comes from 
the improvisational music domain, points to the following generalities:  

Improvisation is a constant process of receiving new inputs and producing new 
outputs [8; 9].  Improvisational dance, theatre, music, etc. all depend on performers 
observing their own and other performers’ actions, performing some quick 
deliberative process, and then selecting new actions to perform. An improvisation 
model must be able to process and interpret these inputs as knowledge involved in 
decision-making. 

Improvisation is a “continuous and serial process” [10] as opposed to one that is 
“discontinuous and involving iteration,” such as music composition [11].  This 
suggests that there are specific cognitive processes that are employed during 
improvisation that are either a) different from those used during non-improvisational 
acts or b) are used with different constraints than those used during non-
improvisational acts. 

Improvisation involves decision-making based on domain-specific as well as real-
world knowledge [9; 12; 13].  A key aspect of this knowledge is the use of a 
“referent” as background knowledge for improvisation [8; 10; 11].  A referent eases 
cognitive load during improvisation by providing material for variation, allows for a 
palette of pre-performance structures to be created by the performer, and reduces the 
need for complex communication cues with other performers. Therefore, a model of 
improvisation should be capable of processing and applying these kinds of semantic 
structures for both inspiration and the lessening of cognitive load. 

Collaborative improvised pieces (as opposed to solo works) may involve both 
explicit and implicit communication [9; 14].  Body language, domain-specific cues, 
and verbal commands all contribute to the collaborative process of performing a 
group act.  Any model of improvisation needs to address how communication to 
others in the group is used for coordination. 

Improvisation is a process of severely constrained human information processing 
and action [8; 12; 15].  As Pressing [8] points out, an improviser must, in real-time, 
optimally allocate attention, interpret events, make decisions about current and future 
actions, predict the actions of others, store and recall memory elements, correct errors, 
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control physical movements, and integrate these processes seamlessly into a 
performance.  How this view of cognitive constraints maps on to the theatre improv 
domain has yet to be shown.  

Toward a Methodology for Studying Improv Actors 

As described earlier, we are designing experiments with improvisational actors to 
elicit data on the cognitive processes and knowledge structures that they employ in 
order to build computational models of improvisational behavior.  Examples of the 
hypothesized knowledge used include cultural knowledge, dramatic principles, 
practical experience, heuristics for selecting actions based on previous events, and 
meta-cognitive processes such as self-monitoring to stay “in character” and intentions 
of collaborators.  Our current task is to design and execute an experimental design.  
Unfortunately, studying improvisers is an inherently difficult task.  Direct observation 
of improvisational acting, such as MRI studies or traditional think aloud protocols, are 
impractical; performers cannot group together in an MRI machine nor can they think 
aloud while they are performing typical improvisation games.  This forces us to 
consider novel methods for studying performance that allow us to get as much useful 
data as possible while at the same time having little to no effect on the participants as 
they perform.   

Our first problem to solve is: how do we collect data?  There are previous 
observational methods from social psychology and ethnography that can be adopted.  
Our design consists of observing actors as they improvise and coding the observed 
behaviors [1].  Our initial coding dimensions are: 
• Referent codes (e.g. using game rules) 
• Standard improv techniques  (e.g. rules from Johnstone [2] or Spolin [3]) 
• Coordination (e.g. dictating other actor's character, establishing platform, (i.e. 

the setting, characters, and relationships in the scene)) 
• Workload (e.g. how long it takes to enter a scene, how long it takes to respond 

to a question or command, errors that occur, storing & recalling memory, etc.) 
• Action selection / generation (e.g. heuristics for selection, generation of 

actions to consider, execution of selected action) 
• Intention (actor's intentions and their model of the other actor's intentions) 
• Error correction (e.g. recovery from misunderstanding a coordination attempt) 

We will apply codes to videotaped improvised performances within an experimental 
setting based on both experimenter observation and retrospective protocol collection.  
The observational data will rely on our understanding of cognitive psychology and 
improvisational acting to create an appropriate coding scheme, as suggested by the 
dimensions proposed above.  The retrospective protocols will involve showing 
performers a videotape of a performance that they have just created and continuously 
guiding them to comment on what they were trying to do. 

Our second problem is: what data do we collect? Our current design is geared 
towards presenting players with modifications of typical improv games that are 
designed to elicit data of a specific nature.  We are exploring methods for both within-
game modifications as well as meta-game modifications.   
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Within-game modifications can be viewed as different dimensions that define a 
game that can be mapped to the different coding dimensions described above. These 
modifications change how the actor(s) improvise a scene, very similar to how improv 
game rules dictate how the scene is played (e.g. “you are only allowed to speak in 
questions”).  Current within-game dimensions include:  
• Amount & kind of game constraints: How specific are the game rules?  How 

much of the platform is given? How much of the narrative is dictated? 
• Response time: How much time is given to respond to their other actors?  

What amount of preprocessing time is given before a game begins? 
• Privilege: Who is given what constraints?  (e.g., one actor could be given an 

entire platform in secret while another is given none). 
• Number of actors on stage 
• Length of scene 
• Narrative control: Who is told to lead the scene, if anyone? 
Meta-game modifications deal with how each game is run by the experimenter.  

For example, we will run the same scene multiple times with different actors.  This 
will give us a rich data set across individual and group dynamic differences.  We will 
disrupt scenes to effectively ask, “what are you thinking?” to get one-time direct 
observations of actor cognition. This is not so different from certain improv game 
rules (e.g. the games “What Happens Next?” or “Freeze”). 

The specific choice of games will also be a meta-level issue in experimentation.  
Given to the large amount of data these experiments will produce, we are aiming for 
shorter scenes when possible and simpler games using dyads or triads of actors 
instead of entire troupes. Further we are considering reducing complexity by limiting 
the communication modalities that actors have available to spoken word. If we can 
see evidence of decision-making, collaboration, workload issues, etc. in these sparse 
performances, then we will have a strong story to tell about fundamental cognitive 
issues in improvisational theatre performance. 

Toward Computational Modeling of Improv Actors 

Once we have constructed a theory of cognition in improv from our data, we need to 
build a computational model based on it for evaluation.   The next stage, therefore, is 
to implement the built theory in a computational architecture. We will implement the 
codified theory as declarative and procedural knowledge in a Soar agent [16].  The 
purpose of this is threefold.  First, since the Soar architecture is a well-established, 
independently researched theory of human cognition, the extent to which our informal 
model maps into Soar formalisms tests whether we have considered the requisite 
aspects of cognition to build a human behavioral model. The Soar architecture 
provides many of the cognitively motivated mechanisms (e.g. declarative and 
procedural memory, heuristic selection of actions, etc.) that allow us to build on a pre-
existing unified theory of cognition, rather than creating a model from scratch.  
Second, this enables our investigation to contribute to research on intelligent agents 
because the formalization of our initial model of improvisational acting doubles as a 
potential approach to the design of autonomous agents that are situated in uncertain, 
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unpredictable, real-time environments.  Third, Soar has been effectively used to build 
large-scale interactive agents [17; 18].  Part of this implementation will include a 
meta-analysis of the suitability of Soar, which will hopefully identify future 
architectural needs as well. 
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Abstract. This paper reports a computer program that generates novel designs 
of arrangements of furniture within a simulated room. Although it is based on 
the E-R computer model of creativity, the current prototype only implements 
the engagement part. In this document we explain the core parts of the program 
and how we build our knowledge structures. We present some experiments, 
conclude that our program is able to generate novel arrangements of furniture, 
and describe some future work.    
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1   Introduction 

The spatial arrangement of furniture within a room influences individuals’ behaviour and 
emotional reactions. For example, people tend to classify furniture as belonging to specific 
areas within a house. In this way, when we walk into a bedroom we expect to find a bed, a 
television, a closet, probably a desk, etc.; all these elements belong to the set of bedroom-
furniture and therefore we can think of them as establishing what we refer to as a harmonic 
relationship. In the same way, we might be surprised (an emotional reaction) if we find within a 
bedroom a washing machine. Since the washing machine does not belong to the set of 
bedroom-furniture, the harmonic relationship between the elements inside the room is broken 
leading to an individual’s emotional reaction (e.g. surprise, stress). The elements that comprise 
the set of bedroom-furniture, or the set of kitchen-furniture, etc., and the types and intensity of 
individuals’ emotional reactions depend on cultural, traditional and economical aspects.  
There are several approaches to the research of the relation between emotions, behaviour and 
physical spaces. For example, Pullman and Gross [1] studies how to create emotional nexus 
with guests or customers through careful planning of tangible and intangible service elements 
within a business; what they are interested about is in analyzing emotional responses as 
mediating factors between the physical and relational elements that conform customers’ 
experience, and their loyalty behaviours. Ritterfeld [2] points out the importance of the 
functional value (being used for specific purposes) of quotidian objects as an essential part of 
the process of aesthetic impression formation in daily life. Mehrabian and Diamond [3] studies 
how specific arrangements of chairs influence the way a conversation takes place. Lang [4] 

                                                           
1 Authors are listed in alphabetical order. 
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studied how teachers in high-school alter the classroom-space in order to achieve their 
pedagogical goals. 
We have developed a computer model able to represent emotional reactions to a specific 
arrangement of furniture within a room and then, following the engagement-reflection (E-R) 
computer model of creativity [5], employ this emotional representation to guide the generation 
of novel arrangements of furniture. The E-R model has been successfully employed to develop 
a computer program for plot generation known as MEXICA. Its main characteristics are: 
• The user provides a set of examples that are employed to build the system’s knowledge 

structures. 
• The model includes two core processes: a generation process (known as engagement) and 

an evaluation processes (known as reflection). During engagement the system generates 
material guided by content constraints; during reflection the system evaluates the material 
generated so far —modifies it if it is necessary— and as a result of the evaluation adjusts 
the constraints that drive the generation of material during engagement. The system’s 
outputs are the result of the interaction between engagement and reflection.  

• An important characteristic of the model is that, following Gelenter [6], emotions are the 
glue that link ideas during engagement. Thus, in MEXICA, emotional links and tensions 
between characters drive the generation of material during the unraveling of the plot [7].  

 
The main purpose of this work is to explore if the ideas that inform the E-R model employed 
for building MEXICA can be applied in interior design (see Alvarado & Pérez y Pérez in this 
proceedings for an example of the use of the model in music; see Acosta & Pérez y Pérez [8] 
for an example of the use of the model in creative problem solving). We believe that the study 
of the commonalities and differences in the use of the E-R model in different domains might 
result in interesting information about computational creativity. The program we report on this 
paper only implements the engagement part of the E-R model (we are in the process of 
designing the reflection part).  It has two possible operation modes: user-mode and design-
mode. The user-mode provides an interface that represents a room and ten pieces of furniture. 
The user can employ the interface to generate several designs of arrangements of furniture. The 
system records this information to create its knowledge-base. The design-mode generates 
automatically a novel arrangement of furniture. In this work, a novel arrangement of furniture 
means a design that is not recorded in the system’s knowledge-base. It is out of the scope of 
this paper to perform any study related to individual’s emotional reactions to spatial 
arrangements of furniture. Therefore, for the present version of the program, we intuitively 
define a set of rules that establish three types of possible reactions. However, our model is able 
to deal with a wider variety. In the following lines we describe the room and household goods 
we work with, how we represent emotional reactions and how the user and design operation 
modes work. 
 
2   Description of the Room. 
 
The current version of program works with the representation of a single-room (see figure 1). 
The room is defined as four walls surrounding an area of 3x3 meters. We identify two different 
types of positions within the room: 
Centres. The room has five centres: the positions located at the centres of wall-1, wall-2, wall-3 
and wall-4 are represented by the symbols c1, c2, c3 and c4 respectively; the centre of the room 
is represented by the symbol c. 
Corners. The four corners in the room are represented by the symbols e1, e2, e3 and e4.  
 

                   

        Fig. 1 Representation of a room.     Fig. 2 An example of arrangement.       
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The current version of our program includes a list of ten possible pieces of furniture to be 
employed: a bed, a dining-room table, four single chairs, a vase (which is considered as one 
piece of furniture), a couch, an armchair, and a small-coffee table. Thus, it is possible to locate 
the table on e1, the bed on c and the chair on c4. The user can select the direction that each 
piece of furniture has; e.g., the bed can be located on c pointing towards the east (see Fig. 2). 
 
3   Description of Tensions and Knowledge Structures.  
 
We refer to the representation of emotional reactions to an arrangement of furniture as tensions. 
We distinguish three types of tensions: Tension of Utility (Tu), Tension of Proximity (Tp) and 
Tension of Distribution (Td).   
Tension of Utility (Tu). In our model, furniture is designed to serve a purpose. For example, the 
purpose of a chair is that a person sits on it; the purpose of a bed is that a person lies on it (and 
probably sleeps on it); etc. In our model, when the utility (purpose) of a piece of furniture is 
affected, the system triggers a Tension of Utility. In this way, if a chair is situated on the bed, 
which implies that neither the bed nor the chair can serve its purpose anymore, the system 
detects this situation and triggers two Tu (one for each piece of furniture); if the chair is 
removed, both tensions are deactivated.  
Tension of Proximity (Tp). In our model, the distance between each individual piece of 
furniture must be at least 10 centimetres (with the exception of the chairs located by the dining-
room table). Thus, if the user locates a chair in front of a coffee-table side by side, a Tension of 
Proximity is activated. In other words, when two or more pieces of furniture are too close to 
each other (less than the equivalent to 10 centimetres) the system triggers a Tp. 
 Tension of Distribution (Td). In our model, it is important that the furniture is evenly 
distributed around the room. For example, if a bed is situated on e2, a chair on c3 and a table on 
e3, only the right part of the room is occupied. All the left part of the room has no furniture and 
therefore looks strange. So, if the system detects this situation, it triggers a Tension of 
distribution. We decided that a piece of furniture situated at c does not trigger a Td.  
 
In the current version of the system, all tensions have a numerical value established by the user. 
Thus, we can calculate the value of the tension produced by a specific arrangement of furniture 
in the room. Figure 3 shows three possible arrangements of household goods. Figure 3.b shows 
a vase on the floor at c, a bed on the floor with its head pointing towards the north at c3 (it 
invades e2 and e3 due to its size and orientation), a chair on the bed at c3 and armchair at c1 
pointing towards the west. This arrangement triggers the following tensions: two Tensions of 
Utility (Tu) due to the chair on the bed (the bed cannot be employ to sleep and the chair cannot 
be employ to sit; each tension has a value of 4 ); a Tension of Distribution (Td) because 
positions e1, c2, e4 and c4 are empty while the rest contains (at least part of) a piece of 
furniture (this tension has a value of 4). This arrangement generates a tension = 12.Thus, it is 
possible to describe a specific room-design in terms of its furniture, their position in the room 
and the tensions they produce. We refer to this description as Context. So, the Context of figure 
3.b is comprised by: a vase on the floor at c, a bed on the floor at c3, a chair on the bed at c3, an 
armchair on the floor at c1, two Tu due to the chair on the bed and one Td due to four empty 
positions. Context is an important part of our model since it is employed during the generation 
phase (engagement) as cue to probe memory and retrieve a possible action to continue the 
design of the room. 
 
                                a                                       b                                       c 

       

Fig. 3 Three possible arrangements of furniture within a room.   
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In our current model, it is possible to generate two types of designs: calm and tense. A calm-
design has a Tension < 10, a tense-design has a Tension > 10. We associate a calm-design with 
a conventional disposition of household goods within a room; we associate a tense-design with 
an unorthodox disposition of household goods which attempts to produce an emotional reaction 
in those individuals that watch into the room. 
The design process implies to generate a sequence of different arrangements of furniture until 
the right one is found. For example, figure 3 shows a sequence of three different household 
goods dispositions. The Context of Figure 3.a, named as Context1, is comprised by: a vase 
located at c, a bed located at c3, a chair located at e1, and an armchair located at c1; a Td is 
generated because positions c2, e4 and c4 are empty. In figure 3.b an action has been performed 
to modify this design: the chair has been located on the bed. This action produces a new context 
(described some lines above) named as Context 2. In figure 3.c a new action has been 
performed: the vase is moved to e1. This action produces a new context in this example named 
as Context 3. The final design has a tension = 12 so, it is classified as a tense-design.  
As an important characteristic of our model, we link contexts with possible actions to perform; 
e.g. Context1 is linked to the action “put the chair on the bed”; Context2 is linked to the action 
“Put the vase on corner e1”  In this way, we are able to generate sequences of actions during 
design by associating different contexts (see Section 4). However, because contexts describe 
very concrete situations and the E-R model requires more general representations, we transform 
contexts into what we refer to as Atoms. An atom is a context where all concrete objects (e.g. 
table, bed) and their positions in the room (e.g. e1, c3) are substituted by variables. In this way, 
Context1 and its linked action are transformed into Atom1: 
 
Atom1: Object1 is located at cX, Object2 is located at cY, Object3 is located at eX and Object 4 is located 
at eY; Td= 3 (because three quadrants empty). 
Linked Action: Object3 is put on Object 2. 
 
Object1, Object2, Object3 and Object4 are variables that can be instantiated with any furniture; 
cX and cY are variables that can be instantiated with any center; eX and eY are variables that 
can be instantiated with any corner. The linked action indicates that Object3 must be put on 
Object2. Notice that the relations between objects and locations are kept and each variable 
represents a different element. Thus, the goal of this project is to associate Atoms (sets of 
tensions and furniture-locations relations) with possible actions to perform. Then, employ this 
information to generate during engagement novel arrangements of furniture.  
 
4. General description of the system 
 
As mentioned earlier, our current prototype only implements the engagement part of the E-R 
model. The system has two main processes: building the knowledge structures (atoms) and the 
design process (engagement). Engagement employs atoms to generate novel designs. 
 
 Building knowledge structures. In order to generate atoms we have developed a computer 
application to perform a design process (user-mode). This application shows a representation of 
the room and the furniture that we described earlier. The user can perform any of the following 
actions: put a piece of furniture on any of the defined positions; eliminate a piece of furniture 
from the room; move a piece of furniture from one position to a new position; put a piece of 
furniture on top of another piece of furniture; change the orientation of a piece of furniture. The 
aim of this program is to permit the user to generate different designs. The program records 
user’s actions and generated contexts, and employ these information to build its atoms. 
Engagement (design-mode). The user can ask the system to generate a tense or a calm design. 
In a tense design the system employs actions that increase the tension; therefore, actions that 
decrement the tension are considered as not useful. In a calm design, the system employs 
actions that increase the tension and then actions that decrease the tension. During the 
decreasing phase, actions that increment the tension are considered as not useful. Engagement 
works as follows:  
1. An initial arrangement of furniture (a seed) is provided to the system by the user. 
2. The system calculates the positions of the furniture and the tensions they produce in order to 
update the Context. 
3. The context is employed as cue to probe memory. The goal is to match all those atoms that 
are at least 50% similar to the context (this parameter is known as the ACAS-Constant and can 
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be modified by the user. Its purpose is to give the system the possibility of matching atoms that 
are not identical to the Context. In this way, novel designs emerge. See Pérez y Pérez 2007). 
The system retrieves all actions linked to the matched atoms. 
4. Those actions that are not useful for the design in progress are eliminated. From the 
remaining actions one is selected at random as the following action to continue the design. 
5. The system goes back to step 2. 
The cycle ends when an impasse is declared (no atom can be matched), when a predefined 
number of actions have been performed or when a predefined value of tension is reached 
 
5. Experiments and Discussion. 
 
To test the model we provided the system (employing the user-mode) with eight different 
tense-designs and calm-designs. Then, we asked the program to generate designs which were 
original (different to those that we provided) and which were either tense or calm. The system 
was able to accomplish the task. Figure 5 shows an example of the steps that the program 
followed to develop an original tensional design. 
 

a                                                            b                                                       c                                     

                                   
 

Tension = 8.5                                 Tension = 9.5                              Tension = 15.5 
(Td 7)(Tu 1.8)                               (Td 6) (Tu 3.5)                               (Td 6) (Tu 9.5)               

 
d                                                             e                                                            f 

                                                            
Tension = 15.5                                       Tension = 19                                     Tension = 21 

  (Td 6) (Tu 9.5)                                      (Td 5) (Tu 13) (Tp 1)                    (Td 4) (Tu 15) (Tp 2)       
 

Figure 5.  Steps to produce a tensional design. 
 
The bed on the upper-left corner was provided by us as the initial context (see figure 5.a). Then, 
based on the experience recorded in its knowledge-base, the system surrounded the bed with 
furniture that increased the tension (a table with a chair and a vase on top of it, and two chairs 
located too close to the bed). That is, the system locates the furniture in the room based on its 
previous experience (not at random) and is able to satisfy the requirement of generating a novel 
arrangement which produces tension. In other experiments, when we set the ACAS-Constant to 
a high value (e.g. 90%) the system starts copying previous designs (instead of creating novel 
ones) and impasses are easily declared (i.e. the system cannot match any atom). This is 
congruent with previous results [7].  
This paper reports a work in progress. Based on the E-R model, we have developed the 
engagement part of a program that generates novel arrangements of furniture in a room. To 
achieve this goal, we defined how to represent emotional reactions to furniture arrangements, 
and how to build Contexts and Atoms (set of tensions associated to actions). In this way we 
have shown that: 1) the engagement part of the E-R can be employed to generate original 
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dispositions of household goods in a restricted domain; 2) representations of tensions can be 
employed to guide the design process.  
These are just initial results. We expect that once we implement the reflection part, where the 
material produced is evaluated for novelty and interestingness, and if it is necessary the 
material is modified by the system, our results will improve. That is, we will be able to generate 
more interesting designs. In the same way, we plan to extend our work by including more types 
of tensions, more furniture, as well as adding features like illumination and colour to the room 
and household goods. We believe those elements play an important role in the appraisal of 
emotional reactions. 
We hope this work encourages people to study the role of emotions in the creative process. 
 

In the 1980s, in writing The Design of Everyday Things, I didn’t take emotions into 
account. I addressed utility and usability, function and form, all in a logical, 
dispassionate way—even though I am infuriated by poorly designed objects. But now 
I’ve changed. Why? In part because of new scientific advances in our understanding 
of the brain and of how emotion and cognition are thoroughly intertwined. We 
scientists now understand how important emotion is to everyday life, how valuable. 
Sure, utility and usability are important, but without fun and pleasure, joy and 
excitement, and yes, anxiety and anger, fear and rage, our lives would be incomplete. 
[9] 
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